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Non -perishable Ç;1; .7 
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Chances are you can recall some favorite teacher whose friendly interest 
helped shape your life, earned your affection. So, while the apples teachers 
get may be perishable, the fruits of their efforts with pupils are not. 

In the communities they serve, the fruits of Fort Industry Stations' public 
service efforts are lasting, too. 

More, as part and parcel of everyday life in their localities, the seven 
stations listed below have earned the same kind of affection that favorite 
teachers do ... have become trusted and listened -to friends of their com- 
munities. To advertisers this means these stations speak with voices of 
authority. 

-1 ..o ran honk on a 
I ors Indoar. 'radarr 

THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY 

WSPD, bledo, U. WWVA. bee ling. W. \a. WMMN. Fnirmont. W. Va. 
WLOK. Lima, (l. WAGA. Atlanta, Ga. WGBS, Miami. Fla. WJBK. Detroit. \lieh. 
.\ntionnf olr Ilrndgonrtrr.: 327 Lexington Arc.. Aver lork I 7.óldorado3-7133 
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August 1948 

WFIL -FM FAX WFIL -FM's first commercial eight -page FAX edition of Philadelphia 
STARTS WITH Inquirer July 15 carried advertising for 7 advertisers, including 
7 ADVERTISERS Bold Cigars, Parkway Bread, Greystone Wines, Lit Brothers (depart- 

ment store), J. M. Korn advertising agency. 

-SR- 

5 -CITY Listening in 5 areas surveyed by Pulse -- Cincinnati, New York, 
LISTENING UP Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston --was up for May -June with these areas 

combined producing more dialing than year ago. Baseball stations 

contributed to maintaining high level of radio interest. 

NBC TO GO 
ALL OUT FOR 
FRIDAY NIGHTS 

-SR- 

This fall NBC will concentrate on building Friday night as week's 
top listening evening. Strong line -up of programs plus sizable pro- 
motion budget are combined to fight nighttime sportscasts generally 

scheduled at this time. 

-SR- 

POLITICS FORCE Regular and seasonal advertisers are placing national spot schedules 
EARLY PLACING months earlier than usual due to fear that political broadcasting 

OF SPOT may tie up many hours previously available. 

-SR- 

WESTCLOX General Time Instruments Corporation (Big Ben -Westclox), which 
TESTING TV hasn't used broadcast advertising for over 10 years, is testing TV 

for 13 weeks ending September 22 via WBKB, Chicago. Once -a -week 

minute film is being used. 

TWO NETWORKS 
FOR ALASKA? 

-SR- 

Alaskan income has so pyramided during past 3 years that area not 
only justifies 5- station network but there is talk of 2 networks 
within next 3 years. Lot of money is being poured into territory by 

Washington which looks upon Alaska as prime defense area. 

-SR- 

WBRE SHOWS Although Wilkes- Barre, Pa., has no TV station, WBRE demonstrated 
LOUIS -WALCOTT RCA's 7' x 9' projection set night of Louis -Walcott fight to 5,000 
FIGHT TO 6,000 fans outdoors at station's FM transmitter and proposed TV site. 

Another 1,000 saw fight on four other receivers. Traffic previous 
night when fight was cancelled on account of rain was jammed for 7 
miles back to Wilkes- Barre. Fight was picked up from Philadelphia 
station. Hooper's Telerating on Louis -Walcott fight was 86.6, top- 
ping radio's greatest index, 79.0, reached by FDR's war message. 

SPONSOR. VoL 2, No. 10, Juguct 1948. Published monthly by Sponsor Publications Inc. Publication offices: 5800 .V. . Iercine St., Philadelphia f, Pa. Adcerluing, F.d lo 
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MYSTERIES AND 
AUDIENCE PAR- 
TICIPATIONS 
LEAD 

L. A. EXAMINER 
AND DON LEE'S 
KTSL JOIN IN 
TV COVERAGE 

STATIONS PLAN 
CORRELATION OF 
LOCAL MARKET 
DATA 

16 LANGUAGES 
ON N. Y. AIR 

Leaders in summer network fare are 8 mysteries and 5 audience par- 

ticipation programs. "Take It or Leave It," 2 "Stop the Music" 15- 

minute segments, "Break the Bank," and Bob Hawk are in Hooper "First 
Fifteen," as are "Fat Man," "Mr. D. A.," "Your FBI," "Big Story," 
"Gangbusters," "The Sheriff," and "Mr. Keen." 

-SR- 

Don Lee TV and Los Angeles Examiner have signed long -term mutual 
assistance pact insuring Don Lee's KTSL of top -flight news coverage 
and the newspaper of headline TV promotion. 

-SR- 

Emphasis on market research by newspapers is forcing stations to 

augment research staffs or else employ free lance marketing research 
men to correlate information on distribution, finance, population 
growth, and other data of importance to sponsors. Broadcasters are 

prepared to deliver facts beyond coverage and listening figures to 

advertisers upon request. 

-SR- 

Foreign language broadcasting has diminished throughout U. S. but 16 
languages are broadcast in New York. WHOM and WOV air 135 hours 

each in Italian weekly. WEVD devotes 80 hours weekly to Jewish. 

Other languages aired on 5 stations (WBNX, WEVD, WHOM, WOV, WWRL) in 

metropolis are Polish, French, Czechoslovakian, Armenian, Lithu- 
anian, Russian, Hungarian, Ukranian, Syrian, Swiss (French & 
German), Spanish, Irish, German, and Greek. 

-SR- 

20th CENTURY -FOX While all motion picture companies are getting their feet wet in TV, 

LEADS FILM -TV most active from program point of view is 20th Century -Fox. Not 
INVASION only has Skouras organization released newsreel to Camels but during 

July it signed agreement with UP to service UP- subscribing stations 

with stock film to give pictorial life to UP Telecast News. 

RADIO MFRS 
PLAN BIG SET 
ADVERTISING 
CAMPAIGNS 

SPORTS STILL 
TOPS IN TV 

2 

-SR- 

Over $2,000,000 will be spent in advertising by radio set manufac- 

turers this fall tying in with election broadcasting. Admiral's 

contest for distributor -salesmen alone offers $100,000 in cash 
awards for extending Admiral's dealer organization. More energetic 
radio manufacturers become in selling sets, bigger broadcasting's 
audience becomes. 

-SR- 

5 of Top Ten TV programs in New York as reported for June by Pulse 
are sports. Other 5 are film, amateur program, singer, kiddie show, 

and TV coverage of "We, The People" radio program. 

SPONSOR 



Verified anew by 1948 Listener Diary Study! 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

WKY LEADS IN AUDIENCE971% of the time in competition with 
211 other stations in Oklahoma City and the 4I- ty 
area, plus dozens more which can lie heard f outside.. 

WKY LEADS DAYTIME'luriug; 326t/2 out of 332 quarter -hours. 

WKY LEADS NIGHTTIMEIIuring 159 out of 168 quarter -hours. 

WKY LOCAL PROGRAMS acllie e larger shares of audience, on the 

average, than either NBC or transcribed shows. 

WKY PROGRAMS 1O °sisteutly build larger net weekly audiences 

than the cottllletitioll. 

WKY IS FIRST CHOICE of Oklahoma listeuers,.clearly and u 's- 

takably ... and the BEST BUY for advertisers! 

dominates 
a I I competîtîoñ 
.. in Central and Western Oklahoma 

AUGUST 1948 

*TWENTY other stations in Oklahoma City and 
immediate 41- county area, dozens more outside. 

0--1041 

1948 LISTENER DIARY STUDY was c lusted by Audience Surveys. Inc., 
in the -IL Oklahoma counties in which WKY has 50'7c or more B\IB 
coverage day and night. during the week beginning January 26. Findings 
include sets -in -use, station ratings, share -of- audience, net weekly 
audience. audience flow and composition by quarter- hours. Complete 
details available from WKY or Katz Agency representatives. 

WKY OKLAHOMA CITY 
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHONIA PUBLISHING CONPA \Y: THE OKLAIIOMIAN AND TI\IES - THE FARMER- STOCK)IA.' 
KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS - 111.2, DENVER (Affiliated Management) - REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY 

3 
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COST CORRECTION 

In reference to your July issue, on page 
86 you list our program "It's a Hit!" as a 
live package program. This is correct. I 

would like to correct the cost figure you 
indicate, however. A participation on 
this show is $175. , . which includes time 
and talent. Also, the contest each week 
is between two groups of men and women, 
any business, not only schools and clubs. 

Louis E. WESTHEIMER 

President 
Westheinler & Co., St. Louis 

MISSING ISSUES 

A review of my library of SPONSOR 

reveals the following issues missing: 
December 1946 
March 1947 

April 1947 
May 1947 

Can you help me fill in the gap? If 
you will advise which issues you can 
supply, and the amount, I will forward a 
check immediately. We consider SPONSOR 

an excellent research library on the sub- 
jects your articles have covered. 

TOM D. SCHOLTS 

Scholts Advertising Service 
Los Angeles 

Some back issues are no longer available. 
however. a few bound volumes of the first 12 
Issues (November 1944 through October 1947) 
can still be purchased on a first come. first 
served basis at $10 per volume. 

COWN UNDER 

Many thanks indeed for yours of the 
25th March by which we note that as yet 
you have not made a complete study of 
the wine industry, but we look forward to 
receiving this information in due course 
when you decide to publish same. 

As subscribers to SPONSOR, we derive 
very useful information and data concern- 
ing the American broadcast industry, and 
find that the various case histories quoted 
arc of exceptional value to us in our oper- 
ations. Being the only commercial sta- 
tion in Australia operating on a continu- 
ous 24 hours per day schedule, we find 
that our problems are very akin to those 
of our American colleagues, and conse- 
quently your magazine provides most use- 
ful references in all aspects of commercial 
broadcasting. 

FRANCIS E. LEvv 
Sales (\lanagcr 
Commonwealth Broadcasting Corp. 

Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Australia 
,(Please turn to page 6) 

More 

Listeners 

per Dollar 

...in Dollar Rich 

Pittsburgh 

Dollar for dollar, \\r \\'S\\' gives 
you more listeners than any 
other station in the potent Pitts- 
burgh market, because use are 
giving Pittsburghers what they 
want to hear 24 hours a day. 

We know they like lots of sorts. 
So, we give it to them! We know 
they enloy plenty of po-tular 
musk. So, we give it to them! 
When something big occurs in 
Pittsburgh, we know they wont 
to hear about it -when it happens. 
So, we have permonent remote 
lines terminating of over twenty 
vitol points In the city from which 
we con -and do- broadcast un- 
usual hoppenings of o moment's 
notice! 

'That's the kind of programming 
that has made \\' \\'S\\' a strong 
listening habit in Pittsburgh, 
through sixteen successful years 
of broadcasting. A listening 
habit that has brought effective 
radio results to a host of cash 
conscious advertisers -both 
local and national*. 

Count us in on your fall radio 
campaign, and you, too will profit 
by tested volume -per -dollar 
value with ... 

W SW 
PITTSBURGH'S 

Major Independent 

WWSW, Inc. 

Keystone Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

*Ask Forjoe 



ONE STATION ONE SET OF CALL LETTERS 

ONE SPOT ON THE DIAL ONE RATE CARD 

Ildiona 
of ¿&tese,'s/ 

Response from listeners throughout 6 -state Mid - 

America area indicates audience approval of 
KCMO's diversified programming. Mail response - 
(shaded area on map) -has come from 415 counties 

in 6 states, plus 22 other states not shown above! 

Inside the measured ''A millivolt* 213- county area 

are over 5 million people . 54% rural, 

46% urban. With KCMO's 50,000 watts 

daytime non -directional, you're sure of 
reaching the entire Mid - America market. 

For ONE STATION coverage of Mid- America, 

center your selling on KCMO. 

AUGUST 1948 

*50,000 Watts Daytime, Non -Directional 

. . . . 10,000 Watts Night -at 810 Kc. 

National Representative: John E. Pearson Co. 

0 
. . . and KCFM -94.9 megacycles 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
Basic ABC Station for Mid -Americo 
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' 111 West 52nd 
in '47 in continued from page 4 

RADIO'S NO. 1 FOOTBALL SHOW 

PREDICTIONS 
(85.6c,', Correct in '47) 

HEADLINE NEWS 

FEATURE STORIES 

BIG NAME GUESTS 

With 
COACH FRANK LEAHY 

Head Coach and Athletic Director 
at the University of Notre Dame 

NAMED COLLEGE ALL -STAR COACH AGAIN IN '48 

Transcribed for Local or Regional Sponsorship 13 minutes, 
ou a %%rrl, for t\Nrnl) during football season beginning "I. of \ugusl 16 awl rur>ing IIu'ouglt I;,rn" l g:uus January I. 
Ii (To rled a cold I'ollum inr big games, uiul ,\pr,:,cl l'c'f11ur:da 
ur Ftida broadcasting. 

I'r l' al Features .0ason's progratn includes u,%\ Pr"' 
motional features such as autographed footballs and photographs. 
n,%t spa per mals, f0alur, and publi0il stories and other merchan- 
dising mid :al,: 11,1p to assure the success uf -Leali> of Nolr, 

Scoop Your Nlarl.ct Nsitlt -I.,alt of Notre 1):uue" Football 
i. jil:I around 1110 (1)111(4 . Iir:II t11r ru:li h r,tpt,.lili_ full in- 
f(irin:tliuii luda\. 

WRITE ... WIRE ... PHONE 

For Prices and Information 

GREEN ASSOCIATES 
PHONE - CENTRAL 5593 

360 N. MICHIGAN BLVD. CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS 

JARO HESS AGAIN 

Mr. Ralph Brenan, owner of Radio 
Station CFBC, Saint John, N. B., saw 
your Jaro Hess drawings framed in our 
reception room, and nearly killed himself 
laughing. He is very anxious to get a set 
of prints, and as we represent his station, 
we would be most happy to pay for them 
if there is any charge. 

Keep up the good work -your maga- 
zine is getting bigger and better each 
month! 

S. W. CALDWELL 

Manager program division 
All- Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd. 
Toronto, Canada 

ANOTHER TV AGENCY DIRECTOR 

We noted the list which you published 
in your July issue of advertising agencies 
having television departments. 

You might be interested to know that 
we have recently opened a television de- 
partment with the writer as director. 

JAMES L. HILL 
TV Director 
Son De Regger Advertising Agency 
Des Moines 

COST INFORMATION? 

If you have available for distribution 
any additional material mentioned in your 
article Cost; the Classic Question which 
appears on page 113 of your July, 194S 

issue. I could certainly use it. 
DONALD H. ARVOLD 

BBD&O 
Los Angeles 

to There is a cost chart on page 54. 

FRIEND OF DEKKER 

Will you be good enough to let me know 
the name of the individual appearing on 
the cover of your July Fall Facts Check 
List? 

I am convinced that it is my old friend 
William Dekker. If it is, I would like 
very much to drop him a note. 

O. J. NICKEL 
Sterling Drug Inc. 
Gamier Co. dir.) 

Brattleboro. Vt. 
. It aas Bill Dekker. 

/'lease tuai to page 54) 

6 SPONSOR 



With a Single Contract 

MERCHANDISABLE AREA 

%, BONUS LISTENING AREA 

SERVING 3,835,800 PEOPLE 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROADCASTERS 
P O BOX 1956 

BUTTE. MONTANA 

SYMONS BUILDING 

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 

ORPHEUM BUILDING 

PORTLAND. OREGON 

6381 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD SMITH TOWER 

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 

THE WALKER CO -551 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY -360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 

330 HENNEPEN AVENUE. MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA-15 WEST 10TH STREET, KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 
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LOVE AT FIRST 

One significant fact to collie out of the field of television program- 

ming is the active (and consistent) enthusiasm of the critics for CBS-TV 

showmanship. 

As each of the major CBS -originated and produced Television shows 

ha- hit the air (and niet the critic's eve) the response has been ilule(li- 

ate -a case of love at first sight. It is applause not only for I)111I)oe. 

but for fulfillment: for both ingenuity and technique -in news as in 

lnnsic. in Variety- collll'dy and in "remote- hroadcastin_. 

Of far greater significance is this filet. I11 a medium %VI11c11 is still 

in it infancy. these CRS -"I'V programs eluerge as fully matured produc- 

tions On their r erg first airing -as the following continents clearly reveal. 



SIGHT 

,.. 

Here's what the critics said: 

TOAST OF TIIE TOWN Sunday, 9:30 -10:30 pm 
"Television seemed to advance five years. at least ...Sparked 
by Ed Sullivan hitting a new high as an affable emcee. the 
video show maintained a speedway pace ...With this show, 

CBS moves ahead of the crowd as the leader in putting 
together Grade A Variety fare." RADIO DAILY 

CBS -T1' NEWS Monday thru Friday, 7:30-7:45 pin 
"Much better than the feature -type newscast employed by 
other video broadcasters." VARIETY 

(Also the American Television Society's annual news award 
for "the station with the year's outstanding news program.") 

WHAT'S IT WORTH? Friday. 9:00 -9:30 pm 
"Prime television programming... It has visual and auditory 
appeal, each abetting the other. Its content is intriguing 
and devoid of monotony. and its format is pleasurably 
informal...There's a tremendous wealth of anecdote and 
human interest in the program." THE BILLBOARD 

PLACES, PLEASE Mon.,Wed., Fri., 7:4.5 -8:00 pm 
"This new backstage tele series. giving featured performers, 
bit players and chorines from Broadway a chance at some 

individual stuff, has a warming informal quality that makes 
attractive video...Barry Wood as producer- singer -emcee... 
hits it satisfyingly." VARIETY 

FACE THE 3IUSIC Mon. thru Fri., 7:15 -7:30 pm 
"Here's one of the neatest little musical packages to be 

wrapped up for television." 1 producer)... ̀ has wisely 

dressed the show with sufficient visual mountings and has 
given the singers bits of business to do. Latter factor gave 

the show that all- important movement." VARIETY 

TO TIIE QUEEN'S TASTE Monday, 8:05 -8:30 pm 
"Alost IA' recipe shows are as flat as stale beer. but one 

stands out like a glistening grape in a flavorless aspic. Mrs. 

Dione Lucas... has husbands drooling... is something of a 

television sensation." TIME At1GA %ISE 

TIIE AIISSFS CUES A- SHOPPING 11 1i1. John need 
King Wednesday. 1:3(1 -2:00 pin 
"Best proof...of staging certain types of television shows 

`on l"cat ;en'. "Television Vi -:ion "added plenty of color and 
authenticity." VARIETY 

The audience backed up the critics 

Certainly of equal importance with critical acclaim 
is the response of the television audience. I-Iere, 

too, CBS TV programming has already established 

clear -cut leadership. 

The most recent Ilooper Telerating Report 
showed that four CBS -TV programs placed among 

the "top 1(l--More than placed by any other sta- 

tion. And Gulf Oil's % E TIIE PEOPLE with a 46.0 

rating was the \o. 1 program in the New fork arca. 

TOAST OF THE TOWN'S first rating (9:39 -10 :00 pin) 

WWI more than half the viewers with a 56.5 share of 

audience. And CBS TELEVISION NEWS, only two 

months on the air, was the only news program to 

produce a broadcast with a rating in the "top 10 ". 

Praise from network affiliates 

A major measure of effective network programming 

is its appeal in other cities. Two affiliates testify to 

the local effectiveness of CBS -TV programs. 

"I am sure you will be interested to know that from the 
comments and letters we receive. it is clear that CBS. day 

after day, is doing an outstanding job in Television News. 

It is programming of this type that helps build large and 
increasingly loyal audiences to our station." 

G. BEN N ETT LARSON. WCAU -TV, Philadelphia 

"Congratulations. I think `Toast of The Town' ranks 
with the top Television entertainment on the air. It's cer- 

tainly the kind of programming stations need to build 

audiences." F.. K. JETT, WMAR- TV,ßaltimore 

For advertisers today these uni- 

versal tributes to CBS -TV pro- 

gramming have sharply practi- 

cal inlineations. To explore 
them to your profit call CBS 

Television. 

CB.STV 



RICH 

DOWNSTATE 

ILLINOIS 

MARKET 

%ow% ativ 
one wice... 

WMIX 

w«ix 
F 

"Southern Illinois' Most Powerful 

Radio Voice" 

that covers and sells that entire 

rich market for you with both 

AM and FM at one single low rate. 

No. 2 Radio Center, Mt. Vernon, HI. 

940 kc 94.1 me 

National Representative 

John E. Pearson Company 

ill'. Sp0I1MUC 

illiam Hart 
Director of Advertising 
E. I. Pont de Nemo ..rs & Company, Inc. 

Taking the "munitions trust" taste out of peoples' mouths and substi- 
tuting du Pont's theme of "better things for better living through 

chemistry" has been the job, for nearly a quarter century, of tall, husky, 
exacting Bill Hart. 

A good deal of du Pont's institutional burden is carried by one of 
Hart's pet projects, du Pont's Cavalcade of America. Under his watchful 
eye, it airs a literate blend of American history, drama, and institutional 
advertising. 

He fits well into the famed institutional aura surrounding du Pont's 
advertising activities. Even though his headquarters. like the firm's, are 
in Wilmington, Cavalcade is not supervised by long distance phone. Hart 
often pops in on New York rehearsals to sound off on production and 
scripting flaws. He is said once even to have criticized the necktie worn 
by a member of the show. Despite such occasional flamboyancies, the 
many members of his large department respect his quick and definitive 
pronunciamentos, and his shrewd evaluation of what works and what 
doesn't in advertising. 

Hart's job is not an easy one. From its small beginnings as a powder - 
making plant on the banks of the Brandywine, du Pont has grown to a 
world -spanning industrio- chemical empire with 1947 net sales (plus other 
revenue) of $795,535,075. It has 85 plants in 25 states. plus many foreign 
branches. It has successfully weathered an anti -trust suit 1911), a con- 
gressional munitions investigation (1934, and a cellophane monopoly suit 
1947), among others. Du Pont is quite patriotic with regard to its position 

as emergency armorer to the U. S.; rather touchy about it during peace- 
time. Today, some 58( of du Pont's products are those developed during 
the past 20 years. and only a small fraction is war goods. A major part of 
Bill Hat is job is to tell the story of continuous du Pont research to the 
public. Here, radio plays an important role. Over 35fc (51.250.000) 
of a $3,500,000 ad budget goes to broadcast advertising, the rest to 
magazines, newspapers, and farm papers. 

Attendance by du Pont advertising executives at C.uvlcade airings is a 

matter of strict protocol. I f Hart isn't there. Assistant Advertising 
Director Applegate shows up. If Applegate isn't there, Advertising 
Manager Deese) sits in the client's booth. anJ co on. 

10 SPONSOR 



Fil lui ii J ¡iitteI.ottii IIISIIIII'6 
North Dakota 

for complete coverage 

of all important markets in North Dakota 
use 

. 
D ha 

o 1a1$ 
u ,te 

5 
The CBS Station that covers the top of the Nation 

MAXIMUM COVERAGE 

MINIMUM COST 

PLUS MERCHANDISING 

Write for our BMB Interim Survey wh ich is now avail- 
able Get t'-ie true picture on Radio Coverage i n North 
Dakota 

AUGUST 1948 

Co 
No\\IngbecI 

ge 
P 

eta0`ve5 Ge°CReP teS 
Nat`oo 

The CBS station KSJB -- that covers the top of the Nation 
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LATEST MORNING 

SHARE -OF- AUDIENCE 

FIGURES SHOW A 

50 LISTENER -GAIN 

OVER EARLIER 1948 

FIGURES ... this in 

a7AMand4FM 
station area. You 

take it from there! 

12 

ABC 

5000 WATTS 
DAY 8 NIGHT i 

rrA11ACE A WALKER, Gen. Mgr. 
PROVIDENCE, The Sherotonadfmore 

PAWTUCKET, 450 Mon Sf. 

Representatives: 

AVERY -KNODEL, INC. 

es% de elopmenl% 1111 11'1/N1111t %IoIrie% 

(See "Employees Must Be Sold Too," SPONSOR, August 
1947, page 31.) What's the status of radio's place in in- 
dustrial relations? What are management and labor doing? 

In the election year of 1948, labor relations are assuming an important 
place in the plans of many radio sponsors. It is more vital than ever to 
large corporations to make their employees feel that they are a part of 
the company's advertising effort, and that air advertising is not just some- 
thing to please the board of directors. Still the leader in this type of 
activity is U. S. Steel, which periodically travels Theatre Guild, at con- 
siderable expense, to play cities like Pittsburgh, Chicago, Washington, 
Boston, and Birmingham (all of which they visited last year) for the 
benefit and entertainment of thousands of their steel workers. Campbell 
Soup Company brought its three air shows, Club 15, Double or Nothing, 
and Eduard R. Morrow, to Camden, New Jersey, to play before 5,000 
officials and employees of the soup firm at a company get -together on 
June 22 last. The 75- minute show was picked up by CBS' video cameras 
and carried on the network, so that the many Campbell employees and 
friends who couldn't crowd into the hall could view it too. Participants 
on Double or Nothing were Campbell employees, which added much to the 
enjoyment of their fellow workers. Since all three shows were technically 
on a summer hiatus, normal radio schedules didn't interfere. 

Several leading advertisers staged out -of -town shows for their em- 
ployees for the first time during 1947. Armour put Hint Hunt on for one 
broadcast in the middle of the Chicago stockyards, where Armour em- 
ployees could get a chance to see it. Coca -Cola took their two network 
shows, Pause That Refreshes and Spike Jones, on the road to play the 
bottling and syrup plants. R. J. Reynolds traveled the Vaughn Monroe 
Show to Winston- Salem, N. C., to put on an airing for their tobacco 
workers. These and other long -tme users of the air as an improver of 
employee relations, such as du Pont and AT&T, feel that the increased 
costs of line charges, transportation, etc., are paid for in better industrial 
relations. 

There is a growing tendency among labor groups to air their side of 
the case. Two of the largest and most powerful unions have their own 
sponsored shows, Arthur Gaeth for the CIO's United Electrical, Radio, and 
Machine Workers and Dorothy Fuldheim for the Brotherhood of Railroad 
Trainmen. Both are liberal- minded commentators who air political and 
labor news of interest to workers and their families. For management to 
say its piece, the glamor of a big -time radio show's warm -up is still an 
ideal place. The other opportunities, such as ABC's labor- management 
half -hour (NAM's Let Freedom Ring and It's in the Family by the CIO 
and AFL, Tu 10:30-11 p.m.), are often not enough. 

p.s. 
(See "Beer," SPONSOR, August 1947, page 13.) How 
many of the country's leading brewers use broadcast adver- 
tising? Why are more brewers turning to television? What 
is now the most popular type of television program among 
Erewcrs the nation over? 

The United States brewers with the largest sales volume in 1947 use 

broadcasting. The ten leaders, according to figures released this June by 
the Research Company of America, New York (listed by sales rank), are: 

Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. Liebmann Breweries 
Pabst Brewing Co. Jacob Ruppert Brewery 
P. Ballantine & Sons Falstaff Brewing Co. 
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. Blatt Brewing Co. 
Anheuser- Busch, Inc. Duquesne Brewing Co. 

All of them are broadcast advertisers. Pabst is still the only brewer 
underwriting a coast-to-coast network show (Eddy Cantor, NBC). It 
sponsored the New York Giants football games on television last season. 

Ballantine and Schaefer also include television in their advertising. 

SPONSOR 



IT'S EASY, 
IF YOU 

KNOW HOW! 

SOME national advertisers get little business in the South - 
and mistakenly assume that Southerners "just don't have the 

income." Actually, the reason usually is that the advertiser 

simply doesn't know the approach to the Southern mind 

and ear. 

The people in KWKH's daytime area have an actual buying 

power of nearly $3,000,000,000. It's easy to get your share - 
if you know how .. 

KWKH has spent 22 years in learning what our Southern 

listeners want to hear on the radio -what makes them buy 

radio -advertised products. We know the answers. If you'd 

like to have them too, we'd be happy to tell you. 

50,000 Watts o C B S 

AUGUST 1948 

KWKH 
SHREYEPORT 

The Branham limpany 
Representatives 

Texas 

Arkansas 
Mississippi 

Henry Clay, General Manager 
Dean Upson, Commercial Manager 



INDUSTRY 

BACKS 

THE 

BUYERS 
ide range Of indus- 

tries hatk the high Itus-- 
inr IsttNstr Of I.00O,1)1)I) 

IttIIe in N1,J I I I,'s a;'?- 

ttu n rtverarc area. 
I)ortns of t1iVer.e indus- 
tries - from sillc spin- 
ning to bookbinding - 
help keep average fanm- 
ik - incomes \scII mer 
:2.001) tarl - ItigItcr 
than anN similar area 
in the South. l tnt tau 
tvu n I tn \1,J I I 1, - an(1 
stable intlustric. - to 
back our sales effort. 
( 'ItttI. N1,J I I 1,'. 

ONLY FULL -TIME STATION 

WITH PRIMARY COVERAGE 

IN THE NORTH -EAST TEN- 

NESSEE, SOUTH -WEST VIR- 

GINIA AND WESTERN NORTH 

CAROLINA MARKETS 

WJ 
5,000 VI 910 KC 
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 
Net. Re . John E. Pearson Co. 

schedules. In addition to using announcements, Ballantine is screening 
the baseball Yankees this season. Schaefer will underwrite telecasting 
of the New York Rangers hockey games next season. They now telecast 
a 5- minute Sports Album featuring a tie -in with the Brooklyn Dodgers. 

Within the last six months other beer firms, such as Burger Brewing 
Co., Cincinnati; William Cretz Brewing Co. and Esslinger's, Inc., Phila- 
delphia; A. Cettelman Brewing Co., Milwaukee; and Atlantic Brewing 
Co., Chicago, have added TV to their regular broadcast schedules. 

Sports continues to be brewers' most popular program subject. With 
the exception of Cretz, whose current offering is a show (Sports Scrapbook), 
the firms just named are presenting actual sports events. Burger has the 
Cincinnati Reds baseball games. Wrestling bouts account for the re- 
mainder. 

p.s. 
(See "Radio Sells a Loss Leader for Nedick's," SPONSOR, 
January 1947, page 32.) What is the status of Nedick's 
plans for a bottled, carbonated soft drink? Will they use 

radio to promote it, and if so, what kind? 

Since the first SPONSOR report on Nedick's, the well -known orange drink 
sold successfully for years in the chain's stands has appeared in a bottled, 
semi- carbonated form. Nedick's lias created a new bottling division 
within itself to handle the production, distribution, and merchandising of 
the product. Ad budgets for the bottled orange are separate from the 
main Nedick's budget, and it is not sold through the Nedick's stores. 

Some radio announcements (live) have already been used. They were 
used mainly to test copy appeals, marketing methods, and so forth. The 
main push starts early this month with a 45- second e.t. spot campaign 
which will stress the summertime coolness of the drink. This winter, 
when the emphasis will be on home use, the bottling ad -money is expected 
to go for sportscasts, a Nedick standby. 

1000 
WATTS 
CLASS II 
CLEAR 

CHANNEL 
1070 KC. 

"390,306 COWS IN 

WONDERLAND; " said Alice 

"Yum," said the Timebuyer, "that's a lot of 
sirloins. But cows listen to the radio very 
seldcm, and they almost never buy soap." 

"Quite true," admitted Alice, but think 
I.cw rich the nice Wonderland people are 

getting selling cattle to meat -hungry folks. You 
kr,cw about meat prices nowadays. And KBKI 

is their very favorite station because we have 

broadcasts of their stock shows and auctions and 
cattle market reports and lots of other things they 
like. And they buy soap. And automobiles 
and coffee and scads of other things when KBKI 
tells them to." 

'WONDERLAND :-the 14 county 
chunk of Texas where KBKI 
sounds out loud and clear. 

ALICE 
(ca 2f)aade ria «d ) 

TEK 115 

' 4 SPONSOR 



DO THE STARS INFLUENCE YOUR SALES? 
Hundreds of millions, in their homes and in 

their daily life, copy what the Stars 

wear, eat and use. 

Scenes from -Sorry, Wrong Number"-a forthcoming release of Paramount Pictures lnr.,starring Barbara Stanuyck and Burt Lancaster. 
A Production -catch for it! 

V The quirket way for Nun tu interest the Stars, and the notion picture writers, producers 

and director,, i, tu sell them ria KTLA. For television is Hollywood's hottest interest 

-and in Hollywood. telex i,iou means KTLA ... on the air every afternoon and eN ening. 

Sell 11011%wood and You sell the world! 

* * ** 
* 
* 
c JA, 
L_ 111* 

A 

KTLA 
Hollywood Studios 5451 Marathon St. H011ywood 6363 

New York Office 1501 Broodwoy BRyont 9.8700 

KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK 
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15,000 
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12,000 

9,000 

6,000 

3,000 

NET AVAILABLE 
UNEMPLOYED /N 

TULSA 

l 1 i 

JAN JAN. JAN 
1946 1947 1948 

. Non- Agriculture Workers 

AAY, 1948 

People with jobs make markets, not people, alone! In Tulsa there is less unemployment today than 
at any time since the end of the war reconversion period. As the graph above shows, 14,100 were 
unemployed as of the end of November, 1945, with 81,750 net available employables. Today, 
as of the end of May, 1948, only 1,125 are unemployed with 95,475 net available employables *! 

Markets are people with jobs and spendable income! This combination is present in the Tulsa 
market in real abundance today. Proof? The U. S. Department of Commerce in its April, 1948 

report, shows Tulsa leading all cities in the West South Central area in retail trade gains with a 

27c; gain, over all, April 1948 over April, 1947. Oklahomá's second market shows a gain of 
only 17',; . 

Advertising dollars buy more in the Tulsa market . . . 

Advertising dollars huy more radio advertising when they buy KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station! 

'Oklohomo Store Employment Sc, v,cc Report 

RADIO STATION KVOO 
16 
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new Ind renn 

New National Spot Business 
SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS CAMPAIGN, start, duration 

Ansley Radio & TV Co 

Chrysler Corp (De Soto Div) 
Fifth Army Area 

General Foods Corp 

Radios. TV sets 

Gars 
Recruiting` 

Swansdown, Minit 
Rice 

Chernuw 

(3BI) &O 
John W. Shaw 

Young & Rubicam 

I5 -20* Spots. breaks, pgms; Aug Sep; 13 
(Regional in East) wks 

100 -1311* E.t. spots. breaks; Aug I; 52 wks 
15 -20 E.t. spots, breaks; Aug -Sep; 13 

(M idwest , Chicago) wks 
10 -20* E.t. spots, breaks; Aug 16; 3 wks 

(Expanding current campaign) 
Kellogg Co Cereals Kenyon & Eckhardt 20 -30* E.t. spots; Aug 7; 13 wks 
Park Lane Co Seat covers 14* Et. spots, breaks; Jul -Aug; 13 wks 

(Test campaign. may expand) 
Super- Starch Inc Liquid starch Shaw Assoc I0 -211 Spots, partie; Aug -Sep; 8 -13 wks 

('Test campaign. may expand) 
Unicorn Press Encyclopedia Leonard Appros 3110* 5- ' local pgms; Aug 9; 1 wk 

(I -wk test, will continue Sep) 
Vick Chemical Co Coughdrops etc Morse 50 -100* Spots, breaks, pgms; Oct; sea- 

sonal 
White Rock Corp Beverages Kenyon & Eckhardt 5 -6* Spots, breaks; Jul -Aug; 7 wks 

New On Networks 
SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration 

Arabian -American Oil Co 
General Foods Corp 
General :Mills Inc 
General Motors (Chevrolet div) 

Gold Seal Co 
P. Lorillard Co 
National Biscuit Co 
Pillsbury Mills Inc 

Procter & Gamble Co 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co 
Seeman Bros 

*Show nut set 

Kuchler 
Young & Ruhicam 
Tatham Laird 
Campbell -Ewald 

Campbell- Mithun 
Lennen & Mitchell 
McCann- Erickson 
McCann -Erickson 

Compton 
William Esty 
J. D. Tarcher 

Renewals On Networks 
SPONSOR 

Ballard & Ballardj 
Borden Co 

Campbell Soup Co 

Colgate -Palmolive -Peet Cu 

Electric Companies Advertising 
Program 

Emerson Drug Co 
Kraft Foods Co 
Lewis -Howe Co 
Mars Inc 
Minnesota Valley Canning Co 
Pabst Sales Co 
Procter & Gamble Co 

AGENCY 

AB( 
AB( 
AB( 
CBS 

CBS 
ABC 
CBS 
ABC 

NBC 
NBC 
ABC 

254 Earl Godwin; Sun 6:30 -6:45 pm; Jul 4; 52 wks 
Meredith Willson; Tu 7:30 -8 pm; Oct 5; 52 wks 

261) Breakfast Club; MTWTF 9 -9:15 am; Aug 16; 41 wks 
165 All- American Soap Box Derby; Sun 4:30 -4:45 pm; Aug 15; 

one -time 
1611 Arthur Godfrey; MTWTF 10:30- 111 :45 am; Aug 30; 52 wks 
170 Stop the Music; Sun 8 -8:15 pm; Jun 27; 9 wks 
1611 Arthur Godfrey; MTWTF 10:45 -11 ant; Sep 6; 52 wks 

Breakfast in 11'wood.; MTWTF 11-11:15 am; Sep 13; 52 wks 
Galen Drake; MTWTF 3:30 -3:45 pm; Sep (3; 52 wks 

*Fri 9:30 -10 pm; Sep 3; 52 wks 
*Fri 8:30 -9 pm; Oct 8; 52 wks 

1l Buddy Weed Show; Sat I1 :45 -12 am; Jul 31; 52 wks 

NET STATIONS 

Ilenri, Hurst & McDonald CBS 29 
Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS 62 

161 
Ward Wheelock CBS 150 

155 
1Villlam Esty CBS 151 
Sherman & Marquette CBS 151 
N. W. Ayer CBS 156 

13IID& O 
J. Walter Thompson 
Roche, Williams & Cleary 
Grant 
Leo Burnett 
Warwick & Legler 
Benton & Bowles; Compton 
Blow 
Compton 

CBS 154 
NBC 144 
NBC 150 
NBC 130 
NBC 162 
NBC 147 
ABC 189 
CBS 148 
ABC 188 

PROGRAM, time, start, duration 

Renfro Valley Folks; Sun 10:15 -10:45 ant ;2Aug I; 52 wks 
County Fair; Sat 1:30-2 pm; Jul 3; 52 wks 
Vour Sung & Mine; Wed 9 -9:30 pm; Jul 7; 52 wks 
Club 15; M1'%'TF 7:30 -7:45 pm; Jun 28; 52 wks 
Edward R. Murruw; MTW"l'F 7:45 -8 pm; Jun 28; 52 wks 
Blondie; Sun 7 :30 -8 pm; Jul 4; 52 wks 
Mr. & Mrs. North; Tu 8:30 -9 pm; Jul 6; 52 wks 
Electric Theater- Ilelen Hayes; Sun 9 -9:30 pm; Oct 3; 

52 wks 
Inner Sanctum; Mon 8 -8:30 pm; Jul 26; 52 wks 
Kraft Music Ball; Th 9 -9 :30 pm; Jul 22; 52 wks 
Date With Judy; Tu 8:30 -9 pm; Oct 12; 52 wks 
Curtain lime; Sat 7:30 -8 pm; Jul 3; 52 wks 
Fred Waring; Fri 10 -10:30 am; Jul 16; 52 wks 
Eddie Cantor; Tu 9 -9 :30 pm; Sep 21; 52 wks 
Welcome Traveler; MTWTF 12 -12:30 pm; Jul 1; 52 wks 
FBI in Peace & War; Th 8 -8:30 pm; Jul I; 52 wks 
Breakfast in II'wood.; MTWTF 11:15 -11:30 am; Jul I; 52 

wks 

AUGUST, 1948 
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New and Renewed on Television 
SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM, time, start, duration 

\ m. it .r n Fuh:rc. o(.n 

%tI: ' Relining Co 
I.0Ii Ill ,, k Motors 
I S. Briggs (:" (meats) 
(.h,.rolet Dealers .\ssn 
( its Liquor Distributors 

(k Illa 11 Inr) 
Gcneral He,- irk Supply Co 
General F is Corp (Sanka 
General 'Time Instruments 

(:nrp (Wi,lehlt, Seth 
'11 as. ett) 

Geore'S Itadio & l'1 Go 

( ;inthel liras and Pierce- 
Phelps. Inc 

Gunther IirewineCo 
Kuul % eat Metal Vwnlugs 
Lit tiros (dept store) \tiller lireoine Co 
Pioneer Scient flic Corp 

(l'nlarold 'l'1' lens) 

Pontiac Dealers \ssn 
(of Phila.) 

Procter & (;anihlc Cu 
(Prell. Ivort.' ') 

Itoslnskl Furniture Co 
Sheffield Farms Co 
tiitilmmitx (:11 
Sinutn 1)istributing Cu 

(Motorola radio. 'T\') 
Standard 011 Co (of N..1.) 

Sun Radin Co 
' I-herntodyne Corp 

(air conditioners) 
'tom's Auto Sert he 
\%aleo TV Lens 
Ward Rod lo Co 
Whelan Drug Stores 

S. 11 \yer 

\. 11. \yer 
Solis S. (:autor 
(:. I). Ferguson 
Campbell-Iatatld oi \ 1 

Dlrect 

liont:nt & lilutk 
) Yotnte & Ruhic:nn 

ItItD&O 

Robert .1. Enders 

Robert .1. Enders 

W. Wallace Orr 
Roben .1. Enders 
Direct 
D Irec t 

Ca)'ton 

Il:trr Fclgenb: 

Benton & Bowles 

":Ills 
N. W. Ayer 
Young & Ruloleam 
llenry.1. Kaufmaut 

Marshalk & Pratt 

Kai. Ehrlich & Merrick 
Vail Diver & Carlyle 

I lenry .1. Kauf man 
Scheck 
Kai. Ehrlich & Merrick 
Direct 

New Agency Appointments 

\1'BI:N-TV. litill. 
11 A111). N. 1. 
\1'likli. (:Ili. 

W \It\1, Wash. 

W (;AI'-'l'1 , Phlla. 

11'NBW', W'asll. 
W'N1iW, W'asli. 
W'(:A['-l'V, Phi la. 
W'TMJ-TV, Milw. 
W'AIII). N. Y. 
\IIfKlt, l:lll. 
W'P'l'"/.. l'hil:t. 
W'.11i1). N. Y. 

W'BF.N-TV. Buff. 
WARD, N. Y. 
W'CItS-TY, N. Y. 
W'NBW. Wash. 

WIE- 'l'\'. Buff. 
%%'CItS -TV, N. 
W'R( ;li, Sehen. 
WNW. Wash. 
\VAIII) N. Y. 

11'\lí\1'. Wash. 
W'BEN -TV. Buff. 
WN IoW. Wash. 
WAIN), N. Y. 

Spots; Jun 16; 13 wks (r) 
Spoils; Jun 30; 13 wks (n) 
tipots, Jun 21(; 26 wks (r) 
Spots; Jun 21(; 13 wks (r) 
1 . of l'a. football games: approx Sep IS -Sat' sill; season (r) 
tilniw Business; Mon 7 -7:15 poi; Jul 9; 26 wks (r) 
Spots; Jul 7: 4 wks (r) 
Yankee football games; t hru fall season (n) 
Spots; Jun 17: In wks (n) 
Spots; Jul 2; I3 wks (n) 
Spots; Jun 16; 13 w'ki. (r) 
Spots: Jun 29; 13 wks (n) 

Spots; Jul 6; 4 wks (r) 
Street Singer; Fri 9 -9:15 pm; Jul 2; 13 vote (r) 
I stele WI I'; 11W' 6.6:15 pot; Jul 12; 13 wks (n) 

Telesports; Tlt II-11:15 pot; Jul 2: 13 wks (r) 
Partic In "Television Journal "; Jul 10; 4 wks (r) 
(.its (lave Fun; Tu 10 -11 am; Jun 22; 13 wks (n) 
Spots; Jul 2; 4 wks (n) 
Wrestling bouts;'I'h 9:30 pm- close; Jul 1; l.t wks (n) 
Buddy Young -Rlchy Victor Show; 10 -min as riled Fri itites; 

1.1 w'ks (n) 
Panel Riblett; Sep 1; III wks (n) 

'Television Fashions on Parade; Fri h -0:30 poi; Jul 23; 4') wks (n) 

Spots; Jun 17; 13 wks (n) 
Small Fry; Mon 6 -6:30 pm; Jun 20; 13 wks (n) 
Spots; Jul 19; 26 wks (n) 
Spots; Jul x; 4 wks (r) 
Spots; Jun 30; I3 wks (n) 
Spots; Jun 28; 26 wks (n) 
Spots; Jun 311; 26 wks (n) 
Spots; Jul 2; 13 wks (r) 
Spots; Jun I(.; 13 wks (r) 

Capital Citizen: Tu 9 -9:30 pot; Jun 15; IA wks (n) 
Spots; Jun 27; 26 wks (n) 
Spots; Jul 2; 13 wks (r) 
Charade Quiz; Tlt 8 -K:30 pm; Jul Ii; 10 wks (n) 

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY 
\blon Inc. Dallas . 

\inerican Bedding Cu. N. 
Elitaheth . \rden Sales Corp, N. Y. 
\rllneton Briar Pipe Corp. N. 
Bloomingdale tiros Inc. N. 
Broadway Appliance Distribution Corp. N. l'. 
Burgess Seed t(: Plant Co. ( ;aleshure Mich. 
liver -Rolnick Co, Garland Tex... 
Campbell Soup Co. Camden N. J. 
Cascade Products. San Leandro Calif. 
(:hase & Capra Pipe Factory, Berkeley 
Chicago & (:astern Illinois R. R., Chl. 
Club \Iuminunt Products Co, Chi. 
F. B. C Ily Cu. Portland Ore. 
Continental Mills Inc. Seattle 
Craf tex Products Corp. I..:\. 
Davis tiros Fisheries Inc. Gloucester Mass. 
Dubler Iire.vlli Co Inc. Alban'.' 
Drue Products Co Inc. Passaic N. J. 
I.by Shoo Cairo. I phrata l'a. 
Fctlo..s Medical Mfe Co Inc, N. V. 
I Ieldston (gill l'en Co. \. l'. 
First Sao tonal Bank. St. Louis 
forest Cons,rvat Ion Inc, Portland Ore. 
Peter Fus lire.,ing Co. Chi. 
(.eneseC ltrtv.ine Co Inc. Rochester N. \'. 
Gibson 1% itie (.n Inr, (:inri. 
(.o1dt1Il 1\ est Ifrc.. tog Co. Oakland 
G ro, e laboratories Inr tit. Louis 
(etinth,r Itrewlne. Co. Italia. 
( hr. II.tncn's Lab Inc (Junket Brand Foods Ills). 

I lote Falls \ 1 
Ilulson (tinders Inc. \ 1 . 

International 1 ate% Corp. \ 
ha) s -Sew port Inc. Pros. 
(senne)- \lien ( O. Prot. 
kniekerlwu ker I edl S;% \ssn. S. l'. 
taco Products In, ((alto. 
Lady I siher 1 td. (:Iii 
Lansdale Sports \rem,. Lons.l:ile R. I. 
\std) Lotsha Co (.hi 

1.%1.- \u Co. \. \ 
\tacI.uchl.ut Ilat. Inc. 'so. \or.,alk Conn. \lair°. I 1 

I. It dills Seed (.rower Inc. Rose Ilill \. \ 
National Dair) Products. N. 1 
l'epticln ( last Rutherford \ .1. 

Kol -Wave home permanent 
Mattresses. springs. couches. beds 
Cosmetics 
Pipes 
Department store 
Launderall washing machines 
Seeds. plants 
Men's hats 
\' -f: juice. catsup. chill sauce 
.\utonmtive lubricants 
Briar pipes 
Railway 
Cooking utensils 
Norge distributor 
Prepared ple crust 
Reflex cameras 
Fisheries 
Iteer 
Pharmaceuticals 
Fleet -Air shoes 
Proprietary 
Ball pens 
Banking services 
Forest conservat Ion 
Fox Deluxe Beer 
Beer. ale 
Beer 
Beer. ale 
Broom Quinine Cold Tablets 
Beer 

Food products 
Photograph albums 
Latex products 
Shoes 
Plastic the . 

(tank 
Castile snap, sha roi p,si 
Cosmetics 
Sports events 
Andy Lotsha body rub. (iorjas 

dressing 
Auto polish 
\ten's hats 
Ilearine aids 
Seeds 
Scaliest products 
Digestive :i bl 

I Please turn to page 84) 

hair 

Melton. Dallas 
Jasper. Lynch & Fishel. N. Y. 
Bozell & Jacobs. N. 
Iiattistone & Bruce. N. 1. 
Albert Woodier. N. V. 
II. L. Mlhlc, \. Y. 
Goodkind. Joke & Morgan, Chi. 
Tracy -Locke. Dallas 
(Tancer- Fitzgerald -Sample, N. Y. 
Ad Fried. Oakland 
Ad Fried. Oakland 
Erwin. Wilsey. Chi. 
Leo Burnett. Chi. 
Richard G. llontgomer). Portland 
Keene & Keene. Seattle 
liass-Luckoff. il'wood. 
Daniel F. Sullivan. Boston 
Woodward & Fris. Albany 
Wesley. N. Y. 
W. I1. Long. York Pa. 
Lee Ramsdell. Phila. 
Lee Murray. N. V. 
Gardner. St. Louis 
House & Leland. Portland 
IL W. k:istor, Chi. 
Rogers & Smith. Rochester N. Y. 
Ralph II. Jones. (:incl. 
George I. Lynn. S. F. 
Gardner. St. Louts 
W. Wallace Orr. Phila. 

McCann-Erickson. N. 1 
(.eland K. flotte. N. Y. 
Foote. Cone & Belding. N. 1. 
lien Kaplan. Prov. 
Joseph Maxfield. Nov. 
French & Preston. N. 1. 
Kantor. Farrell. Chesley & (Milton*. N. 1. 
Ruthrauff tl Ryan. Chi. 
Joseph Maxfield. Prot', 

Hotel] & Jacobs. Chi. 
Furman. N. V. 
John A. Cairns. N. V. 
Anderson. L. A. 
Flack. Syracuse 
N. W. Aver. N. 1. 
Shaw. N. 1. 



NEW HOOPER REPORT GIVES\,I tUi // / , 

AFTERNOO 
STATION -PREFERENCES 

iN °IOWA PLUS!" 

Now you can know what stations are listened to most in 
ALL THE 116 COUNTIES 1N "IOWA PLUS " -as well as in 
Polk County (Des Moines), which accounts for only 6% of 
the area's population. 
C. E. Hooper, hie. polled a scientific eross- seetion with the 
question: "To what stations do you and your fancily listen 
most frequently or the most time ?" The resulting Report 
lists the percentage of mentions given each station with 
I % or more. 
AFTERNOONS, WHO GETS 27% NEXT STATION GETS 8%! 

For the period 12:00 Noon to 6:00 PM, \\71O was rated first 
by 27% of respondents. Eleven other Iowa commercial 
stations polled 1% or more. The combined rating for all 
these stations totalled 32%. 
We believe these figures from the Winter 19.18 Listen- 
ing Area Coverage Index support \\'HO's philosophy that 
People listen most to that station ,chose programming pleases than, 
best, :chose Public Service arouses their greatest loyalty. and :chose 
commercial necessities are handled most sensibly. 

Writ for availahili ties- or ask Free & Peters. 

AUGUST 1958 

VII !HI 
for Iowa PLUS f 

DES MOINES . . . 50.000 \V _t'l'7'S 
Col. R. J. Palmer. I'resident P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager 

FREE S PETERS. INC., National Representati%es 
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MARKETPLANNED 
I 

A UGUST j1948 

RADIO 
How do you engage your salesmen - 
hy "basic groups" and "supplementary 
groups," a dozen or a hundred at a 
time? And then how do you train them 
to sell -with one "personality" and one 
sales appeal, regárdless of local prefer- 
ences or potentials? 

Spot radio (Bull's -Eye Radio) is a 
salesman who can go into any market 
or markets in the nation -many or 
few -when and where you wish - 
and can then "work" those markets 

FREE 

as required by the individual problems 
encountered. 

Bull's - Eye Radio is market - planned 
radio. It can be used alone, or to 
reinforce network radio, national maga- 
zines, newspapers or outdoor. For 
sixteen years, F & P has devoted 
itself to Bull's -Eye Radio exclusirely. 

We know most of its opportunities, 
most of its pitfalls, and would be as 
happy to tell you about the one as the 
other. Would you like to discuss it? 

PETERS9 INC. 
Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives 

Since May, 1932 

ATLANTA DETROIT 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 

FT. WORTH HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO 
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U. S. Spends 42.% of Income for Food 

Despite current cutting of advertising budgets (including 
broadcasting) by food processors and distributors recent De- 

partment of Commerce reports state that the average family 
food budget sakes 42% of income. New food organizations, in 

an effort to obtain part of that 42%, are entering the broadcast 
advertising field and are expected to force the withdrawers back 
into the fold. Broadcasting affects buying habits of 93% of all 
families. Rent is still second consideration of consumer market 
and apparel a close third (rent 12.5 %, apparel 12c,;). 

Miami May Be Sold As TV Luxury Market 
Bob Venn (through Joe Bloom) is trying to persuade prospec- 
tive TV advertisers that Miami's \VTVJ will reach a luxury 
market in the lush TV- equipped vacation homes. Station's 
test patterns are expected to be on the air before the middle of 
August, with plans for a star -studded schedule in the making 
for November - December. FCC could throw in a monkey 
wrench by refusal to okay sale of pending operation to \\'olfson- 
Meyer theater operators, but isn't expected to. 

Credit Spending Continues Up 

Lack of credit controls is speeding spending throughout U. S. 

Unless the special session of Congress acts, credit will reach an 
all -time high during the latter half of 1948. Mortgage credit, 
installment credit, loans on securities are all on a rising trend. 
Money in circulation is also expected to rise to $700,000,000 
by end of year. That's an all -time high. It means both con- 
sumer cash and credit will be ready and willing to be sold by 
advertising. This poses a new problem for radio and all adver- 
tising. Should it sell all it can, of should it just sell what it 
should. It's a toughie for "free enterprise." 

FTC Decisions Put Heat on Continuity Acceptance 
Federal Trade Commission is dotting "i "s and crossing "t "s in 
recent decisions. This has had the net result of network com- 
mercial continuity clearance departments' doing likewise. When 
the F'l'C states that Lamora with one "I" is okay for a wool 
fabric and Llamora with two "I ' "s isn't because it implies the 
presence of llama wool, it makes the networks' censorship de- 
partments look even deeper than they normally do for "hidden" 
meanings. Tr) to figure through the spoken word on the air 
if there are two "l" 's or one in Llamora. 
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More "Public Relations" Insurance Advertising 

Insurance companies will be spending more money for broad- 
cast advertising and advertising of all types this fall and winter 
than they have during the past ten years. Copy on programs 
will be directed to educating public on state insurance laws and 
their operation. Reason is a public relations one, since Federal 
Trade Commission is making an intensive study on monopo- 
l'stic tendencies in insurance field which are said to be helped 
by state laws. Study will take 15 months, and then some anti- 
trust actions are expected against a number of the companies. 

Discount Control May Help Advertising 

Maximum discounts for grocery products and rubber tires may 
be set by Federal Trade Commission this fall. Both grocers 
and automotive supply dealers want some protection against 
discriminatory quantity discounts and have appealed to the 
Commission for action. Control over discounts may enable 
food and rubber manufacturers to divert monies, now expended 
in discounts, to advertising. 

Farmers to Continue to Have Spending Money 

Last minute extension of present farm program insures major 
farm prices' being maintained for at least two years. This 
means that the farmer, who has more money to spend than 
ever before in U. S. history, will continue to be a prime market 
for broadcast advertisers. More and more rural stations will 
slant their programing towards the man who makes his income 
from the soil. 

U. S. Income to Hit High in 1949 

America's disposable personal income for the first half of 1949 

as estimated by the Department of Commerce and other 
Washington sources will be at annual rate of $204,800,000,000. 
This compares with $82,500,000,000 in 1929. Cost of living 
index, on the other hand, is said by the same sources to be 

rising at a higher ratio than disposable income. Advertising 
costs are not rising as rapidly as other marketing factors. 
Generally speaking the lowest percentage of cost of products 
in five years will be spent for advertising, but this lower per- 
cent will still be the largest amount spent for advertising 
for all time. 

Anti -Trust Suits Continue 

While anti -trust suits are expected to be cut considerably if the 
Republicans win the elections this fall, there is no present let -up 
in the activities of the Justice Department in this field. Most 
recent industry to feel the heat of the law has been the wall- 
paper manufacturers, a number of whom were accused of acting 
in restraint of trade in stabilizing prices and enforcing estab- 
lished resale prices. Advertising by these companies (there 
were eight of them) hasn't been big, but a cooperative campaign 
(including radio) which had been planned by the \ \'all Paper 
Institute has been scotched as a result of grand jury indictment 
obtained in Philadelphia by the Justice Department against the 
Institute and manufacturer members. 

Postal Receipts Top Record 

Postal receipts are held in many quarters to be a good barometer 
of business conditions throughout the U. S. Fiscal year ending 
30 June 1948 is said to have been the Post Office's biggest 12 

months. New York alone increased its receipts $10,500,000, 
hitting all -time high of $142,500,000. 
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Put them all together - - - - 

and you've got Florida's first 
and only 50 KW transmitter 

More thon thot. For next month, when WGBS moves up into that 
select group of 50,000 wott stotions, you'll hove o powerful new 
voice to trove) your soles messoge throughout the rich southeast Florida 
coost cities. Ta reoch the fostest growing metropoliton oreo in America 
with on impact second to none. 

CBS in MIAMI The KATZ Agency 
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There's a lot more to it than this ... 
In business there's a lot more to that calling card than formal 
presentation of a name. It means someone no farther away than 
your receptionist is here ...right ?tow ... to see you personally. 

And if the card carries the name of a Weed and Company 
representative, it means even more. It tells you: 
1. that the product represented is Spot Radio - one of the most 
profitable and most flexible of all forms of advertising. 
2. that the salesman of that product has taken the trouble to learn 
about your business before coming to talk about his own. 
3. that - like all Weed and Company men - he has over 250 years 
of combined experience behind him ... with all is implies in 
terms of practical skill in an enormously complex medium 
where skill is at its highest premium ... and ... 
4. that this skill was produced by two basic factors: extensive 
knowledge and plain hard work. They aheays pay off ... in any 
business. They are indispensable in Spot Radio. They are, 
in short, the two major reasons why Weed and Company service 
has proved so valuable to so many successful advertisers. 

Weed radio station representatives 
new york boston chicago detroit 

a n d c o m p a n y san francisco atlanta hollywood 
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Is radio the 

most flexible 

medium 
In several important respects 
it measures no higher than 
black and white. but there's an 
extra something 

Over $15,000,000 in broadcast time has been 
cancelled for this fall with the explanation that 

the advertisers are shifting moneys to "more flexible 
media." In a majority of the cases the cancellations were 
of network radio. 

It is not so easy to check cancellations in national maga- 
zines. Consumer magazines do not, like broadcasting, live 
in a fish bowl. However, a study made among 36 national 
advertisers indicates that 30% of them are cutting their 
mass magazine space. They are giving magazine repre- 
sentatives the same reason that network salesmen have 
been given. They are going to use "more flexible media." 

There is little question, at this time, but that most na- 
tional advertisers want to keep their 1948 -1949 budgets in 
a liquid state, free of long -term commitments. They want 
to be able, if necessary, to about -face right in the middle of 
a season -to change copy appeal and even the product in 
their advertising. The season 1948 -1949 is destined to be a 
cash register season. Costs of producing most products are 
continuing to rise, and buying resistance to price increases 
continues. Stockholders are reading their quarterly re- 
ports far more completely than they have for the past few 
years. Wall Street brokers report that requests foi corpor- 
ate annual and periodic reports on the part of both trade's 
and the investing public have increased by over 15%. 

Most management consultants recommend avoiding 
long -term commitments. Advertising in certain media 
can be used hand -to -mouth without losing much (if 
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anything) in the way of discounts. In 
network broadcasting, volume and fre- 
quency discounts are a vital factor and no 
time is sold in less than 13 -week cycles. 
Besides the discount factor there is also 
the vital consideration of listening habits. 
An advertiser in a network slot, if he has 
the correct vehicle, gets more in circula- 
tion for his money practically every sea- 
son he stays on the air. With few excep- 
tions, the network programs with top 
audiences and top sponsor identification 
are those which have been on the air for 
a long time, continuously and in the same 
time period. It is this increment which 
has forced advertisers to conclude that 
network radio is inflexible -that you 
can't get in and out of it quickly and 
effectively. 

From that point of view broadcasting 
is inflexible. Bonus audiences aren't col- 
lected rapidly. Listening habits aren't 
changed overnight. But that fact, how- 
ever, lias nothing to do with advertising 
flexibility. Through a program with an 
increasing regular following an advertiser 
has an audience ready, willing, and able to 
he sold .what the advertiser has to sell. 
The audience is his. 

I laving an audience, it's up to the 
advertiser to sell what he has to sell. 
I Jere radio has its greatest flexibility. It's 
true that network radio hasn't used this 
flexihilit) except in hitchhike and cow- 
catcher commercials before and after the 
pmgram advertising). There is a fear on 
the part of big advertisers that the listener 
will he confiuscd with too man) products, 
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that listener faithfulness is dissipated 
through multiple commercials. Tests re- 
cently conducted by one of the leading 
soap companies proved to the satisfaction 
of that organization that they could sell 
an almost unlimited number of products 
on one program, just as long as the prod- 
ucts were noncompeting items and the 
commercials weren't run together. The 
research head of this company believes 
it's possible to use a big program on the 
air as a multiple advertising carrier. The 
Lux Radio Theater hour, it is believed, 
could sell as many Lever Brothers prod- 
ucts as the Cambridge firm decided to 
carry on the program, without hurting the 
high listener- rating of the program or the 
impact of the advertising. That it hasn't 
been used is more because of the desire to 
make the program a top prestige item for 
Lever Brothers than because there is any 
feeling that by using only Lux copy it 
sells more Lux soap. 

A top network program with a great 
audience is not an inflexible advertising 
medium. Not only can it be used to sell 
as many products as the manufacturer 
desires I within the limitations of network 
rules and regulations) but it doesn't have 
to sell the sane products throughout all 
sections of the nation. There are few 
products with national distribution which 
have equal acceptance in all sections of the 
country. On any of the four networks it 
is possible to have regional cut -ins for 
special commercial cop). Regional cut - 
ins are inexpensive and can make any 
network as pliable as direct mail. Split- 

REGIONAL 

Provide selecliv 

coverage 
Hove laral 

area appeal 

Permit 

sectionalized 

pramalian 

ting a network into sectional links as far as 
advertising copy is concerned is another 
indication of the flexibility of network 
radio. 

The big negative on network broadcast- 
ing still is that you can't get in and out of 
it quickly. If, instead of looking upon the 
medium solely as an advertising form, the 
advertiser looks upon it as a continuing 
personal contact with his market, there is 

usually very little worry about getting in 
and out. Few great corporations cancel 
all their advertising if they expect to stay 
in business. Since broadcasting is a very 
personal link between advertiser and con- 
sumer, many advertising managers feel it 
should be the last medium to be cut in a 

budget. As the vp in charge of advertis- 
ing for a great food company stated when 
fighting a management directive to drop a 

long -sponsored network program, "We 
lose more than we gain when we cancel a 

program like this. We may save some 
immediate dollars but we cut ourselves off 
from millions of our customers - cus- 
tomers who have been educated to buy 
our products while listening to our show." 

1 ie had to drop the program despite his 
plea. Since bankers control many- corpor- 
ate operations they frequently are guided 
by financial reports which must by their 
nature give an incomplete picture of com- 
pany operations. 

All the so- called inflexibility of broad- 
casting is niisssing from spot radio. pt's 
possible to get in and out of a spot 
announcement campaign within two 
weeks, a spot program operation within 
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four weeks. Early in June, executives of 
Colgate- Palmolive -Peet met for three 
days to decide what markets they'd drop 
and in what markets they desired extra 
push. The meeting made its decisions 
around 11 a.m. one day and two weeks 
later new markets were being saturated 
and worn -out markets had been dropped. 
Colgate is a great believer in spot broad- 
casting. 

When U. S. Steel found itself involved 
in a labor dispute and wanted its side of 
the story brought to the public in areas in 

which Steel had plants and others in 

which it had big stockholders, it turned to 
spot advertising. It had a paid statement 
by Benjamin Failless on the air within a 
few hours after it was teletyped to sta- 
tions. This advertising being of a public 
service nature, stations cancelled other 
commercials for it. They have done the 
same for commercials on the union side of 
a labor dispute. 

Spot broadcasting is the most flexible 
of all media. Advertising copy conceived 
at noon can be on the air the same day. 
By means of spot it is possible to hit as 
few or as many territories as desired. It 
is possible to pinpoint advertising's im- 
pact by using stations which cover only 
their immediate areas or outlets which 
cover as many as eight states. It is 

possible to saturate a market quickly 
with multiple announcements daily or to 
cover selected areas. 

With spot broadcasting it's possible to 
tie in programs and announcements with 
individual merchants or chains of stores. 

HonoIes live, 

e.l., or co-op 

program, 

Makes localized 

promotion 

possible 

Enables dose 

dealer co op 

It's possible to send listeners into stores 
specific stores -asking for promotional 
literature. The flexibility of spot broad- 
casting is virtually limitless. It's even 
possible, despite the fact that broadcast- 
ing is a mass medium, to pinpoint adver- 
tising in some territories to the exact 
economic or educational strata that a 

sponsor desires to reach. He can hit at a 

discriminating level through a station like 
WQXR (N. Y.). A young audience can 
be reached through the WNEW's of the 
nation. There is a group of farm audience 
stations for the firm which wants them. 
Even the negro listener has special pro- 
gram likes which enable a user of spot 
advertising to reach him. 

Because of station block programing 
it's possible to buy ready -made audiences. 
Because of research studies (diary, Con- 
lon, City Hooperatings, Pulse, Whan, and 
a variation or combination of the tech- 
niques used by these research organiza- 
tions) it's possible to have a fairly accu- 
rate idea of the exact audience being 
reached. Results are as immediate as 
point -of -sale advertising, as checkable as 

newspapers, and as low -cost as throw- 
aways. An advertiser who shifts out of 
broadcasting with the statement that he 

is going to use a more flexible medium 
can't be aware of the scope or the inherent 
possibilities of the air. 

Where an advertiser doesn't want the 
problems of buying individual stations, 
and where current conditions preclude a 

long -term coast -to -coast network com- 
mitment, there is always the regional net- 

Some doy Delivers type Simplifies Runs gamut 

copy changes of audience dealer lieins from jingles 

possible required to programs 

work field. More of these networks are 
being formed almost monthly, designed to 
cover sections of the country wh ch have 
similar buying and living habits. They 
are usually conceived so that they parallel 
the natural sales territories of great 
national consumer goods corporations. 
They are either extensive collections of 
small stations, or intensive linkings of a 
few powerful stations. They bill as a 
unit, promote as a unit. They are not 
quite so flexible as individual stations nor 
so long- term as national networks in their 
contractual operations, although indi- 
vidual regional chains differ in their mini- 
mum number of weeks and cancellation 
requirements, etc. 

Broadcast advertising runs the gamut. 
It can be used to reach a mass audience of 
over 90% of the nation, or a tight captive 
audience shopping in supermarkets in 

Connecticut. Advertisers can get into 
and out of the field within a few weeks, or 
use it without a change for years. Not 
only can broadcasting reach any audience 
flexibly, but it can put that audience in a 
buying mood. 

When million dollar corporations bow 
out of broadcasting-or cut radio adver- 
tising budgets -with the excuse that radio 
is "inflexible" it's an admission that they 
don't know how to sell the listeners. 
It is just as if a food manufacturer were 
to tell the stockholders that he couldn't 
sell in a chain of supermarkets. If broad- 
casting can't be used effectively, there's 
liable tc be something wrong with the 
product or the sales philosophy. 
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11:1g 11/11wid1` survey 

To the enormous compilation 
of radio research data which 
is served up to sponsors at 

intervals has been added U. S. Hooperat- 
ings. Unlike Hooper's Program Hooper - 
atings, City Hooper Ratings, and more 
recently, Hooper's Teleratings, the U. S. 

Hooperatings purport to be complete 
figures on actual listenership to network 
programs throughout the United States. 
All other Hooper studies are made on a 

comparative popularity basis via the tele- 
phone. U. S. Hooperatings combine tele- 
phone coincidental ratings with diary - 
study information from nontelephone 
homes. 

Diaries are also placed in telephone 
homes, in order to obtain the relationship 
between diary -reported listening and co- 
incidentally -repot ted telephone listening. 
Proceeding on the thesis that his tele- 
phone coincidental ratings are currently 
the most accurate indices to radio listen- 
ing within the cities surveyed, Hooper 
uses them as his base and computes the 
inflation present in diaries by comparing 
the diary- reported listening in telephone 
homes with the coincidental- reported 
listening. He then scales down diary- 

Interviewers filled out forms like this as they checked listening for U. S. Hooperatings. Sheet included second radio set information not usually checked 
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reported listening in nontelephone homes 
proportionately. 

Some research men feel that the tele- 
phone -home coincidental deflates listen- 
ing. The first reason for this feeling lies 
in the fact that Hooper does not ask, for 
his semi monthly report, whether there is 

a second radio receiver in the home and if 
it is in use. During the period in which 
the U. S. Hooperatings were taken 
(January- February 1948), the question as 

to second -set listening was asked by 
Hooper interviewers in all the 84 cities 
which were used by Hooper as his co- 
incidental base. Thus the lack of second - 
set information which tends to deflate 
ratings was eliminated. Other claims of 
deflation, such as the fact that the tele- 
phone coincidental can rate only an 
"average minute of listening," and thus 
the respondent reported as not listening 
may have been listening to almost all the 
program, yet not at the exact minute 
called, apply to the U. S. Hoopers as to 
all of Hooper's reports. 

In any event, Hooper figures, U. S. or 
otherwise, certainly do not inflate listen- 
ing. The scaling down of reported listen- 
ing which has taken place in computing 
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the U. S. Hooperatings may best be 
attested to by the fact that for the 
Chesterfield Supper Club, diary telephone 
homes reported more than twice as much 
listening (20.1) as telephone coincidental 
families in the same areas (9.2). Thus 
diary -reported listening throughout non - 
telephone homes was scaled down more 
than 50% to obtain the U. S. Hooperat- 
ing and the number of listeners to this 
particular program. Not all programs' 
diary listening figures were inflated any- 
where near 100% since the tendency 
towards inflation is greater in a program 
broadcast nightly than it is in the case of 
a once -a -week broadcast. 

No research results are better than the 
sample used. Hooper's sample for his 
U. S. Hooperatings is admittedly small. 
He would like it larger but since he 

assumed the extra financial risk for the 
U. S. Hooperatings, the current sample 
was all he felt he could employ for his 
first projectable rating. 

Three diaries each* were sent to 4,800 
selected homes. Of these homes, 2,530 
cooperated in keeping a diary for each of 
their receivers. There were 693 telephone- 
diary homes used to establish the rela- 

tionship between listening reported via 
the telephone -coincidental and that re- 
ported via the diary in the same class and 
type of homes. 

The diaries were kept and returned in 
proportion to the sets located in the three 
types of areas into which the U. S. was 
divided for the purposes of this survey. 
ISM EI- Reported Area Size Diary 
Set Distribution Group Distribution 

40.6 ñ City (50.0(10 or over) 39.8% 
25.9^; Town (2,500 to 50,0(0) 26.8% 
33.5 °, Rural (under 2,500) 33.4% 

The scaling down of diary -reported 
listening was not done area by area, as it 
is obvious that 693 diaries divided among 
84 areas would have produced a sample so 
small in some areas as to be microscopic. 
The figures for the 84 cities were broken 
up into 12 groups and the scaling down 
was done by city groups rather than by 
individual cities or towns. When the 
number of people or families surveyed is 
small, certain research expedients are 
necessary to achieve a statistically ac- 
ceptable sample for correlation purposes. 

U. S. Hooperatings are valid only on 

( Please turn to page 65) 

*One diary far euch set in the home, extras to be 
destroyed by the recipient. 
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audience 

Storer:lsting technique 

11( 1f11.t1`r experimental. S1111/1'1 report 

65% average sales i11cr('tlse in s11111!r111i1rk1`t` 

Point -of -sale advertising has 
found its voice. That voice, 
restricted during the first two 

)cars of its testing by the shortage and 
cost of telephone lines, has not only 
proved its effectiveness but has uncovered 
the secret of how to deliver national 
coverage. It's FM. 

"Music to shop by" isn't new. Its suc- 
cessful combination with advertising is. 
Today over SU products are sold over the 
Storecast Corporation of America's sys- 
tem alone. The first experiment con- 
ducted h} Muzak 15 years ago in New 
England ARI' stores was a dismal failure. 
Even when Stanley Joseloff left the Biow 
advertising agency to head the storecast- 
ing development in the East, the "ex- 
perts" still knew practically nothing of 
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how to sell via the spoken broadcast word 
in supermarkets. The music was pro - 
glamed incorrectly, the wording, spotting, 
and scheduling of advertising were inept. 
The sound blasted the shoppers in one 
part of the store and was inaudible in 
other sections. The products advertised 
were frequently hard to find, rather than 
in the good traffic aisles of stores, and 
store personnel were unsold on what they 
were hearing. 

The telephone line problem was also a 
storecasting deterrent. Supermarkets are 
generally not located close together. This 
meant that the cost of linking the stores 
with a central studio was expensive. It 
also meant that point -of -sale broadcasting 
was tied down by the shortage of facilities. 
\1'hcn there aren't enough lines for tele- 

phone use, it's practically impossible to 
obtain them for leased -line purposes. 

Standard broadcasting has been con- 
sidered a number of times during the past 
15 years as a means of reaching the 
shopper at work, but the impossibility of 
maintaining clear undistorted music and 
voice reproduction at the receiving end 
due to man -made` and natural static pre- 
vented the use of this form of trans- 
mission. 

FM broadcasting is different. No 
motor noises, neon sign emissions, x -ray 
or diathermy interferences, disturb FM 
reception. The problems and restrictions 
of land line transmission are being elimin- 

I aeons formt of electrical equipment used on and 
around stores produce disturbances Ihn( make listening 
di(lieull In sny the least. 
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Typical of supermarkets where point -of -sale broadcasting increases buying is this market in Montreal (Picture courtesy of Chain Store Age) 

ated by broadcasting's staticless, high 
fidelity form, FM. 

By law FM can't forsake its responsi- 
bility to the home listener and serve as a 
facility to transmit music and commer- 
cials to supermarkets. Neither can it sell 
big blocks of time to a storecast operator 
for the purposes of transmitting pro- 
grams to giant markets. But it can pro- 
gram its broadcast entertainment and 
advertising at least part time so that 
they're ideal for reception both in the 
home and at the point of sale. It can't 
do it on a full time basis because stations 
have a public responsibility to provide 
something besides music and selling. 

Most FM point -of -sale service will be 
programed at peak hours of store traffic, 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 
6 p.m. During these hours the music will 
be popular but virtually without vocals. 
It will be music -to- buy -by, but it will also 
be music -to- work -by in the home. It will 
be music -to- read -by. It will be back- 
ground music. Two years of tests have 
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proved that shoppers don't like over - 
arranged tunes. They want the melody 
to be clear, they want mostly strings, 
little brass. Stanley Joselofi, now head of 
Storecast Corporation of America, suc- 
cinctly describes the type of music the 
food shopper likes best as "music to 
hum." It's the type of music that Muzak 
has recorded for restaurant and bar 
service. Some of it is ageless, some of it 
is as up -to- the -moment' as the costumes 
that models carry in their big round hat- 
boxes when they're rushing to a photo- 
graphic assignment. 

Just like regular radio daytime pro- 
graming, the music and commercials will 
be scheduled in 15- minute segments. Un- 
like present -day broadcasting, the com- 
mercials will be aired in groups of three. 
During the telephone wire testing period 
these three commercials were 30 seconds 
in length and were separated by 40 
seconds of dead air. Dead air is a great 
way to lose an audience in broadcasting, 
so FM storecasting will not use it. The 

three commercials will be linked by type 
of product. There might be bread, 
butter, and coffee advertised in one con- 
tinuous commercial, with the copy bridg- 
ing the three, very much as musical selec- 
tions are joined with a segue. There will 
be from eight to ten minutes of commer- 
cials an hour (the NAB code permits 
three minutes in each 15 during the day.) 

Gone will be the plug uglies. Point -of- 
sale broadcasting can't be done with irri- 
tant commercials. No guns will be fired, 
no LS,MFT will be intoned. Jingles, 
candy whizzz -es, and bromo- seltzer choo 
choos are out. Storecasting commercials 
must have straight, simple, direct reasons - 
why continuity. By special pulse con- 
trols, the spoken commercials will be 
heard in the stores (only) at higher levels 
than the music. The pulse transmitted 
by the FM station will affect only the 
special receivers in each market and will 
not increase the level of sound at which 
the programs are heard in the home. 

(Please turn to page 91) 
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The Uotoui Built I%ehvork 
:%s wany as 11111 stations have been linked in 14 

hours by an advertising agency 

With radio's farthing as well as 
intensive facilities most spon- 
sors wonder why a custom - 

built network is ever necessary. Custom - 
built webs are expensive if set up for a 
weekly 15- minute or half -hour broadcast. 
Therefore a custom -built chain is seldom 
linked for a regulai commercial program 
no matter what the coverage problem of 
the sponsor. Custom -built networks wei e 

for years called per- occasion webs, and it 
is for special occasions that they are most 
justified and most productive. 

Pioneer agency in the field of building 
special chains is Stanley G. Boynton, 
Detroit. Boynton's first custom -built 
groupings of stations were for religious 
broadcasts. As networks, except MBS, 
shifted away from commercial religious 
airings it became more and more im- 
portant for those preachers of the gospel 
who felt that they wanted to reach the 
radio audience on a regular basis to estab- 
lish their own networks. Boynton did 
this for them most effectively and in 
doing it discovered how productive 
specially assembled nets are. Sunday 
a.m. was not an expensive time period and 
when Boynton started signing stations it 
wasn't popular with sponsors. It was 
not difficult to sign important stations to 
join a special network for this period for 
they had no national network commit- 
ments before noon on the holy day. 

The arrangements for these networks 
are not as difficult as it might seem at first 
glance. Poynton points out that a decade 
ago he set up a big network for the broad- 
cast of the All -Star football game within 
24 hours for Wilson Company, manufac- 
turers of sporting goods. 

It is in the field of sports that custom - 
built networks are most effective. Base- 
ball. fcothall, basketball games, and 
tennis matches have listening appeals that 
vary with each event. It is useless to 
sponsor over a large area a football game 

between two teams which have only local 
appeal. One of the two teams later in the 
season, however, may develop into a con- 
tender for championship honors and the 
advertiser underwriting that game would 
find it worthwhile to cover a seven -state 
area with the battle. Practically every 
clash of football opponents appeals to a 
different audience. What one eleven does 
this week changes its appeal to pigskin 
fans next Saturday. If a sponsor wants 
to reach his greatest football audience it 

means, during the last half of the season, 
changing his custom -built networks from 
week to week. 

While the same thing isn't true of base- 
ball sponsorship, to realize effectively 
upon fan interest in different nines re- 
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quires a hand -tailored network. In New 
England, the Atlantic Refining Company 
joins the Narragansett Brewing Company 
to air the games of Boston's two major 
league teams throughout the New Eng- 
land States. Twenty -two standard and 
nine FM stations from Lewiston, Maine 
to Providence, R. I. are linked by N. W. 
Ayer for these games. Regular net facili- 
ties would have been incapable of deliver- 
ing the intensive coverage that these 31 

stations give these games and their dual 
sponsors even were it possible to clear 
time on a network for the span of time re- 
quired for a baseball broadcast. 

There are problems with baseball spon- 
sorship not present in underwriting the 
broadcasts of other sports. It is not per- 
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Custom -built network for Atlantic 
Refining and Narragansett Brewing 
saturates New England with baseball 
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Atlantic Ketining pioneered in commercial football. 
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missible, for instance, to broadcast the 
games of one major league team in the 
bailiwick of another. Often it isn't even 
permitted to broadcast the games of one 
major league team in the territory that is 

reserved for an important minor league 
team. 

The problem of setting up a custom - 
built network for a baseball season is a 
once -a- season problem. The network is 
planned before the baseball season opens 
and the same network functions from 
April through September. 

As indicated previously this is not true 
of a football network. Pigskin coverage 
is on a week -to -week basis. Early in the 
season networks are planned for every 
game to be sponsored by an advertiser. 
There are very few games that are broad- 
cast to the same station line -ups that were 
linked for the previous games of either of 
the teams involved. Atlantic Refining, 
the big football sponsor in the East, links 
the areas which contain the major follow- 
ings of each of the teams. They add to 
their coverage areas where the local games 
do not appear to have a big draw, and 
subtract from the territories of each team 
sections where there is a highlight local 
fracas. In some cases, Atlantic sponsors 
a high school game instead of a big college 
game because it knows that the secondary 
school following is weightier locally than 
the college loyalty. 

It is not unusual for Atlantic to have 
ten or 12 custom -built networks broad- 
casting games on one Saturday. It is not 
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WILMINGTON 

ATLANTIC Cat 

This is a typical football web 

unusual for these networks to be changed 
during the week before they function. 

Atlantic spends over $300,000 a year on 
broadcasting -and it's virtually all done 
on a custom -built network basis *. 

Goebel Brewing Company of Detroit, 
Michigan, has built its radio advertising 
entirely on a custom -built chain. 
Throughout the midwest its network is 

known as the Goebel Sports Network 
(sometimes called the Goebel Baseball 
Network, in the fall frequently called the 

Goebel Football Network). Michigan is 
both baseball and football conscious to an 
extreme and Goebel does a fine job col- 
lecting on this interest to sell its brew. 

In 1943, the Goebel network had a total 
of nine stations. Today it's composed of 
28. When the network started (1943) 
Goebel sales were 541,159 barrels. In 
1947, the last figures available, Goebel sold 
897,799 barrels. The sports broadcasts 
are the backbone of Goebel's advertising. 

In Detroit, also, networks are built for 
the Davis Cup Tennis Matches and the 
National Tennis Matches, the latter an 
annual September event. The broad- 
casts of these games are sponsored by 
A. G. Spaulding & Bros., Inc. For the 
1948 Davis Cup meet a network linking 
New York, Boston, Chicago, San Fran - 
cisco, 'Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and 
Paterson, N. J. was contracted. These 
are the only areas that Spaulding wanted 
to reach with this match. For the 
National Tennis Matches Spaulding 
ordered a much bigger network. New 
York (2 stations), Springfield, Mass.; 
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C.; 
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Detroit, Cincinnati, 
Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Mem- 
phis, Atlanta, Jacksonville, New Orleans, 
Houston, Dallas, Austin, Kansas City, 
Mo.; Denver, Salt Lake City, Los 
Angeles, Pasadena, Long Beach, Calif.; 
San Francisco, Seattle, Cleveland ai e 
linked for this September classic. 

How can Spaulding afford to set up 
such an extensive network for a one -time 

(Please turn to page 70) 

In $aa:e cases games justify only one -station broad- 
casts and they are scheduled that way. 

Spaulding's custom -built network for Davis Cup Matches jumps around the nation 



PART TWO 
OF A SERIES 

ST1TIÖl' REPR BENT ITITES' 

Problems Iv MI agencies 

I. 'Iillll'INl1er> lack sufficient authoritl 

'L. .\gcueie.' concept of spul broadcasting is limited 

3. Radio departments Iii little knulsledge of pending 
spot broadcast plans 

1. Ilooperatings arc cmploed Ile-111111 their 'Aid use 

.i. Chain breaks and utc :ueereunceneeuls instead 
of prograius are eutphasized 

6. Client.' adhertising objectives are seldom expl: d to 
agencies' radio stair. 

7. Spot broadcasting talent budgets are practieall non- 
ei.lent 

Problems %vi111 eli/`fils 
I. Their :i sarems. of .pot program possibilities is meager 

2. 'I'Ii eouider spot an unimportant secondare medium 

3. "Idee.. tend to %Salt 'ears before employing spot broad- 
ea-4 ing and then demand :nailabilities overnight 

1. 'Iliv seldom pr le their .pot aeleertisiiig 

5. 'Ihe% eXpect direct sales miracles from It that they 
don'i ask of uehork broadcasting 

b. The) ha%e little realisation Of the fact that at the home 
reecher all broadcasting (nehtork. local. or spot com- 
petes nee an equal basis 

7. I het .eldout budget for spot as the. do for practically 
all other media 
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- The station representatives' 
lament has nothing to do with 
the state of their business. Big 

and little, they're doing satisfactorily, 
thank you. Their complaint is generally 
centered around the fact that the wide- 
spread lack of understanding of spot 
broadcasting makes it impossible for them 
to make the contribution that they'd like 
to to broadcast advertising. 

A number of representatives earmark a 

certain percentage of their incomes for the 
education of sponsors and agencies on the 
efficacy of radio at the local level. They 
admit that they've made very little head- 
way except at a few agencies. 

Spot radio is the stepchild of 
broadcast advertising. And the station 
representatives carry that brand on them 
all the time. There is every indication 
that national business placed on indi- 
vidual broadcasting stations this fall will 
be the greatest in all radio history. At 
that time there will be a concerted drive 
to educate advertisers to the facts of spot 
life. The big problem, say representa- 
tive, is not so much to prove that spot 
advertising is productive as to prove that 
it is important - that it can be as much a 

prestige medium as it is a resultful one. 
Spot, say representatives, needs more 
"class" programs. Petrillo* has made it 
difficult to produce "big" custom -built 
transcribed programs for individual spon- 
sors, but Skippy. Hollywood Theater (a 

forthcoming sroxsoR story) is ample 
evidence that e.t. spot programing can he 
both a great selling vehicle and a prestige 
builder at the same time. \\'hat Skippy 
has enabled Rosefield Packing Company 
to do to nationally -advertised and estab- 
lished peanut butter brands like Beech - 
Nut. Heinz, Planters', and Peter Pan is 

proof, say the men who sell radio's city -by- 
city advertising form, what spot can do. 

Music is an integral part of oil "big" shows and the 
A F'11 refuses ln permit use of music on records 

SPONSOR 
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"Rule of thumb" selections. limited 

ti111eb11y er authority. high ml list of sellers' gripes 

It's a constant irritation to many sta- 
tion representatives that they're in a 
multimillion -dollar business with a penny - 
ante reputation. 

Not all station representatives feel this 
way. To some the plush living that 
they're making as well as their vital con- 
tribution to the financial health of the 
stations they serve are sufficient recom- 
pense for their lack of prestige in the 
advertising world. 

The most consistent strain in the sta- 
tion representatives' lament, one that is 

heard over and over again in various keys 
at practically all representatives' offices, 
is Hooperatings. Hooper's City Reports, 
made in 94 cities, are the very special 
cross which representatives carry. They 
have no personal fight with Hooper. They 
know how he stresses the limitations Of 

his telephone coincidental type of listener 
measurement. They also know that only 
one station in each town can be a rating 
leader in that town, and no matter how 
fine a list of stations they may have 
they'll have only a comparatively small 
percentage of the leading stations ,in the 
territories they service. 

When they're asked to submit avail - 
abilities they know they have to bring 
Hooperating figures along with them. 
And they know in advance that if their 
station availability is second or third in 
an area they will have to put up a real 
battle even to be in the running for the 
business. Frequently the station they 
represent may have the exact type of 
audience that an advertiser requires, but 
that makes little difference to most 
agencies and advertisers if the station 
hasn't a high Hooper spot open. Since 
Hooperatings are obtained, in most cases, 
within the city limits of the areas covered, 
since they're only an index of popularity 
on an intracity or town basis (except in 

the case of the U. S. Hooperatings and 
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Hooper station "coverage" reports), 
Hooperatings for stations are only the be- 
ginning of what an advertiser should 
know when he considers an outlet. But 
in thousands of cases, a good Hooperating 
is the alpha and omega in station selec- 
tion. 

There are, of course, some station repre- 
sentative salesmen who say that Hoopers 
are a challenge to them really to sell their 
stations. They object only when the 
agency timebuyer won't, or- worse- 
can't, listen to reasons why, in this par- 
ticular case, a Hooperating isn't the cor- 
rect broadcast advertising answer. Cer- 
tain accounts handled by agency buyers 
require minimum Hoopers for every spot 
announcement or spot program pur- 
chased. 

One advertiser for instance moved 
his business from one agency to another 
because the new agency promised him 
that at no extra cost it would buy spots 
with two more Hooper points than his 
former agency was delivering. A time - 
buyer who didn't deliver what his new - 
business department had promised the 
client would be out of a job very quickly. 

Timebuying can be a fine art, but is not 
often practiced as such. This, say station 
representatives, doesn't mean that there 
aren't a number of timebuyers in New 
York, Chicago, San Francisco, Philadel- 
phia, Boston, and a number of other cities 
who aren't well versed in the art- -and 
practice it too. The well -grounded time - 
buyer is in the minority. Most of them 

(Please turn to page 52) 

Problems with stations 
1. Despite their profits from spot broudru tin g. the. fail 

to promote it 

2. Thee judge station representatives nearly 1110% by the 
business they produce, ignoring other services 

3. 'l'hey don't build enough programs which can be offered 
for sale 

I. 'l'hev don't keep their representatives abreast of local 
market conditions 

5. Nat' al spot sales leads picked up locally are seldom 
passed on to the representative 

6. Availability of schedule information has been unproved 
but it's still far from adequate 

7. Representatives are frequently the last. to learn of good 
promotional material 
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Louis Keane, Seymour Weitzman, and 

1 
Charles Spector, Beck executives, 
become TV fans and ad prospects 

PICTURE STORY OF THE MONTH 

A. S. Beck 

comes to 

T t' 
For the past 24 years A. S. Beck has 

invested most of its advertising budget in 
newspapers. From time to time they tried 
broadcast advertising but never seemed to 
be able to hit the correct formula for sell- 
ing style merchandise to a mass audience. 
Fifteen years ago they sponsored a musi- 
cal program with Willy Howard, Ginger 
Rogers, and Morton Downey on CBS. It 
didn't sell Beck shoes. 

It is the feeling of Atherton Pettingill, 
head of Dorland, Inc. (the A. S. Beck 
agency), that television is the ideal air 
medium to move any product with a 
fashion appeal. He says that the sponsor 
(Beck) and the agency waited only until 
they felt the metropolitan New York mar- 
ket had encugh television sets to make it 
a pmfitable dollars- and -cents investment. 
A mass- priced fashion item like Beck 
shoes can't afford to be a pioneer. Every 
Beck advertising cent must bring in its 
dollars in profits. 

2 agency listens while station WPIX's B. O. Sullivan outlines the values of 
the Gloria Swanson Show, TV's first woman's participation 

program. Atherton Pettingill, Dorland, Inc. president, supervises A. S. Beck advertising 

3 commercials come in for special agency treatment at a plans board ses- 
sicn with Lillian Campbell, Josephine Kelm (A. S. 

Beck account executive at Dorland), H. G. Barnes (agency TV director), and Pettingill 

4 program strategy including integration of commercials, is discussed by 
Gloria Swanson with station's program heads. (left to 

right)Sherling Oliver, Harvey Marlowe, Miss Swanson, and show producer Richard Rose 
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5 rehearsal time calls for full cooperation of director, cast, and crew. Dick Rose emphasizes the importance of camera angles to 
model Madelyn Tyler. The umbrella, too, is a Beck product and must show its best face to the camera. Both 

star Gloia Swanson and Pat Murray (right), A. S. Beck television fashion editor on program, sit in on every rehearsal detail for smoothness 

6 on the air at last. Closeups of products are essential. 
The camera moves in for a shoe sequence so 

that none of the fashion detail is lost when received in the home 

AUGUST 1948 

1 V ewer at home seeing the details of the shoes being 
highlighted on this telecast, weighs the 

cost as well as style features. Live modeling adds high- fashion touch 
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8 window display helps viewer associate the sponsor 
with the telecast that she has seen. 

The pair of shoes seen on the air is displayed near tie -in pester 
9 floor display stops the customer as she seeks a salesman in 

an A. S. Beck store. Since television is news 
to shoppers, women buy even if they didn't see the program on the air 

10 the sale is made and everyone's happy. The home viewer (Betty Colvin) feels that she's wearing the newest in footwear (a 
television style). A. S. Beck have discovered the impact of TV, both to bring in new customers and to lend 

high style to the shoestelecast. A. S. Beck expect to And on visual air what they c'aim they failed to discover in radio during past 15 years 
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......... ............................... 

r BEFORE YOU 

DECIDE 011 YOUR 

FALL SCHEDULE 

.th. DETROIT A. 

see moo,.. Mucit MORE cd, 

CKLW 
If your product needs more sales and more dealers ... if you want to look at 
a climbing sales chart in the productive Greater Detroit Market, use CKLW. 
* * * Your sales message will get the power of 5,000 watts day and night . . . 

a middle -of -the -dial frequency of 800 kc ... and a clear channel signal to an 
eight million population primary area. * * * You'll be on a station with 
alert, around - the -clock programming keyed to this area's listening habits. 
And, since we're constantly against the high cost of selling, you get this 
complete coverage at the lowest rate of any major station in the market! 

Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26 Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc. , Vat 'I Rep. 
J. E. Campeau, President H. N. Stovin & Co., Canadian Rep. 

5,000 Watts Day and Night -800 kc. Mutual Broadcasting System J 
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TV 
results 

Television is pro. WI; 

that visual air advertising 
can sell anything from 

wire and cable to eyeglasses 
and slorks and 110111% 

WIRE .1N 1/ CABLE 
SI'O \SOR: 1. S. 1{uhl,er PROM_ CT: Insulated Products 

(: 11'S1 LE CASE IIIS'l'OI {1 : ¡r. S. Rubber, haring devel- 
oped .something new in wire insulation, derided In resch its 
(hnrlrertnlen market through a 11o!h'tcond -style 'l'I' pre- 
miere. All of l'hilarlelphias important contractors and 
builders were inrited to the first telerost of "-It Liberty 
Cl,.b" over II ¡''l/.. Before this first scanning leas off the 
air order., hurl been pl((r(1 that justified the 13-week series. 
,...411111' is currently on \'IiC -TI -, Agency is l leteIer U- 
1{irlmrrl... 

\\ I'1I, l'hila,rlplli:l I'I{O1:1{ 1\I: "1t l,ilrert. 

110 1 E .% I'l'I I NCES 

SI'() \sI 11{: Dam her 1.o. I'I{1)Ilt (.I: I{l'rrlgl'ratnr-.1'(e. 

I.F. hier is in its second _'O weeks 
of sponsoring wrestling. I irr 7'1 it ZlIlrr,durrrl the Cruse 
rr_fri /erolor t0 ('hien_'o. Tlco den:. Tute, n rmrple listed u 

IhYder. demonstrated the Croslev to on inet pet ienced snh's- 
r11rrn n. III'' 11(1(1 .ery il 110110 (Ill the air, (111(1 hrZIL'hi one, 
olle of hier rlerrler.:% offered is ('tattle sprayer free to an, - 

One his .lire if Inrntlurled llre\ soll' him oll 1 1 . 

lt rust him Ho .pnnrr.. 1,0ticv i Vrdeulrn- Ilot(ot 

\\ lihIt, ('Irn;ço 1'I{111:1{ \\I: \\ re-1110;: 

OPTICAL, SERVICE 

SI'O \Soli: L'uk r,al Optical Co. l'ROI)h'CT: Eyeglasses 

C l'St LE C 1SE HISTORY: If 'bile opticians haw used 

radio in areas where their a(hertising is permitted and (w- 
eldable, seldom has oral broadcasting brought the immedi- 
ate results that 11'11.1 L -7'1 did for this client. One one- 
minute anrlallrtelanent I /WS scanned rxclusiseIy on this 
station in June. When the store opened the next morning 
fire out of the first six customers said they were there 
because they hod seen the ad on 'derision. 

\\ 111L -T\', Baltimore PROGRAM: I- minute anuouuremeut 

STOCKS AND BONDS 
SIM) \SOR: Remold, S (:o. l'ROI)LCT: Securities 

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To (schiere acceptance and 
standing with rimers and security houses, Reynolds spon- 
sored a 15- minute TI'' series programing Pennsylvania 
leaders of industry. Top management men from firms such 

as Pennsylvania R. R., Philco, SK F. and Gimbel Brothers 
were presented. Trade paper publicity and fiercer associa- 
tion of the name of Reynolds with top corporations lumens,. 

rinced the sponsor that their salesmen won't hare to make 

`- cold" calls anymore. 

\\'l'TZ, Philadelphia PROGRAM: "Leaders of Indu. try" 

SI'III)4IL, RESTAURANT 
SPONSOR: N PRODUCT: Food and instruction 

CA l'SL'LE CASE Ill STORY: Because -l/rs. Lucas. 511w 

dire s this lc(Pkh kitchen session. is an epicure's clef. her 
how -ta- make-it sessions hare charm and viewer appeal. 
Although this is a sustaining CBS program. it draw's an 
arrrage of 1.000 letters a w'ea'k and Mrs. Lucas- Cordon 
Blest restaurant rrnr¡ school are doing the biggest business of 
their career. It ¡says. says the lady. to admit thai ricrcrrs 
know hart to cook hart and egg's, 

\\ (:RS= l'\ , Neu sort 1'1{01:1 {.\ \I : To the Queen's Taste" 

11//S11;í[1" 

'l'() \S()R: \1tlk sof II.lI %(NNI PR( SI)t(;T: \. Ions 

C; %'S( LE (:.\SI'. IIISTOH' : On Jun(' 1 I. this hosiery 
nusnufacturer marte its first offer of 66 gauge. 15 dentier 

wantel's hosiery for S2. On the rrening of the telecast. 81 

calls resulted in sales of 228 pairs of hose. The following 
flay urrlrrs for 59 more pairs were received. "Shopping at 
Moore- is a participation program which luis 15 sponsors. 
It illy s hose is 'hl directly from a factory -neared store in 
Los I ngeles. 

K'l'I.A. Lo> 1ngele- l'Ii11GR \IS: "Shopping at II 



"7.e KMBC -KFRM 7ea.n 
HAS PROVED ITSELF!" 

JAMES R. REESE ADVERTISING CO 

LAND BANK SLOG 13 WEST TENTH ST 

VICTOR 5269 

KANSAS CITY 6. MO. 

May 28, 1948 

Mr. Arthur B. Church, President 

Radio Stations KMBC 
KFRM 

Kansas City 6, Missouri 

Dear Arthur: pleased to know 
of the very quick 

and continued response 

I believe you 
will be 

pCompany program 
on the KMBC -KFRM 

Team, Monday through 

Fe have at 6:25 
.m the Peters 

ing Bob Riley and Livestock 
Market reports. 

Friday, at 6:25 
a.m., Further - 

First of all...our 
returns in actual 

sales took an immediate 
jump... 

more, we have had 
continued sales on the items 

offered, and results 
have been more than 

gratifying --in fact, 
amazing: 

I would say that 
the lOWBC-KFRM Team 

has proved itself 
beyond any need 

of 

this strong statement 
in any way.not all 

sales increase 
has come 

Arkansas o 

qualifying but from as far 
away as Nebraska, 

Oklahoma 

markets market 
eodidanosexpect 

to cover with 
KMBC -KFRM 

markets which we 
did not ezpe 

has told me "We 
can only 

president of Peters 
Serum 

mdCoo ah have originated 
from any 

Mr. W. T. Peters, hr 
for they 

other 

the eMBC -KIM Team 
with these shave, contract for this five-day 

week 

other source. ... For this reason 
we have extended 

our 

series indefinitely Very truly yours, 

RADIO - FARM PAPERS 

James R. Reese Advertising 
Co. 

PERS - OUTDOOR 

- NEWSPAPERS - BUSINESS PA 
- DIRECT MAIL 

The KMBC -KFRM Team Serves 3,659,828 People 
Here's but one of a number of advertisers who 
are finding satisfaction in utilizing the KMBC - 
KFRM Team. The Team completely covers the 
enormous Kansas City Trade area. This exclu- 
sive, custom -built coverage offers simultaneous, 
complete and economical coverage of this great 
Middlewestern area. 

This extended coverage, made possible by the 
addition of KFRM, is unique in broadcasting. 
It's important to YOU as an advertiser! With 
programming from KMBC of Kansas City, cap- 
ital of the area the KMBC -KFRM Team permits 
ONE broadcaster to blanket the trade territory. 
The proved 0.5 my /m contour, as illustrated, 
boosts the potential audience of The Team to 
3,659,828 people... and, they are all important 
consumers in this rich Heart of America market. 

of KANSAS CITY 
5,000 on 980 

OWNED AND 
AUGUST 1948 

OPERATED 

N E B R A S K A I O W A 

"8C 

KANSAS 
car 

MISS 

7th Oldest CBS Affiliate 
Represented Nationally by 

FREE & PETERS, INC. 

T E X A S 

U R I 

A R K 

KFRM 
for KANSAS FARM COVERAGE 

5,000 on 550 
BY MIDLAND BROADCASTING COMPANY 
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$100 for a iioiv name for SPOT 

The I.ord --spot'' has 41eroloped two meanings: 

only one has caught on with sponsors 

It's time for a new nerve for 
national broadcast advertising 
purchased on an individual 

market hasis. Many names have been 

suggested s rcplaaivcrts for "spot," but 
none, tl' us f. r, has Iret industrywide ac- 

ceptrrce. Eecatse there is need for an 

acceptable term, sr)NSOR ¡S offering $100 

in a rew fume ccmretiticn which is open 
to all segments of the industry. Ten 
hound volutes of the first 12 issues of 
srosSoR, which already are collectors' 
items, will be awarded as runner -up 
rr izes. 

Three representatives of each of five 
segn ents of broadcast advertising will 
scr%c as judges of this name search. Rules 
and regulations established for this con- 

r 
test -search are described in this article 
and on the entry card bound between the 
pages of this report. 

If the word "spot" were to mean just 
one thing, it might be adequate. It 
doesn't. To most men not directly associ- 

ated with radio advertising it means 
"announcements." In many cases the 
meaning of "spot" is even more restric- 
tive. Executives of national advertiser 
firms generally limit the meaning of the 
term to very short announcements- 
chain -break or station -break commercials 
(about 15 20 seconds in length). 

In an effort to overcome the misconcep- 
tions of the meaning of "spot," time - 
buyers at advertising agencies have 
roundtable meetings with new clients to 

"educate" them to the broad meaning of 
the term. Linnea Nelson, J. Walter 
Thompson, explains her operations in this 
manner: "We have a routine with new 
clients. We explain very thoroughly 
what spot radio is. Then we seldom have 
any trouble again. Sometimes we use the 
word 'local' in connection with 'spot.' 
While 'local' will mean something differ- 
ent to station men, at J. Walter Thomp- 
son it means nonnetwork announcements 
or program campaigns. There has been 

considerable education in the industry as 

to exactly what 'spot' is. There is prob- 
ably less confusion now than in previous 
years. A new name would be a good idea, 
but the word would have to be smart, 
effective, and riot highbrow in any way." 

THE JUDGES IN SPONSORS' "NEW NAME FOR SPOT" 

J. 11. Itllw IIt.\ 
I(n,lnl hill, /S,,rrr, %/nnlyn,,nrev Ilor,/ cf Chico g 
1.F'1 \I 1 h lI 4It-1111.1 
4 drrrl u,r, y %fo,,ny.r 

(:,,nlq,,r,,lnl lfnkoi.t I a , Now ) fork 

l 1.111-(11t11 111.1 F It 
Snrrs 1 I drrrhsont %l.,ungrr 
F}noklun linker .l.r (.n,rr,,l Food.. New ) ork 

1 %Itl.lP Flt \\/ o 
Il yrr, Ifn,ln. lnote rhnuo, 
) un,, y d IDnlnr.w,, \nn ) ork 

J11h 1.\111111I1 
Ilydu, lrrrl.v I"tile f ,,ör d Ifrhhn/, ( hico.,,, 
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1.1\\F:% 
IJe,nd u! lt,,d,,, A Trlrris Tune /toying 
./. 11 oller Th,nupsnn, \r,, ) ork 

J N.h 11%11111S 
General %lounger. hl'll(', Nnnsluo 

1' 1 111t It. 414.1 M.1.01131 
President. Sir it, Slal' , l.n,nroslrr. Pa. 

Ill 1:11 'i i Intl 
(tenu,,! %funny.? h /Norrr, 

J11".1111 111.111111 
/'rendent. Pori.," d (.,,., Neu. ) ork 

COMPETITION 

I1, PRESTON. 11-.1'F.ItS 
President, Free cf Peters, Neu. ),,rk 

11. 111111F:1t 
l4rs,drnl, Pool lI l(nvmrr (b., 'Vest. ) ork 

G1 1 IlIatiti:it'r 
General % lounger 

111 -Cono,!,, /Indio Fueililies. lid.. Toronto 

.1011\ l'%'1"I'1.41\ 1111.11.1%515 
lbrs,drol, Tr,,,,srripliun Saks. Ine.. Npringfirld. (Ihin 

11t k:11F:1t 11: w, /Is 
l'rendrul. F'rr.trrnr If . 71r /:n., ('inrinoul, 
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Since education has been found essen- 

tial throughout broadcast advertising on 
the meaning of the word "spot," it's 
obvious that the name isn't adequate. 
It's obvious therefore that the advertiser 
who hasn't used radio, who hasn't been 
subjected to "education," doesn't know 
what it means. The problem becomes 

more involved as each agency develops its 
own set of terms to cover the field of 
national broadcast advertising on a 

market -by- market basis. 

Mary King, timebuyer at Kudner 
Agency, explains their procedure in the 
following way: "We have our own house 
distinctions for the terms of 'spot' broad- 
casting. We call all announcements of 
less than one minute, 'limited announce- 
ments.' One -minute 'spots' are 'minute 
announcements.' 'Spot' programs are de- 

fined by length and type. 'Spot' is used 

only to define the fact that it is non - 
network. We sometimes use the term 
'limited -area' broadcasting to explain 
'spot' campaigns." 

The stress that Mary King puts on 
"limited area" is indicative of the com- 
mon belief, even in the radio departments 
of advertising agencies, that national 
advertising purchased on an individual 
market basis is all limited -area advertis- 
ing. Seldom is the field of "spot" pic- 
tured as a national medium. which the 
Rosefield Packing Company (Skippy 
Peanut Butter) has used to cover 80% of 
the nation. National broadcast advertis- 
ing purchased on an individual market 
basis need not mean individual area a.i- 
vertising only. It can and does deliver 
nationwide coverage. 

While "spot" is understood by radio 
executives and timebuyers in agencies, 
and, in many cases, by the radio advertis- 
ing executives of national advertisers, it's 
a considerable hurdle to advertising men 
in sponsor firms when discussing the field 
with executives outside the advertising 
department. Cliff Spiller, now sales and 
advertising manager of the Franklin 
Baker division of General Foods, has to 
explain to practically every non- advertis- 
ing man at G -F that his test campaign in 
the Southwest which is being run on a 

"spot" basis is not an announcement 
campaign, but a program sponsorship. 

J. D. Bowden, radio timebuyer with 
Montgomery Ward, and Harry E. Fuller, 
district advertising manager for House- 
hold Finance (both of Chicago) have 
found that an understanding of "spot" 
doesn't extend beyond the advertising 
staff. Says Bowden, "Speaking to people 
outside the ad department, I find it neces- 
sary to explain what 'spot' is." Fuller 

(Please turn to page 81) 

quotes .. . 
" I'm in favor ofa new name if it will help clear up the confusion 
as to the meaning of'spot,' and I think that it will. I don't 
like to waste time when sitting down with an account man to 
explain that spot radio may mean a baseball game or a one - 
minute announcement." 

'l'O.1l Jlel)ERJ1O'I"l' 
Timebuyer, N. W. Ayer, N. F. 

"Most people take the word 'spot' to mean spot announcements 
alone, so it isn't broad enough. We should have a better word." 

HELEN WILI3L'li 
Timebuyer, Uuherly, Clifford 4 Shenfield, N. Y. 

"We definitely need an adequate term. Perhaps someone will 
have to coin a new word. I have no suggestion to describe what 
we mean by 'spot' or non -major network radio." 

AR(;.tREF A'YLIE 
Timehuver..1. II'ailer Thompson, Chicago 

" I think it's definitely time that we found a new tern. 'Spot' 
can mean anything from a one -minute announcement to a 15- 
minute strip or 'you name it.' It's confusing not only to 
advertisers but also to people in the business." 

JIM COJIINOS 
I'.p. in charge of radio, Loyally, Inc., Chicago 

"With the tremendous growth in the use of spot advertising 
we require a more definitive term. The right word would help 
sell the use of'spot' to national advertisers." 

1)Á17u IItLI'ERN 
.p., Owen 4 Chappell. N. } 

" I do think that a new name would be a good idea. Non -radio 
people in the agency and the client's office tend to think of 
'spots' as minute announcements only." 

FRANK DANIELS 
Timebuyer, Lennen j Llilchell, N. Y. 

"1 can see where 'spot' is confusing to people not connected 
with radio." 

JANE McKENORY 
Timebuyer, Needham, Louis J Brorby, Chicago 

" 'Spot' encompasses so much that it has to be broken down. 
Possibly a combination of other words or coining a new word 
would clarify the situation." 

JACK LAEMMAR 
Media director, Poole. Cone Â Belding. Chicago 

" 'Spot' is a negative word. It's time for a new word." 
STEWART P. BROWN 

Neff- Rogow, N. Y. 

" I've run across trouble in explaining exactly what 'spot' is." 
WILLI tMI O. SMITH 

Timebuyer. Buchanan, N. Y. 
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BMI - 49.S/ee- 
Hit Tunes for August 

(On Records) 

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 
Art Mooney -MGM 10230 1. Peggy Mann -Eddie Heywood -Vic. 20 -2839 
The Four Tunes -Manor 1087 . Les Brown -Col. 

DELILAH ,fncor.,) 
Glenn Miller -Vic. 20-2942 Buddy Clerk -Okeh 6403 
Horace Heide -Col. 36370 . Mills Brothers -Dec. 4108 
Dick Jurgens -Okeh 6389 

DREAM PEDDLER, THE (Peer) 
Frankie Carle -Col. 38036 Sammy Kaye -Vic. 20 -2652 
Hal Derwin -Cap. 481 Snooky Lanson -Merc. 5124 
Del Courtney -Vita. Harry Roy -Lon. 225 

FOOLIN' ,Y Dres 
Francis Craig -Bullet 1013 

fi Gloria Carroll -Back Bay' 

IT'S SO PEACEFUL 

Ed McMullen -Crown B 1 -164 

Mildred Bailey -Dec. 3953 
Bob Chester -Bluebird 11227 
Jan Savitt -Vic. 27464 

IN THE COUNTRY hen.) 

JUST BECAUSE rPN..,) 

Charlie Spivak -Okeh 6291 
Harry Jemes -Col. 36246 

Frank Yenkovic -Col. 38072 . A. George -Sig. 1 5207 
1. Gumin -Chord 664 Eddy Howard -Mal. 1231 
Lone Star Cowboys -Vic. 20 -2941 . Sheriff T. Owens -Mer. 6086 
T. Parker's Four Jacks -Polder 1002 Riley Shepard- Embassy 1003 
D. Stabile -Dec. 24376 . F. Zajc Polkateers -Cont. 1228 
Al George -Master 101 . Penn -Jersey String Band- Metro. 2001 

I WANT TO CRY F.celsior, 
Savannah Churchill -Man. 1129 . Chris Cross -Sterling 4004 
Dinah Washington -Mer. 8082 . Phil Reed -Frank Picher -Dance -Tone 216 

LONG AFTER TONIGHT li) 
Kate Smith -MGM 10157 Snooky Lanson -Mer. 5095 
Andy Russell -Cap. 15055 Yvette -Vita. 919 
Betty Rhodes -Vic. 20 -2735 . Russ Titus- Musicena 14 

SERENADE -MUSIC PLAYED ON A HEARTSTRING (Duchess) 
Buddy Clerk -Ray Noble -Col. 38091 . Jan Garber -Cap. 15043 
Bob Eberly -Russ Morgan -Dec. 24376 John Laurens -Mer. 5099 
Jerry Weld -Corn. 7503 

SOMEONE CARES (PorgieMusic) 
Vaughn Monroe -Vic. 20 -2671 Mills Brothers -Dec. 24409 
Art Lund -MGM 10170 . Eddy Howard -Maj. 
Frankie Carle -Col. 38130 . John Laurens -Mer. 5144 

SPRING CAME s t,oblrc) 
Sammy Kaye -Vic. 20 -2886 

TAKE IT AWAY (Femora) 
Enric Madriguera -Dec. 24446 . Edmundo Ros -Lon. 230 
Xavier Cugat -Col. 38239 Emil Coleman- DeLuse 1010 

TIME AND TIME AGAIN (London) 
Wayne King -Buddy Clark -Vic. 27516 Eddie Duchin -Col. 36089 
Bob Chester- Bluebird 11172 . Tommy Tucker -Okeh 6177 

WALKIN' WITH MY SHADOW (Johnstone Monte.) 
Four Knights -Dec. 48014 . Jack McLean -Wayne Gregg -Coast 8001 
Monica Lewis -Sig. 15229 

YOURS 
Vaughn Monroe -Vie. 20 -2984 R. Armengod -Dec. 18159 
Xavier Cugat -Vic. 26384 Jimmy Dorsey -Dec. 25121 
Benny Goodman -Col. 36067 Eddy Howard -Col. 37995 
Phil Reed- Dance -Tone T7 Andy Russell -Cap. 10112 
Tito Guieer -Vic. 27410 Nat Brendwynne -Dec. 3913 
E. LeBaron -Dec. 25205 Cuba Libre Sis -Coda 5004 
G. Carter -Black 8 White 3005 Ben Light -Tempo 598 
Roy Smeck -Dec. 3790 'Soon to be released. 

BROADCAST MUSIC INC. 
380 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 19, N. Y. NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD 

rAIMMENNEN. 
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tuff report 
Dialing Habits Differ 

Indicative of how dialing habits differ 
in City', Town, and Rural listening areas 
are figures in the first U. S. Hooperatings. 

Selecting Grand Ole Opry as a show that 
should have a strong rural appeal and 
Walter Winchell as a program with strong 
metropolitan listening, SPONSOR had two 
tabulations made from the U. S. Hooper - 
atings (January -February 1948). 

U. S. Ilooperatings 
(:rand Ole ()pry" Area "Walter %tncheil" 

11.83 City 20.08 
t4.48 'town 14.1 
16.43 Rural 9.89 

The daytime National Farm and Home 
Hour had a program popularity Hooper - 
ating of 1.9 for January -February. The 
U. S. Hooperatings for the same period 
reveal a different picture by area type. 

"National Faros and Home ¡lour" 
City 1.88 
Town 3.75 
Rural 4.89 

The three programs are not used to prove 
that there aren't programs that appeal to 
all of America but just that there are 
many that have a changing appeal. 

Television Directory No. 4 

TV RATES 
& FACTBOOK 

(revised to fat, I. 19.18) 

part 1: Commercial TV Stations 
Operating 

Rate cards, facilities data, TV 
set count, personnel, etc. 

part 2: Construction Permits Out- 
standing 8. Applications 
Pending 

Technical facilities, affiliations, 
cell letters, etc. 

part 3: Experimental TV Stations 
part 4: Present Allocation of TV 

Channels by Cities 
Allocations to first 140 mar- 
kets, sales rank, population. 

ADDED FEATURES 
part 5: Proposed Allocation of 

TV Channels by Cities 
New allocation plan listing 
proposed channels for 459 
cities. 

part 6: Directory of Television 
Program Sources 

Owners producers, syndi- 
cators of live and film material. 

part 7: AT &T Maps of Television 
Network Routes 

$5.00 per copy 
MARTIN CODEL'S 

1J19 CONNfCTKYT Avg. 11.W., WA$MINOTOII d. D. C. 
writ. fer data shoot ae.n.l.t..e,o 

, 

e. inelud- inr .uehlr Neu alai ter.; TV, FM and AM 
and west, Addenda: rerd.r Suplernent. erre. 
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100,000 TICKET HOLDERS 1Ái1 -PACK 

WFBR'S MODERN STUDIOS YEARLY! 

1 

The ticket -taker at WFBR's big Studio A is a busy fellow. He collects 
free admission tickets from over 100,000 loyal WFBR fans that 
throng the station every year. 

What does this mean to you? Plenty! This big crowd is the only "plus" 
of its kind that you can get in Baltimore. It's a home town listener 
loyalty that is just one of the reasons why WFBR is first in the 

nation's sixth largest market. 

This year over 100,000 Baltimoreans will visit WFBR, get their copy 
of "Let's Listen"(WFBR's program highlight guide), see great 
shows, look at interesting merchandise displays and generally have 

a swell time. 

In planning your fall time buying, please remember this - in Baltimore 
it's... 

ABC BASIC NETWORK 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD. 
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY 
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the man behind over 200 Successful sales curves 
For the sponsor interested ill sales. Singin. `ant presents- a unique 
opportunity. For never in radio's history has there been a personality 
Tike Sant ... never before a program series with such an outstanding 
record of major sales snecesses unbroken by a single failure. 
These are strong statements that earn- tremendous weight \%ith 
Iroslteetite program iurelutsers . . . if supported by facts. And facts 
we have in alttndanee . . . high iloolers, congratulatory letters, ex- 
pressions of real appreciation by advertisers themselves, actual 
before and after stories backed with the concrete figures. 
This. I5- rttirtnte transcribed program series is the sI 

you need to produce results. Write, wire, or telep! 
TSI for full details. Despite `ingin' Sam's tremendous 
popnlarit and pull. the sl is reasonably priced. 
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ingin' fiant- America's greatest 

radio salesman. Assisted by Charlie 

Magnante and his orchestra and 

the justly fanions 11ullen Sisters. 

R'rite for information on these TSI shoats 

I tal Love Songs 

\\estuard Ho! 

Your hymn tor the Day 

Wings of Song 

TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC., 117 West High St. 
Springfield, Ohio 
Telephone 2 -4974 

New York -47 West 56th St., Col. 5 -1 -544 Chicago -612 N. Michigan Ave., Superior 3053 

Hollywood -6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 5600 
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HIT VI A 

HARD LICK 
WITH 

WCON! 
We've got our coats off 

and sleeves rolled up -wait- 
ing to go to work for you I 

We know this market and 
we know our listeners. We 
know what programs they 
like and we see that they 
get 'em. 

So when you want to get 
in a hard sales lick 
down here ... just 
call on WCON I 

Why not call on 
Headley - Reed 
Company for the 
dope right now? 

Drawing by 
pernil..lnn or 

D. Applrlon 
('rntury Co. ä.M_ 

BC 

IN ATLANTA IT'S 

WCON 
5000 WATTS 550 KC 

48 
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A matchbook of 5 plastic golf tees reminded 
key Bostonians, including agency and 
sponsor executives, that it was T -Day 
when Westinghouse's W137.-TV took to 

the air on June 9. 

Paper plate, wooden spoon and fork cele- 

brates "Dinner Winner's" 15.4 Hooperating. 

Station \VIIK (Cleveland) told the 
world about a new Hooperhigh by mailing 
to sponsor prospects an empty place 

service. Fork was stamped "WHK forks 
over the listeners." Spoon was marked, 
"\\'l 1K dishes out results." 

WNEW's little songs about democracy were 

the subject of an "art contest" among high 

school students recently. Winners were 

shown at the Associated American Artists 
Gallery in June and at the Museum of 
Science and Industry in Radio City dur- 
ing July. In August they will tour public 
libraries in New York City. 

"How to cook a dragon" is a most intriguing 
and perfectly illustrated booklet pub- 
lished by NBC to stress the significant 
juvenile Saturday morning audience. The 
booklet "sells" the NBC Saturday before - 

noon line -up from Story Shop to Stnilin' 
Ed McConnell. WCKY, Cincinnati, has 

issued its own booklet on this time period 
titled, "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning." 
The L. B. Wilson station points out that 
in the Queen City there are 20r;, more 

radio listeners on Saturday morning than 
on any other a.m. 

Instead of using regular station letterheads 

to send out letters to the drug trade on 

Toni's sponsorship of programs over 
WPOR (Portland, Me.), the station 
printed a special letterhead which in- 

cluded the name of Toni and the pro- 

grams sponsored. Less copy about the 

shows had to be put into the letter. 

KSL, Salt Lake City, tagged Fishes at the open- 

ing of Utah's Fishing season with KSL's call 

letters and numbers delivering from $1 to 
$50 each to the catchers. KSTP prac- 

tically tore up Minnesota three years ago 

with a similar promotion. Thirty -seven 

tagged trout were caught on the opening 

day of Utah fishing season. 

"Listen Ladies" on KGNC (Amarillo, Tex.) 

asked daytime dialers to send in recipes. 

Over 1.0(1(1 unusual cooking ideas were sub- 

mitted to station. Practically all the 2,5(1(1 

200 -page cookbooks published from these 

recipes moved out of the station into the 
homes within a few weeks after they came 
off the press. 

Disk jockeys sent up in a blimp for a broadcast 
by WACE and \L'ACE -FM (Chicopee, 
Mass.) to give their show a "lift" floated 
over two houses that a real estate firm 
sponsor had for sale. The jockeys, Kris 
Martin and Lee Smith, miked commer- 
cials on the properties. Result both 
houses were sold before the blimp re- 
turned to the ground. 

Not all stations take a summer slump lying 
down. KOIL (Omaha, Neb.) decided 
that one way to promote hot weather 
listening was to increase the sale of port- 
able radios. On 475 streetcars and buses, 
on the backs of 105 Checker cabs, in 
newspaper advertising and radio dealer 
countercards, KOlL advised transit 
patrons to "listen to KOIL all summer 
and buy a portable radio today." 

Now... 
Sell 8 
Times 
More 
People! 

it, 
5OOO- 
620 KC 

A /ft. - 
REP. PAUL H. RAYMER 

SPONSOR 



For Announcement 
Schedules: i the 

USE participations Barn Dance 
"Old Domiuh0 V%TÇU"II. 

ou WR\ILV R'chmond, 
the best bu'q rn the South. 

Ask Riaìo Sales for diary 
ìgutes 

..they're out of reis world! 

014" 
%pi* 

RICHMOND and 
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 



flows such Heavenly Music - SALES! 

Nothing could be sweeter! Not Cherubim nor Sera- 
phim humming on a cloud . . . not even angel 
wing: stnutuning a thousand harps! No, nothing 
could be sI ecter than the S. LES you'll snake .. . 

I% it Lang-\\ ort Ii'. feature program, "'I'H1tOUGli 
THE LISTENING Gists!" 

lien. is a dualiti , 30- minute musical show that 
captures the car of our potential customers and 
enhance: the po"er of %otir sale. message. It k 
available. via tran-eription. on 600 Lang-Worth 
affiliated stations. It is rit ten and produced I:ith 
charm, glamour and good taste. It m ill sell ) our 
product just as sorely as fine raiment sells the man! 

"THROUGH THE LISTENING GLASS" reveals 
a "wonderland of melodies" - in brilliant color - 
tones. Musical glamour by Jack Shaindlin and the 
radiant voices of his "Silver Strings" orchestra. 
Rich old ballads by the Lang -Worth Choristers. 
and your favorite romantic songs by Dick Brown, 
Joan Brooks and Johnn) Thompson. 

In addition to "THROUGH THE LISTENING GLASS.'. 
every Lang -Worth Station offers the brilliant 
"Cavalcade of Music" and several other star - 
studded musical shows for local and regional spon- 
sorship. See the listing on opposite page and con- 
tact station or its representative immediately. 



UNITED STATES 

ALABAMA 
nn6ton . WHMA 

Ilrmingham... . WBRC 
Newton WE81 
Mikan WDIG 
adsden W18Y 
lunlsville WFUN 
lobile WKAB 
lobile. . WKRG 
Iontgomery WAPX 
ylacauga WMLS 

lagstaff 
lase 
hoe nix 
hoenix 
ucson 

ARIZONA 
KWRZ 
KARV 
KOOL 
KPHO 
KCNA 

ARKANSAS 
on Smith ,.KFSA 
alana KFFA 
ope KXAR 
of Springs . KTHS 
Otte Rock KLRA 
Ngnolia KVMA 
'est Memphis KWEM 

CALtFORN IA 
lamada .... KONG 
akersfield .... ... KAFY 
Urbank. . . KWIK 
orona .. . KBUC 
inuba . KRDU 
.esno . KYNO 
allywood KMPC 
mg Beach KFOX 
mg Beach KGER 

s Angeles KECA 
IS Angeles KFVO 

1LANG- WORTH 

Los Angeles KNX 
Modasto _.. KTRB 
Oakland KWBR 
Orovilla NOAH 
Pasadena KXLA 
Red Bluff KBLF 
Richmond KRCC 
San Barnardino KCSB 
San Diego KSDN 
San Diego KUSN 
San Francisco K1B5 
San Francisco KSAN 
San Luis Obispo KPI K 

San Mateo. KSMD 
San Waal KTIM 
Santa Barbara KTMS 
Santa Maria KCDY 
Santa Rosa KSRD 
Vallejo . KGYW 
Visalia .. KTKC 

COLORADO 
Bouldar KBDL 
Colorado Springs KROO 
Oenver KMYR 
Denvar KVDD 
Grand Junction KFXJ 
Greelay KFKA 
Pueblo KCSJ 
Trinidad KCRT 

CONNECTICUT 
Hartford . WTIC 
Naw Havan. . WELI 

DELAWARE 
Wilmington WILM 
Wilmington WAMS 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 
Washington WINX 
Washington . . WOL 
Washington. WTOP 

FLORIDA 
Crastviaw ....WCNU 
Oaytona Beach WMFJ 
Eustis ,.... WEUS 
Gainesvilla WRUF 
Hollywood WINZ 
Jacksonville WJHP 
Miami.. WGBS 
Miami Beach WIRD 
Ocala WTMC 
Orlando WLDF 
Palatka WWPF 
Pensacola WBSR 
Quincy WCNH 
Sanford WIRR 
Sarasota WSPR 
Tampa WALT 
Tempi . WFLA 
West Palm Beach WIRK 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
Atlanta 
Atlanta 
Augusta 
Brunswick 
Cartersville...... 
Columbus 
Oawson 
Fitzgerald 
Gainesvilla 
Macon 
Rome 
Savannah 
Tkomasvil la 

WAGA 
WBGE 
WGST 
WRDW 
WMDG 
WBHF 
WSAC 
WDWD 
WBHB 
WGGA 
WMAZ 
WRGA 
WTOC 
WKTG 

IDAHO 
Boise KGEM 
Coeur d'Alene KVNI 
Lewistown KRLC 
Nampa ... . .......KFXD 
Pocatello. K5EI 
Preston KPST 
Twin Falls KTFI 
Weiser. KWEI 

ILLINOIS 
Alton WOKZ 
Aurora WMRO 
Bloomington WJBC 
Canton WBYS 
Centralia WCNT 
Chicago WAIT 
Chicago WBBM 
Chicago WEHS 
Chicago WGNB 
Cicero... WHFC 
Decatur WSOY 
Effingham WCRA 
Joliet W101. 
La Salle WLPO 
Pekin WSIV 
Peoria WM80 
Quincy .... WGEM 
Springfield ....... WTAX 

INDIANA 
Blomington WTDM 
Evansville WEOA 
Fort Wayne . WGL 
Indianapolis WIBC 
Richmond. WKBV 
South Bend.......... WJVA 
Terre Haute WTHI 
Vincennes. WAOV 

IOWA 
Cedar Rapids 
Council Bluffs 
Davenport. 
Des Moines 
Oes Moines 
Fort Dodge...... 

WMT 
KSWI 
WOC 
KCBC 
WHO 

..KVFD 

Network calibre programs al local station cost 
are provided by these Lang -Worth affiliated stations 

towa City KXIC 
Keokuk KDKX 
Mason City KSMN 
Sioux City KSCJ 
Watarloo KAYX 

KANSAS 
Oodaa City KGNO 
Goodland KWGB 
Gnat Bend KVGB 
Hutchinson. KWBW 
Independence .. . KINO 
Pittsburg KSEK 
Salina KSAL 
Topaka WIBW 
Wichita KANS 
Wichita KFH 

KENTUCKY 
Hopkinsvilla WHOP 
Lexington WKLX 
Louisville WAVE 
Louisville WGRC 
Owensboro WDMI 
Paducah WPAQ 

LOUISIANA 
Alakandria. .. KSYL 
Bastrop KTRY 
Baton Rouge WCLA 
Lake Charles KWSL 
New Drlaans . WJMR 
Now Orleans WSMB 
Ruston ... KRUS 
Shraveport KWKH 

MAINE 
Bangor ..... WGUY 
Portland WGAN 

MARYLAND 
Annapolis.. WANN 
Baltimore WASA 
Bethesda. WBCC 
Bradbury Heights WBUZ 
Hagerstown.. W1E1 
Silver Spring WDOK 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston WEE! 
Boston WME)C 
Brockton WBET 
Fall River WSAR 
Holyoke. . WHYN 
Pittsfield WBEC 
Salem .. . WESX 
Springfield WSPR 
Waltham WCRB 
Worcester WDRC 

MICHIGAN 
Battle Creek WELL 
Bay City ... WBCM 
Benton Harbor .. WHFB 
Dearborn WKMH 
Oetroit WXYZ 
Detroit WWI 
Detroit WDTR 
Detroit WIR 
Detroit WJBK 
Flint . WFDF 
Flint WAIL 
Flint. WTCB 
Grand Rapids WFUR 
Grand Rapids WDDD 
Iron Mountain WMIQ 
Ishpeming .. WJPD 
Lansing ... WILS 
Marquette. .. WDMI 
Port Huron WNLS 
Saginaw WKNX 
Sault Sta. Marie WS00 

MINNESOTA 
Bemidji KBUN 
Crookston KROX 
Duluth KDAL 
Eveleth .. WYE 
Grand Rapids KBZY 
Mankato. KYSM 
Minneapolis . KSTP 
Minneapolis... WCCO 
St. Cloud ..KFAM 
Worthington . . KWOA 

MISSISSIPPI 
Brookhaven WJMB 
Greenwood .WGRM 
Jackson W10X 
Jackson WJXN 
McComb WAPF 
Meridian WTOK 
Natchez.... WMIS 
Vicksburg WVIM 

MISSOURI 
Columbia .. KFRU 
Farmington... KREI 
Jefferson City KWOS 
Joplin WMBH 
Kansas City WHB 
Kansas City KCKN 
Lebanon KIWI 
St. Genevieve. KSGM 
St. Louis ..... ...... KMOX 
St. Louis WEW 
St. Louis KWGO 
St. Louis . WIl 
Springfield . KWTO 

MONTANA 
Anaconda. . . 

Billings. . 

Bozeman. 
Butte 
Great Falls 
Helena 
Livingston. 

Missoula ..... .. 

NANA 
KBMY 
KXLQ 

KXLFK 
KXU 
KPRK 
NOVO 

NEBRASKA 
Lincoln KFAB 
Lincoln KDLN 
Norfolk WJAG 
Omaha KOAD 

NEVADA 
Reno . KOLO 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Ctaremont. WLDB 
Manchester , WFEA 

NEW JERSEY 
Asbury Park , WILK 
Atlantic City WFPG 
New Brunswick WDHN 
Paterson., WWDX 
Vineland WWBZ 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque KVER 
Roswell .. KGFL 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo WEBR 
Buffalo WBEN 
Elmira WENY 
Ithaca .... WHCU 
New York City... WCBS 
New York City.. WNEW 
Niagara Falls.... WHLD 
Niagara Falls.... Will 
Rochester WRNY 
Rome.. WKAL 
Schenectady WGY 
Schenectady WSNY 
Syracusa.. WNDR 
Syracuse WSYR 
Troy WIRY 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Asheville .....WISE 
Asheville ...WSKY 
Burlington. WBBB 
Charlotte .. WAYS 
Dunn.... WCKB 
Ourham.. WDUK 
Elizabeth City WCNC 
Fayetteville . WWNF 
Forest City WBBD 
Gastonia WGNC 
Greensboro. WCDG 
Henderson WHNC 
High Point . WMFR 
Jacksonville WINC 
Kannapohs...... _.WGTL 
Kinston... .... WFTC 
Lenoir WJRI 
Lexington.... WBUY 
Monroe.. . WMAP 
Morganton WMNC 
New Bern WHIT 
Roanoke Rapids .... WCBT 
Rockingham.... .. ..WAYN 
Salisbury .. ......WSTP 
Tarboro.. WCPS 
Washington WHED 
Waynesville WHCC 
Winston Salem .... WAIR 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Mandan KGCU 

OHIO 
Akron WADC 
Alliance .. WFAH 
Ashland WATG 
Ashtabula WICA 
Canton . .. WCMW 
Cincinnati . WKRC 
Cincinnati WCPO 
Cleveland WINO 
Cleveland. WSRS 
Columbus WCOL 
Columbus.... WHKC 
Coshocton.. . WTNS 
Dayton .. WING 
East Liverpool WLIO 
Elyria. WEOL 
Findlay ._. WFIN 
Lima ... WLOK 
Marietta WMDA 
Middletown.... WPFB 
Portsmouth . WPAY 
Sandusky WLEC 
Springfield WIZE - 
Steubenville . WSTV 
Toledo... . WSPD 
Toledo.. . . . . WTDD 
Warren WRRN 
Worthington... WRFD 
Youngstown WKBN 
Zanesville.... . WHIZ 

OKLAHOMA 
Muskogee... KMUS 
Oklahoma City. KBYE 
Okmulgee.... KHBG 
Shawnee. KGFF 
Tulsa... KAKC 
Tulsa... .. KTUI 
Woodward.. . ... . KSIW 

OREGON 
Astoria . .. . KAST 
Bend ...... .... .KBND 
Corvallis . KRUL 
Eugene........ ...KUGN 
La Grande .... KLBM 
Medford ... KYIC 
Oregon City . ... MOON 
Portland .. KGW 
Portland. KW11 
Portland KXI 

FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown.. WKAP 
Altoona... WFBG 
Altoona... WVAM 
Braddock WLDA 
Butler WISR 
Connelsville. WCVI 
DuBois. WCED 
Erie WERC 
Greensburg .. WHJB 
Harrisburg ..... . . WABX 
Homasteed........ WHDO 
Johnstown WJAC 
Lancaster WLAN 
McKeesport WMCK 
Meadville WMGW 
Pittsburgh WJAS 
Pittsburgh.. 
Pittsburgh WPIT 
Philadelphia WDAS 
Philadelphia.. WIBG 
Scranton... WSCR 
Sharon WPIC 
State Collega WMAJ 
Sunbury .. ... WKDK 
Washington IOWA 
Wilkes Barre WILK 
Williamsport ... WRAK 

RHOOE ISLAND 
Providence.... .... WPRO 
Providence WPJB 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Anderson WAIM 
Charleston WHA N 

Columbia . ... WKIX 
Florence... ... WDLS 
Gaffney WFGN WYOMING 
Greenville.. WESC Sheridan., KWYO 
Orangeburg WIND 
Rock Hill. .. WTYC ALASKA 
Sumter .... WFIG Anchoraga KFQpO 

Fairbanks KERB 
SOUTH DAKOTA Juneau KINY 

Sioux Falls..... KISD Ketchikan KINN 

HAWAII 
Hilo... KIPA 

Bristol... WDPI Honolulu... .. KHON 
Chattanooga WAGC Honolulu... . . KPDA 
Cleveland WBAC Maui KMVI 
Cookeville WHUB 
Johnson City W1H1. PHILLIPPINES 
Kingsport WKPT Manila. KIRH 
Knoxville WKGN 
Knoxville .... WKPB 
Maryvilla WGAP 
Memphis WHNM 
Memphis WMC Calgary .. CFCN 
Memphis WREC Edmonton... ..CFRN 
Nashville WKDA Lethbridga CJOC 
Paris WTPR 
Tullahoma WJIG BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Kelowna . CKDV 
TEXAS Vancouver CKW% 

Abilene KRBC 
Alice KBKI MANITOBA 
Amarillo KGNC Flin Eton.. .. CFAR 
Athens KBUD Winnipeg . . CKRC 
Austin KVET 
Beaumont KFOM 
Borger KHUZ 
Breckenridge KSTB 
Brenham KWHI 
Brownwood KBWO 
Corpus Christi KSIX 
Corsicana RAND 
Dalhart KXIT 
Dallas WFAA 

I El Campo KULP 
El Paso KTSM 

FortaWorth KCNC 
Fort Worth KXOL 
Goose Creek KREL 
Houston KATL 
Houston....... .. KXYZ 
Houston KNUZ 
Jacksonville KEBE 
Littlefield KVOW 
Longview NERO 
Lubbock KSEL 
Lufkin.... KRBA 
McKinney ...... . KMAE 
Nacogdoches.... NOSE 
Odessa NECK 
Port Arthur. ... KOLE 
San Antonio ..... KTSA 
San Antonio.... KMAC 
Stephanville. KSTV 
Sulphur Springs KSST 
Temple.... . KTEM 
Tyler KGKB 
Weslaco KRGV 
Wichita Falls .. ..KFDX 

Roanoke WRDV 
Suffolk WLPM 
Waynesboro.... WAYB 
Wincheslar WINC 

WASHINGTON 
Bellingham KVOS 
Ellensburg KXLE 
Dmak KDMW 
Seattle KING 
Seattle .. KOMO 
Seattle KRSC. 
Spokane KXLY 
Spokane KREM 
Tacoma. KVI 
Walla Walla NUJ 
Yakima KIMA 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Beckley ... ...... WWNR 
Bluefield WHIS 
Chadeslon... WCAW 
Clarksburg WBLK 
Fairmont WMMN 
Huntington ' WSAZ 
Whaelmg ... WWVA 

WISCONSIN 
Appleton. WHBY 
Eau Claire WEAU 
Green Bay WOUZ 
Janesville WCLD 
Kenosha .. WLIP 
La Crosse...... WKBH 
Merrill.. WLIN 
Milwaukee . WMLO 
Milwaukee WMAW 
Rhinelander.. WDBT 

TENNESSEE 

C A N A D A 
ALBERTA 

UTAH 
Ogden. ... .. KOPP 

VERMONT 
Montpelier WSKI 

VIRGINIA 
Alexandria ...WPIK 
Arlington WEAM 
Blackstone WKLV 
Danville WBTM 
Fredericksburg WNA 
Lynchburg WLVA 
Newport News WHYU 
Richmond WMBG 
Richmond .... WRVA 
Richmond WXGI 
Richmond WLEE 
Roanoke WOBJ 

NEW BRUNSWICK 
St. John CHSJ 

NOVA SCOTIA 
Antigonish CIF% 
Halifax . CHNS 

ONTARIO 
Hamilton CKDC 
Kingston CKWX 
Kirkland Lake C)KL 
London UPI 
North Bay 

. CFCH 
Ottawa... . CKCO 
Peterborough CHEX 
Port Arthur. CFPA 
St. Thomas.... _ CHLO 
Sarnia CHOK 
Timmins CKGB 
Toronto.... .. CJBC 
Toronto.... CKEY 
Guelph . CJOY 
Wmgham - CKNX 

PRINCE EDWARD IS. 
Charlottetown. .CFCY 

QUEBEC 
Montreal.. . CIAO 
Montreal. ..CKAC 
Quebec . .CHRC 
Sta. Anne de la 

Pecahere ...CHGB 
Verdun ... . CKVL 

SASKATCHEWAN 
Moose Jaw CHAD 
Regina... . CKRM 
Saskatoon.. CFQC 

FOREIGN MARKETS 
This specialized pro- 
gram service is also 
available from Lang- 
Worth affiliated radie 
stations located in many 
foreign markets. Sicilian 
listing furnished upon 
request. 

STEINWAY HALL 

113 WEST 571ií St, NEW YORK 19, N. Y , 

i 



What's this... WSM Cigarettes? 

When one of our 71 million listeners asks 

for cigarettes, he is guided by an invisible label on 

the pack. The odds are he will ask for a WSM adver- 

tised brand ... because through years of consistent 

listening he has built up a respect for the commercial 

messages on this station. To him, the name on the 

product is closely associated with this invisible label 

- WSM's stamp of approval which our listeners use 

as their buying guide. 

ws 
NASHVILLE 

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr. IRVING WAUGH, Corn. Mgr. EDWARD PETRY L CO., National Rep. 

30,000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL 650 KILOCYCLES NBC AFFILIATE 

REPRESENTATIVES' LAMENT 
(Continued from page 35) 

are smart as a whip but they're seldom 
given the opportunity to make full use of 
their natural intelligence. Rarely do they 
leave their home offices. A number will 
of course be found at every broadcast 
convention, every radio AAAA or ANA 
meeting. A few will also be found at uni- 
versity clinics, industry bull sessions, and 
trade paper -inspired "problem sessions." 
Station representatives point out that 
many timebuyers who attend these 
sessions, who travel the country, who 
know how different Texas can be from 
Oregon, haven't bought a schedule per- 
sonally in years. They are more nearly 
agency station relations executives than 
timebuyers. Representatives are quick, 
however, to qualify these statements with 
the information that there are some men 
and women who do the actual buying who 
do get out of their ivory towels. To talk 
of conditions in Kansas to a buyer who 
has never been further West than Pitts- 
burgh is a selling problem of no mean pro- 
portions- especially if you've never been 

Nest yourself. 
Timebuying is the most intricate of all 

media selection. Station loyalty is some- 
thing that's very difficult to measure with 
a slide rule. Station coverage is also 
something that is beyond a matter of 
physical signal transmission and B,MMB 

standings. High power stations cover a 

great deal of territory before eight a.m. 
Their signals at that hour are almost as 

farflung as they are after sundown. But 
in -town or near -by stations get the listen- 
ing to I ise- and -shire and musical clock 
programs. In the daytime, local stations 
are better heard than they are at night, 
and in some areas this is more accentu- 
ated than in others. To a timebuyer who 
has never left metropolitan centers this 
may be, and frequently is, all Greek. It 
sounds like sales talk and many a station 
representative has returned to his office 
and butted his head against the wall after 
a timebuying session where he was doing 
the same thing. 

Despite the fact that timebuying is 

more difficult than buying newspaper or 
magazine space, timebuyers seldom have 
the respect shown to them in their own 
offices that other agency media men have. 
At fil st flush this may seem nothing for a 

station representative to bewail. Never- 
theless it is. A typical illustration of how 
this is so was demonstrated during the 
first week in July. 

Several choice availabilities opened up 
on a fine station in the Midwest. They 
were just what a certain advertiser had 

Please turn to page 56) 
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NEWTON COUNTY, Indiana, is 100% rural -not a town in it 
over 2,500 population. Largest is Kennland, then Morocco 

with 1,608 population, home of the Morocco Electric Hatchery, 
complete with feeds and other poultry supplies. 

It is operated by Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Yoder, with their son, 
Russell. The Yoders moved to Morocco 21 years ago after farming 
for 19 years near Pekin, Illinois. They started the hatchery in 1930. 
Farming is still in the Yoder blood, howeser; Russell lives on a 
small poultry farm at the edge of town, with his wife and four - 
year -old boy. 

They are around farm people enough to know that WLS is the 
leading station in Newton county. BMB shows 92% listening day 
and night. And the Yoders have had opportunity to feel the impact 
of this listening. Several times, after a WLS feed advertiser has men- 
tioned Morocco Electric Hatchery to he dealer in this particular 
brand, as reported by Russell, "Quite a number have come in to say 
they heard 'our' program on WLS." 

Mail, too, shows the high degree of listening to WLS. Last year 
from the 2,630 radio homes, we receised 3,626 letters-13w -, 
response! 

Here then is esidence of listening ... and of response. Yet this is 
the story of only one county in the four -state Major Coserage Area 
of WLS. For complete details ... on why they listen ... where they 
lise ... specific stories of how and why they respond. ask your 
John Blair man. 

890 Kilocycles 

50,000 Watts 

ABC Affiliate 

Represented by 

JOHN BLAIR & CO. 

AFFILIATED IN MANAGEMENT WITH THE ARIZONA NETWORK: KOY, PHOENIX... KTUC, TUCSON... KSUN, BISBEE- LOWELL- DOUGLAS 
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-141 West 52nd 
continued horn page 6 

Cost Per :%dv-erl iseuneul Header 
for Fur L1:.ss- t'irculaliiiu Magazines 

MEDIA FIGURES? 

In your very interesting article on 
media cost comparisons you refer to some 
intriguing figures sroNSOlt has computed 
for the four general weekly magazines. 
I low about letting us have the benefit of 
sharing them with sroNsoit? 

HANS ZEISEL 

Associate Director of Research 

A1cCann- Erickson, N. Y. 

At right Is cost- per -ad- reader computation 
referred to In the July issue story on Compar- 
ative Nledla Costs 

Publics- 
tion 

Collier's 

Life 

Look 

Post 

Average 

Total 

Audience' 

10,341,000 

27,572,000 

17,439,000 

15,702,000 

Page Rate 

(B &W) 

Page Rete & 

Productiont 

30 

26 

36 

26 

Ad - 
Readers Ad- Readerst 

per Dollar 

$ 8,000 

$16,600 

$ 8,000 

$11,200 

$ 8,920 

$18,509 

$ 8,920 

$12,488 

3,102,3001 

7,168,720 

6,278,040 

4,082,520 

347 

387 

704 

327 

441 

DEPT STORE INFORMATION 

The information on department store 
advertising is of great importance to me, 
and I sincerely appreciate your allowing 
me to share your store of knowledge on 
this subject. 

SELVIN DONNESON 

1S'lt'RL 
Woodside, N. Y. 

A GUY NAMED ARTHUR 

The coverage of women's participating 
programs in SPONSOR'S April and May 

*As reported in the 1948 Magazine Audience Group Study. 
§11,5`, has been added to the page rate for the cost of art, copy, and produc- 
tion. This percentage has been computed by Hans Zeisel of McCann -Erickson 
as the average cost of the preparation of magazine advertisements. 

'Percentages of ad- noters, as Daniel Starch calls advertising readers, are projected 
against the total magazine audience, as determined by the Magazine Audience 
Group Study, to calculate the number of advertising readers. 

issues was wonderful as a panoramic view 
of the over -all plan. 

We were disappointed, however, in not 
seeing any of the WHAM material we 
sent you. The angle of a guy named 
"Arthur" doing a swell job of running a 

women's participating show is an idea 
that would have added another twist to 
your already comprehensive coverage. 

ARTHUR KELLY 
Promotion director 
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. 

LEAD THE LEAGUE WITH WBT! 

It's easy! For WBT's 5:00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. batting 
order is one of the longest. strongest block- program- 
ming lineups in all radio. 

LEADOFF MAN IS GRADY COLE (5:00 -9:00 a.m.), 
VARIETY Award- winning WBT farm editor who 
performs such miracles as selling 320,000 chicks in 

eight days. Average unsolicited fanmail: 8,000 
cards and letters a month. 

NUMBER TWO MAN IS KURT WEBSTER (9:00- 
10:30 a.rn.), whose single -handed revival of the tune 
"Heartaches" sold more than 3.000.000 records. Now 
he's emcee of a fast - moving audience participation 
show, "What's Cookin' ? " -a solid hit! 

THIRD AT BAT IS ARTHUR GODFREY (10:30- 
11 :30 a.m.) on CBS. 

A big - league trio. Yet even before these heavy hitters 
were one -two -three on WBT, more Charlotte lis- 

teners tuned to WBT than to ALL other stations 
combined. all morning long!* 

Now WBT's batting average will be higher than ever. 

You'll lead the league. too, if you let Grady Cole or 
Kurt Webster go to bat for you. 

Jefferson Standard II Y I Broadcasting Company 

50,000 watts Represented by Radio Sales Charlotte, N.C. 

:ç 



TV Available Lis-e Package Programs 
(Continued from SPONSOR July Falls Fuels ediliunt 

TITLE TYPE APPEAL TIME COST EXPLANATION PRODUCER 

STORY OF THE WEEK News Adult 15 min, l wk OR Interviews by Richard Ilarkness of news notables NBC-TV 

STORY TIME Drama Juvenile 15 min, I'wk OH Genial nie tells kids stories W'LWT, (`inri. 

SUNNY WEEKENO News Family 5 min, I wk OR Alan Scott gives vacation hints WPTZ, Phila. 

SUNSHINE CORNER Variety Juvenile 15 min, 5 wk Olt Across -the- Island teen -ager show W'F'IL-TV, Phila. 

SWING INTO SPORTS Sports Family 30 min, 1 wk OR Experts demonstrate sports of the season DuMont 

TAKE A NUMBER Quiz Family 30 min, I wk OR Contestants pick numbers, answer questions Mutual 

TELE LAUGH THEATRE Aud partie Family 30 min. I; wk 12000 Audience sends in jokes for dramatization Edward Wolf 

TELEVISION BRIDGE QUIZ Aud partie Adult 15 min, I, wk OR Fast -pared quiz on bridge problems I WFIL -TV, l'hila. 

TELEVISION SCREEN MAGAZINE Variety Family 30 min, 1: wk OR Each segment devoted to a different topic or guest NBC -TV 

THAT'S JUST OAISY Comedy Adult 30 min, I; wk OR Family situation comedy by Len Holton Wynn Wright Assocs 

THREE MEN AND A MAIO Musical Family 15 min, 1, wk OR ; Betty Jane Bruce supplies vocal oomph WPTZ, Phila. 

TITLE-0 Quiz Family 30 min, I, wk 11500 Musical quiz, merchandising tie -in Video Events 

'TWENTY QUESTIONS Quiz Family 30 min, 1, wk OR Panel (members and guest) play famous parlor game I Mutual 

UNCLE SCHULTZ'S ORAWING SCHOOL Hobby Juvenile 15 min, 3,'wk OR Dick Hyland drawing comical cartoons WTVR, Richmond 

VIOEOGRAMS Aud panic Family 10- 15min, 1 -3 --5 wk OR Honte viewer participation Basch Radio&TV Prodns 

VILLAGE BARN Variety Family 30 min, 1,4k OR A remote pick -up from the famous night club NBC -TV 

WEATHER WISE Weather Family 10 min, 5'wk 1550 Armand Spitz, weather authority W'CAt' -TV, Phila. 

WFIL -TV PLAYHOUSE Variety Family 60 min, I,'wk OR Dramas, sketches, feature films W'FIL -TV, Phila. 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TONIGHT News Family 15 min, 1 wk OR 
j 

Roy Dr Groot shows viewers things to see In N. V. Roy de Groot 

WIT'S END Quiz Family 30 min, I, wk OR Don Bennett conducts a 20 Questions quiz WPTZ, Phila. 

WRESTLING. QUEENSBORO ARENA Sports Men 90 min, 1 wk OR I Wrestling from outdoor arena WPIX, N. V. 

YOU TOO CAN BE LOVELY Fashions Women 10 -15 min, 13- 5, wk OR A top naine in the field gives beauty tips Basch Radio & TV Produis 

'Television sponsorship only upon sanction of Ronson, current AM sponsor. 



REPRESENTATIVES' LAMENT 
(Continued from page 52) 

been seeking in the market for six months. 
The representative took the availabilities 
to the timebuyer at the account's agency. 
The latter recognized their importance 
immediately and told the salesman he'd 
check at once. A week went by before the 
buyer called the representative about the 
availabilities. By that time another 
office of the representative had sold them. 

The timebuyer was furious. After his 
temperature had dropped a few degrees, the 
representative asked him why it had taken 

a whole week to obtain an okay. Then it 
came out. The timebuyer couldn't oh- 
tain an audience with the account man 
during most of that week. The latter had 
been "too busy." The representative, in 
this case being associated with an office 
that handled both printed media and 
radio, knew that the account executive 
had seen both the magazine and the news- 
paper media men at the agency during the 
week, while he was keeping the timebuyer 
dangling. 

The station representative frequently 
sees account executives on policy matters, 
(he's seldom dead -ended by a timebuyer) 

ANNOUNCING 

Fri 
"FOR YOUR INFORMATION" 

A NEWS FEATURE PAGE COMES TO LIFE ON THE AIR 

A New Transcribed Show ... TOR 411 THE FAMILY 

FYI will feature a galaxy of renowned columnists 

who appear regularly in 700 daily newspapers. 

Peter Edson, prize- winning Washington columnist 

. Burton Heath, Pulitzer Prize winner ... Erskine 

Johnson, top Hollywood reporter ... Alicia Hart, 
well -known women's expert ... and Harry Grayson, 

ace sports writer ... head the list. 

FYI is produced in collaboration with the editors 

of NEA, the world's greatest news feature service, 

and will also include reports from members of 

NEA's famed foreign service. 

THREE ONE -QUARTER HOUR SHOWS A WEEK 

BOTH ENDS OPEN AND A MIDDLE COMMERCIAL 

RELEASED THE FIRST WEEK IN SEPTEMBER 

Ed Hart & Associates, Inc. 
Producers of ADMIRAL ZACHARIAS' "World Intelligence Report" 

and ED HART'S " Is Congress Doing Its lob" 

1737 H ST. N.W. Phone REpublic 4312 WASH. 6, D. C. 

Wire for Audition 

56 

but on straight sales he must go through 
channels, and his direct selling channel is 
the timebuyer handling the account. 
There was a time when it was lese majesty 
for a station representative to go direct 
to a client or to the account executive at 
an agency. Those days are past. As long 
as the representative doesn't tell the ac- 
count executive or advertising manager 
something that he hasn't told the time - 
buyer, all is well. One hard and fast rule, 
and it frequently gripes good time sales- 
men, is never to question, by word or 
deed, a timehuyer's schedule to the ac- 
count executive or the client. Sometimes 
a representative will get around this pro- 
hibition by working on the account man 
or client, looking towards the time when 
schedule is being considered for renewal. 
They hope to have the advertising man- 
ager suggest a shift at renewal time. Even 
then, most representatives avoid the sub- 
ject. 

Station representatives bemoan the 
fact that timebuyers generally do not sit 
in on plans boards meetings. Thus they 
are forced to buy time in an advertising 
vacuum. Representatives are thus also 
forced to submit availabilities in a 

vacuum. 
It has been only comparatively re- 

cently that media men generally have 
been recognized as worthy of vpships in 
agencies. At the very moment that sta- 
tion representatives lament the lack of 
stature of timehuying, they have to admit 
that it took years for media buying of any 
kind to get out of the production blind 
alley in agencies. 

The more authority a timehuyer is 

given, the better the job a station repre- 
sentative can do. 

Station representative gi ipes with the 
stations they represent are comparatively 
few. They wish that when time avail- 
ability requests come from agencies they 
he turned over to the representatives im- 
mediately, and that direct agency -to- 
station inquiries be discouraged. They 
admit that the agency frequently comes 

up with a better collection of availabilities 
when a sizable piece of business is dangled 
hcfoie a station's eyes, but by and large 

they contend that everyone is better 
served when the station representative 
isn't bypassed. This type of maneuvei by 
agencies doesn't affect the representa- 
tives' pocketbooks since all national busi- 
ness placed direct or through the repre- 
sentative is credited to the representative 
for commissions. 

A few years ago stations were careless 

about informing their representatives 
about availabilities of programs. With 

(Please hire to page 60) 
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You think roosters get started early? 
Not any earlier than KDKA listeners! 
Just look what's happened recently on a 
few of KDKA's early- morning programs: 

5:45 AM -A 15- minute transcribed show, 
offering no give -aways or other mail 
inducements, received in 2 months letters 
from 64 communities in Pennsylvania, and 
from 9 other states. 

6:00 to 7:00 AM -A distributor of specialized 
building equipment, using radio for the first time, 
purchased less than. $500 worth of time on 
KDKA's famed Farm Hour. Result: more than 
$20,000 worth of business. 

7:00 to 8:00 AM -A 15- minute kid show sponsored 
by a food company offered a succession of 
premiums, each requiring a box top plus from 
10c to 25c. In 11 weeks, the show pulled 
more than 25,000 letters. 

And so it goes, right through the morning hours. 
Another sponsor received 32,000 dimes in a 
3 -week period. Still another, in response to two 
announcements offering a calendar, got 3,375 
pieces of mail from 86 counties. All this is typical 
of audience action .. morning, noon, and night .. 
throughout the rich market -area* covered by 
KDKA, Pittsburgh's 50,000 watt NBC affiliate. 

Westinghouse Radia Stations Inc .. owner and operator 
of WBZ, WBZA, WOWO, KEX, KYW, KDKA, and 
WBZ -TV. National representatives, NBC Spat Sales 
(except for KEX). Far KEX, Free 8 Peters. 

*According to BMB, KDKA's daytime area includes 1.159,910 listener families in 
117 counties. M night, 1.303.520 listener families in 194 counties. 

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS INC 
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Mr. Sponsór Asks. 

"llcNt ran a slonsor, ttsing custom-built 
teleNision program films, maintain good 

l)ro(l ti ( t ¡Oil clttality at minimum costs?" 

Steve Campbell 
Associate Advertising Manager 
Post Cereals Div., General Foods Corp., N. Y. 

First step in pro- 
ducing low -cost, 
good quality films 
for television is a 

careful analysis 
and choice of sub- 
ject matter, both 
commercial and 
program. This 
analysis should 
consider not only 

the adaptability of the subject to the 
medium, but also the adaptability of the 
producer and his facilities. 

There are certain fixed costs for film 
productions which include raw stock, 
equipment, union wages foi minimum 
crews, processing, etc. These costs are 
the same for all producers. The wide 
differences in the cost of television film 
productions usually stem from poor 
planning, lack of knowledge (on the pro- 
ducer's part) of actual operating expenses, 
poor coordination between client, agency, 
and producer, last- minute changes and 
revisions, and unreasonable weather 
gambles. 

Recently we asked for bids on fourteen 
I -minute 35mm sound television commer- 
cials. Old, established companies were 
all within a few dollars of each other. 
They figured from final client- approved 
scripts we had submitted. They knew 
their costs they were figuring on a 
known quantity. Several smaller pro- 
ducers, only recently attracted to tele- 
vision, claiming "rich background of ex- 
perience in professional motion picture 
producing," quoted from half to twice as 

much as the job was worth. One firm 
would have made more than eight times 
the normal business profit - another 
would have had to absorb 50(:"t of the 
cost or come back to us for assistance 
from the client. 

We don't mean to imply the fault is 

always the producer's, large or small. 
The creative people sometimes try im- 
practical "gimmicks" that send costs up 
unreasonably. Common sense works 
magic in keeping television film costs 
down. Know what you want to do. Be 

reasonably sure it's right. Coordinate 
carefully. Choose a reputable producer. 
The end result should be a good quality 
film at a reasonable cost. 

LEE COOLEY 

Director of Television 
McCann- Erickson, Inc., N. Y. 

Television pro- 
gram films of good 
production quality 
most certainly can 
be produced at 
reasonable costs. 

Video films and 
their costs, how- 
ever, must be 
based on motion 
picture standards. 

One can't compare the expenses of tran- 
scribing a radio program with the staging 
of a Broadway play. Neither can one 
compare the cost of making filins to that 
encountered in preparing a radio show of 
similar nature. 

Television films can and are being pre- 
pared at exceptionally reasonable rates 
when compared to the costs of theatrical 
movies. As in the case of Public Prose- 
cutor, which we have just completed for 
NBC, costs were maintained at a mini- 

mum as a result of careful planning all 
down the line. 

As in all industries, there are many 
tricks of the trade; many ways of reducing 
costs without lessening quality. Space 
prevents all of these from being enumer- 
ated, but a few are mentioned as ex- 
amples. Writers, for instance, were 
selected with a combination radio -movie 
background, with a thorough knowledge 
of video limitations, and with proved 
abilities to prepare fast -moving scripts 
with limited shooting budgets. All video 
film plays were tightly written to prevent 
large footage trims after filming, necessi- 
tated by the stricter time requirements of 
television. 

Expensive sets, which would add no 
real value to the production, were elim- 
inated at the start. Number of sets was 
held to eight or ten and all were built 
with an eye for reuse with prop changes. 
Many were constructed on wheels for 
rapid change and as a consequence less 
stage space was needed. 

In selecting a director we sought a man 
who could do his planning on paper, not 
on film and while the series was before the 
cameras. We signed the cameraman be- 
cause he liad an understanding of video 
and its requirements; because he was 

familiar with the techniques that we had 
worked out during nearly three years of 
research. Actors were selected not only 
for their popularity but for their ability 
to master lines quickly and accurately, 
thus resulting in a minimum of retakes. 
Technicians from electricians to make -up 
men were hired with working speed and 
efficiency in mind. 

In brief, every effort was made to keep 
costs at a rock bottom minimum. The 
sane series filmed for theatrical distribu- 
tion by usual Hollywood methods prob- 
ably would have cost three times the 

amount. 
Video film actually is less expensive 
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than live shows when the cost of re- 
hearsals, costumes, sets, technicians, etc., 
are added and when the film can be 

amortized over a number of stations. It 
is the one sure way of achieving profes- 
sional nerfection in television. 

JERRY FAIRBANKS 

Executive Producer 
Jerry Fairbanks, Inc. 

The question 
you pose to my 
mind does not 
greatly concern 
national adver- 
tisers. With them, 
budget is not a 

prime factor and, 
in addition, the 
mushrcoming tele- 
vision coverage of 

which they will avail themselves will in 
itself mean a program cost minimization. 

But let us consider the regional adver- 
tiser whose coverage will always have 
limitations, despite the rapid growth of 
television. Or the local advertiser, re- 
stricted often to a single market. Here 
budget is a factor, and the answer will be 
found, I believe, in the leasing of pro- 
grams on films, the video counterpart of 
open -end transcriptions. Syndication is 
certainly a direct route to low cost. 

Lest it here be thought that the term 
"syndication" is incongruous in a "cus- 
tom- built" discussion, I should explain 
my thinking. To separate the commercial 
from the program, the commercial should 
be "custom- built" in the true sense. But 
the programs can be "custom- built" in a 
wisdom sense; that is, tailor -made to ac- 
complish at low cost the aim of a local or 
regional television sponsor. His aim is to 
attract an audience, to whom he can de- 
liver his message. Give the televiewers 
something good to see and to hear, and ' 

they'll look at and listen to Mr. Sponsor's 
message. 

When programs are so built, it is com- 
pletely conceivable that one program can 
effectively serve many different types of 
products and sponsors. Gcod drama, for 
instance, appeals as much to Mrs. Smith I 

of Baltimore, who might be induced to 
buy her furniture at the X Furniture 
Store, as to Mrs. Jones of Boston, who 
might be induced to buy her jewelry at 
the Y Jewelry Store. 

Another part of "custom- building" the 
video programs of which I speak is to 
slant them to the varying audiences which 

(Please turn to page 62) 

HEY! - 
UP HERE! 
I'M LISTENING 

WHATSA MATTER 
WITTCHA? 
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WISE UP! 
I'M A REGULAR 

TOO 

4é4ege4 
PROVE WE'RE FIBBING! 
We claim central Indiana coverage (400,000 radio 
homes divide nicely into our single rate card) . . . 

but look at the above "Quiz Club" membership map! 
We didn't expect folks in Gary, Hammond, South 

Bend, Fort Wayne, New Albany, Evansville and other 
remote places -more than 150 miles north and south 
of the WFBM transmitter -to respond to our invita- 
tion to join the "Quiz Club." 

But, in they came! So, we tested them -made long 
distance calls for telephone- answer awards. Yep - 
they were listening! 

We still claim only central Indiana coverage -but 
"Quiz Club" member- listeners prove our claim is 
modest. Okay, call it a BONUS. 

Popularity at home? Yes -we're still FIRST IN 
INDIANAPOLIS (Hooper's April -May Index). 

WFBM is "First in Indiana" any way you look at it! 

INDIANAPOLIS 

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System 

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency 
1 

Associated with: W F D F Flint -WOOD Grand Rapids -W E O A Evansville. 
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The is to(/11B in KansasC;t Sving_ .y 

A PRETTY PICTURE 
Buy WHB in Kansas City, and you 
You get full value -and more -in 
Sweet knowledge that, and simple 

get a known quantity. 
tangible sales results. 
as ABC. Know why? 

a- 10,000 watts carry your message to more 
than three million people in the five -state WHB 
coverage area, where the low frequency of 710 kil- 
ocycles assures clear, interference -free reception. 

b -Day and night, WHB is winning new friends 
for your product. WHB promotion draws listen- 
ers, and WHB programming holds them. Locally - 
produced shows and fine Mutual network features 
blend into the New Listen in Kansas City radio. 

c -Rates are unchanged. They're low, and they 
include expert assistance in merchandising, pro- 
motion and advertising. Real agency service! 

See your John Blair man for availabilities! 

10,000 WATTS IN KANS4 
DON DAVIS 44 

PRESIDENT rt 
JOHN T. SCHILLING 

GENERAL MANAGER 

Rcc .lciEted 
JOHN BLAIR & CO. 

MUTUAL NETWORK 710 KILOCYCLES 5,000 WATTS NIGHT 
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REPRESENTATIVES' LAMENT 
(Continued from page 56) 

few exceptions (and these stations are 
careless about eve' ything) outlets today 
keep their representatives current. Some 
stations don't mesh too well with their 
representatives on promotion, and these 
representatives are embarrassed all too 
frequently by having clients and agencies 
call them about a piece of promotion that 
the representative has never seen. To 
balance this, more and more station repre- 
sentatives are working direct with the 
stations' sales promotion men on broad- 
sides and mailing pieces. There are a few 

representatives who actually mate sta- 
tion promotion and carry it through from 
idea to mailing. 

The station representatives' gripe on a 

sponsor level is very broad. Most adver- 
tisers don't know what spot advertising is 

all about and don't care. Sponsors fre- 

quently ask for impossible service from 

their agencies. Only recently an adver- 
tiser with a $10,000,000 budget asked his 

agency to obtain a list of spot availabili- 
ties and what their ratings would be two 

years from now. That type of informa- 
tion would be impossible to secure even 

for printed media where circulation fig- 

ures change far less quickly than listening 
habits. 

Another sponsor service request, and 
this hits the smaller station representa- 
tive more than it does the one with an ex- 

tensive list of stations, is the order for a 

list of all availabilities in hundreds of 
markets. Many times the representative 
knows that the advertiser can't be inter- 

ested in so broad a list but he must go 

ahead and tear up his office and the tele- 

type lines to get the information. The 
top 25 representatives see requests of this 
type as long -range service. The bottom 
25 see it as a burden that shouldn't be 

foisted upon the business. 
The greatest complaint of all is still the 

need for an understanding on the part of 
the advertiser of what spot advertising is 

all about. In the recent Sales Manage- 

ment survey of what salesmen representing 
national sponsors think of advertising 
media, the salesmen listed network broad- 

casting as having their greatest respect 

and spot as having their least. Repre- 

sentatives point to this as typical of what 

sponsors think of spot radio. 

Selling spot is an industrywide job, but 

station representatives feel they bear the 

greatest par t of the burden and many of 

them think ifs time for all of broadcasting 

to realize that spot broadcasting has been 

keeping radio, as it will keep TV, 

prosperous. 

SPONSOR 
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WJZ 
has six top programs for sale ... 
all of them have loyal, ready -made 
audiences ... all of them get results 
in the nation's first market ! 

Co -op Programs 

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO. Riotous fun and 
nonsense with America's favorite zany com- 
edy team. With music by Matty Malneck's 
popular orchestra. This great network show 
is for sale in New York at a surprisingly 
low cost! 

FAVORITE STORY. When it comes to pres- 
tige, you just can't beat Mr. Ronald Colman, 
winner of the Academy Award and "man of 
the year" in Hollywood. His brilliant dra- 
matic half -hour is one of the most distin- 
guished in radio -and he can build good will 
for your product exclusively in the New York 
area! Sundays, 4:30 pm. 

MR. PRESIDENT -direct from Hollywood, 
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's popular 
Edward Arnold as star! In this momentous 
election year, the attention of every man, 
woman and child in America is focused on 
the White House! This timely program has 
everything: drama, patriotism, thrills, sus- 
pense, action. Sundays, 2:30 pm. 

Local Programs 

DON GARDINER. I tere is early morning news 
at its best. Don Gardiner is a topnotch news- 
caster, popular with New Yorkers because of 
his complete and competent coverage of the 
news. More and more in these historic days, 
listeners are tuning in their radios for news. 
Weekdays, 7:00 a.m. 

THE FITZGERALDS. Ed and Pegeen are more 
than "favorites" with New Yorkers; they're 
an institution! Their popular breakfast pro- 
gram on WJZ is full of fun, good humor. in- 
teresting facts -with a special charm all its 
own. Results ? Call 1í'J7_ for some amazing - 
but -true stories! Weekdays, 8:15-8:55 am. 

ETHEL AND ALBERT. Did you read critic John 
Crosby's recent rave review? What a tribute! 
And every word of it was deserved -for here 
is one of the most delightful comedy pro- 
grams on the air. Listeners recognize them- 
selves in every line -and they love it! Week- 
days, 6:45 pm. 

Call the ABC spot sales office nearest you for information about any 
or all of these stations: 

WJZ - New York 50,000 watts 770 kc 

WENR -Chicago 50,000 watts 890 kc 

KGO --San Francisco 50,000 watts 810 kc 

KECA 

WXYZ 

WMAL 

Los Angeles 5,000 watts 790 kc 

Detroit 5,000 watts 1270 kc 

Washington 5,000 watts 630 kc 

ABC Pacific Network 

A merican Broadcastintr Corn parry 
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MR. SPONSOR ASKS 
(Continued from page 59) 

are potential purchasers of various prod- 
ucts. For instance, a pipe manufacturer 
cannot expect to do his best selling 
through animated nursery rhymes. 

Slant the programs to audiences, I say, 
but there the "custom- building" should 
end. Dramatizing the commercial is one 
thing, but television advertisers should 
not make the program the product. In 
oti r words, how "custom- built" can 
you get? 

In radio I have had jewelers, for in- 
stance, ask for programs about the mining 

MBS 

and 
TSN 

of diamonds. Not only would it be pro- 
hibitively expensive to take cameras and 

crews on the long trek to the diamond 
mines of Africa for a television program, 
but what would be accomplished? Only 
a repetition of a grave mistake in speaking 
the sponsor's language rather than that 
of the televiewer, who is the one to be sold. 
This is a point which reminds me, too, of 
the undertaker who wanted me to build a 

radio show for him. He had the theme 
song all set "I'll Be Clad When You're 
Dead, You Rascal You." (Editor's note: 
Goodman didn't sell him, but the under- 
taker was serious.) 

It is inevitable that video be compared 

During the first six mouths of 1913, the 

gross 
AC-MSS was 32.60 

ro. revenue of h- ' That i; what 

ahead of any previous year! 
with the 1 utual 

1:MAC -1:1SS are doing 

\ etwork in San Antonio, the 27th market of 

the nation. 
\1 AC, at 630 on the 

'Me new 5000 - 5000-watt hl 
ill reach 1,250,000 

dial. with unlimited time, 

listeneCs. 

Let Pearson tell volt what we can do for von. 

iCAAC-1(1 
Sun zIntonio's 1[ntttul Stations 

john 
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Howard W. Davis 
Owner 

Nationally Represented by 

Compa 
E. . Pearson 

n y 

with her older brother, radio. In radio, 
open -end transcriptions were long kept 
more than a step behind the industry. 
Not because of the failure of programs by 
competent producers to reach the proper 
stature, but because of a failure in certain 
quarters to see the obvious, to see that 
preplanning, plus the opportunity for cor- 
recting flaws and fluffs, makes for the 
closest approach to program perfection. 
Now that open -end transcriptions have 
more than come into their own, I believe 
the video counterpart will start from that 
high point of attainment. And compe- 
tent producers of video programs on film 
-programs which will be both syndicated 
and "custom- built," which will maintain 
good production quality at minimum 
costs -will keep abreast of the television 
industry which is setting an ever better, 
faster pace! 

HARRY S. GOODMAN 

General Manager 
Harry S. Goodman Radio Productions 

We do not rec- 
ommend motion 
picture films as a 

method of main- 
taining program 
quality at mini- 
mum cost. Ccod 
quality motion 
pictures are too 
expensive for tele- 
vision. We recom- 

mend teletranscriptions, a new form 
of film recording. 

These transcriptions are created by re- 

cording a live program off the face of the 

cathode ray tube with specially- designed 

camera equipment. They can then be 

used throughout the country on a tele- 
vision network basis, giving the adver- 
tiser many "plus" values not now avail- 
able in the medium. 

1. The advertiser can select affiliated 
stations anywhere in the country, giving 
him complete coverage of his marketing 
areas, local dealer tie -ups, local merchan- 
dising and promotion, etc. He can also 

select time and date adjacent to the best 

local programs in each city. Conse- 

quently, transcriptions offer complete 
flexibility. 

2. The advertiser is not hampered by 
the limitations of local facilities which 
may be inadequate for quality production 
of his programs and commercials. He 
knows exactly what will be on the air 
wherever he desires his programs to be 

telecast. 
3. It is very difficult to distinguish 

(Please turn to ¡age 6.5) 
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PEOPLE 

ARE "SEEING THINGS" 

IN DETROIT 

Every day of every week, WW1 -TV, Detroit's 

first and only television station, has the eyes of 

Detroiters focused in its direction. 

WWJ's diversity of programs and features has aroused 

the interest of Detroiters of all ages, in all walks of 

life, to the point where steadily increasing sales 

of television receivers has attracted an 

impressive list of national and local advertisers. 

Thanks to WW1-TV's pioneering and showmanship, 

television has already become an effective 

advertising medium in the Detroit 

market -4th largest in America! 

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS 

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY 

Associate FM Station WW1-FM... 
Associate AM Station WW1 



What MakQS a Station 

GREAT! 
SERVE THE COMMUNITY 

Stimulated by WNAX Farmstead Improvement Program, held in cooperation 
with State Extension Leaders and County Agents, farmers in 403 counties in Big Aggie Land 
are giving their homes and buildings a face -lifting. More than 1,040 farm families are already 
competing for prizes in this 3 -year WNAX Farmstead Improvement drive. 

MINGLE WITH LISTENERS 
Big Missouri Valley Barn Dance gang now entertaining Sioux City Riverview 

Park patrons with 2 -hour broadcast, Saturday nights. In 3 weeks, Bohemian Band played 
to more than 5,000 folks in 8 towns in 3 states. Inquiring Farm Reporter took recording 
apparatus on 1,000 -mile plane trip, when interviewing farmers throughout South Dakota. 

LISTENERS WITH MONEY Although U. S. farm debts increased, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa ranked 
1, 2, 3, in reducing farm mortgages in '48, according to Dept. of Agriculture. And all 
5 states in WNAX -area showed a 7.4Ç average reduction. 

SALES FOR ADVERTISERS 
Maker of $1.79 kitchen appli- 

ance sold 4,358 items DIRECT to WNAX 
listeners. Sales cost, only 16.9 %. In 10 
weeks, WNAX advertising and merchandising 
got product into 767 Big Aggie drug stores, 
where previously there'd been no distribution. 

WNAX has built intense listener loyalty in Big 
Aggie Land by serving the entertainment, 
spiritual and business needs of this prosperous 

major market. This continuous policy of 
service pays off in sales to the advertiser, 

as any Katz Man can show you. 

570 KC 

5,000 
WATTS 

1 

rs 
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SIOUX CITY - YANKTON AFFILIATED WITH THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. 
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U. S. HOOPERATING 
(Continued from page 29) 

the broad base for which they are Hooper - 
reported. It is not possible, for instance, 
to take the Fibber McGee and Molly U. S. 
Hooperating for the cross -section of all 
U. S. homes, which is 24.85%, and deter- 
mine thereby the listenership in an indi- 
vidual rural or city area. Fibber is re- 

ported via the U. S. Hooperatings as 

having varying coverage in the three 
population groups into which Hooper has 

divided the U. S. 

Program City Town Rural 
Fibber 27.53 23.97 22.35 

The variation in U. S. Hooperatings is 

even greater in the case of a program like 
Lux Radio Theater, which is on the air 
from 9 to 10 p.m. EST. Only metropoli- 
tan areas stay up late consistently. 

Program City Town Rural 
Radio Theater 29.25 19.34 18.10 

It must be stressed that these figures 
also are not projectable against any indi- 
vidual area but against City U. S. A. 
(areas over 50,000), Town U. S. A. (areas 
2,500 -50,000), and Rural U. S. A. (under 
2,500). The ratings which are percent- 
ages of all U. S. homes are averages for the 
entire country, not for any individual 

(Please turd to page 66) 

;110511 
-5 WDSU broadcasts 5000 watts 

from the. French Quater to 
the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners. 

From daily association with time -honored 
New Orleans institutions WDSU has 
developed a high quality of integrity. 
WDSU devotes program time regularly 
and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral, 
the International House, Moisant Inter- 
national Airport, Tulane University, 
Union Station, the Municipal Auditorium, 
Symphonies and Operas. 

W DSU's dominate Hoop - 
crating proves that hon- 
oring local institutions 
creates high listener 

¡ 

\yalty. 
1 o9Oaoc r 

w Orlea ne 

NEW WM ABC 
ORLEANS Affiliate 

5000 
1280 kc wonr 
John Blair & Company, Representative 
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MR. SPONSOR ASKS 
(Continued from page 62) 

between a transcription and a motion 
picture when viewed on a television 
receiver. 

4. A live studio show which is tele- 
transcribed costs considerably less than a 

motion picture of equivalent length and 
quality. All cutting and editing is done 
on the control panel with continuous 
visual and sound recording resulting. It 
is this reduced cost which makes national 
television advertising possible. 

5. Teletranscriptions are created in a 

special manner which permits cutting and 

editing of production flaws which occurred 
in the original live performance, thus im- 
proving the program quality. 

In summary, therefore, teletranscrip- 
tions are the answer to top quality pro- 
grams which can be reproduced through- 
out the country on a national basis at a 

reasonable cost. 

EDWARD ROBERTS CARROLL 

Manager, Teletranscriptions Dept. 
DuMott Television Network, N. Y. 

aa't profits 
will please ,trau, too 

When you let WTAR do the sales job in the NORFOLK Market 
HERE'S WHY: the NORFOLK Market, 
with the nation's greatest metropolitan 
area population gain, '47 over '40 (Bu- 
reau of Census, '47), is STILL GROW- 
ING .. . more customers, more folding 
money than a year ago. 
And WTAR delivers the customers at less 
cost per sale because WTAR has most 
of the listeners practically all of the time 
(Hooper, C. M., Fall- Winter, '47 -'48): 

DAYTIME: WTAR outrates all other 6 
local stations combined on IS out of 40 
daytime Mon. -Fri. quarter hours; is well 
ahead of the nearest competitor for 36 
of the 40. 

NIGHTTIME WTAR outrates the other 
3 local nighttime stations combined for 
43 of the 56 half hours between 6:00 & 
10:00PM, Mon. -Sat; with a comfortable 
margin of leadership for the othr- 13. 

Let us tell you what this profit producing market -media team can do for you 

NBC AFFILIATE 

5,000 Watts Day and Night 

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA ÜJ T \K.\11 
e 

Operator. WTAR -FM, 97.3 Megacycles National Representatives. Edward Petry & Co. 
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HOW DOES YOUR PRODUCT RATE IN THIS SUPER -MARKET? 

How does your product stack 
up against competition in 

New York's choice \VQXR market? 
If yours is one of the products 
listed below ... it will pay you 
to find out. 
Because whatever brands «'Q \R's 
families buy ... they buy a lot. 
As advertisers know who have 
met them, \VQ \R's families are 
the active above -average- income 
families in your biggest and 
busiest market. And there are 
more than 500,000 of these 
families ... so devoted to the 
fine music of WQXR, no other 
station can reach them so 
effectively. 
Get your copy of this new survey 
now. Just drop us a note today. 

WQXR 
and IYQSR-F11 

Radio Stations of The Nett Ylnk Titters 
730 Fifth .4 venue, New York 19, N. Y 

WHAT 00 YOU SELL? 

Beer 
Bread 
Boxed Candy 
Canned Meat 
Chewing Cum 
Cigarettes 
Cigars 
Coffee 
Dog Food 
Floor Wax 
Hair Tonic 
Ice Cream 
Perfume 
Prepared Desserts 
Salad Dressing 
Shampoo 
Sparkling Water 
Tea 
Tooth Powder 
Tooth Paste 

Wine 

Send today for WQ \R's I90 
Consumer Brand Preference 
Survey ... and find out how 
Rood- Income New Yorkers buy. 

U. S. HOOPERATINGS 
(Continued from page 65) 

section. In some areas the diary sample 
might be as small as two for an entire 
town. When these two diaries are com- 
bined with others from the same type of 
area, the survey figures may be held to be 
valid as an average figure for all towns of 
this size combined. They are not valid 
for this particular town or any other 
single town. 

The validity of the U. S. Hooperatings 
is no greater than the validity of the tele- 
phone coincidental. However, it must 
not be assumed that the Program Popu- 
larity Hooperatings -the reports issued 
each 15 days and commonly referred to as 
Hooperatings -aie the base from which 
the U. S. Hooperatings are projected. 
The Program Hooperatings are reported 
from a base of 36 cities each of which has 
equal opportunity to hear the programs 
of the four major networks. As indicated 
previously, the base used by Hooper for 
his U. S. Hooperatings is projected from 
84 areas from which Hooper is delivering 
City Reports to stations, agencies, and 
sponsors. These include cities in which 
comparative network strength differs. 
How different the 36-city report can be 
from the U. S. Hooperatings is seen in the 
table published with this analysis. There 
are very few programs like Truth or 
Consequences, whose ratings in the 36 
four -network cities used for Program 
Hooperatings are the same as their U. S. 

Hooperatings. Truth or Consequences 
Hooperating for January- February 1945 

(average of four such ratings) was 24.1. 

Its U. S. Hooperating is 24.26, just a little 
less than .2 higher. 

Extent of network facilities is a vital 
factor in U. S. Hooperatings. It isn't 
in Program Popularity Hooperatings, for 
a simple reason. No study of popularity 
ratings is made in cities where the four 
networks are not heard with approxi- 
mately equal facility. Therefore its a 

report on program appeal in which it is 

logical that programs like ABC's Walter 
Winchell and Bing Crosby will rank high. 
In the U. S. Hooperatings, the survey 
represents the nation. It is logical there- 
fore that only NBC and CBS programs 
appear in the "Top Twenty" U. S. 

Hooperatings. 
Inevitably. U. S. Hooperatings and the 

Nielsen Radio Index report on listening 
figures will be compared. Such a com- 
parison, in detail, is being made by a 

ranking advertising agency research man 
for publication in SPONSOR. At this time 
it is important to indicate that the Nielsen 

usable sample (accurate tapes from Audi- 
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meters attached to radio receivers in the 
home) are less than half the diaries re- 
turned to Hooper from his mailings. 
Since these diary records were combined 
with thousands of telephone interviews, 
Hooper's completed two -month sample 
(January -February 1948) is many times 
the size of Nielsen's panel. On the other 
hand there is no question but that an 
Audimeter tape, which registers every 
dialing change of a receiver without the 
dialer's even being aware that it is being 
registered, is a more accurate record of 
set use than a diary. However, since the 
base fot U. S. Hooperatings, telephone - 
coincidental ratings, and the diary ratings 
are adjusted through the use of the co- 
incidental base, the inaccuracy of the 
diaries is not a significant factor. 

There is a great deal to be learned from 
Hooper's first circulation ratings. Hooper 
will be the first to admit that they are 
subject to the errors which must be a part 
of any first study of program coverage in 
terms of homes. The figures do pet mit 
network sponsors to reappraise their 
facilities as well as their vehicles. 

A start has been made on Hooper re- 
porting who listens on a nationwide basis. 
One fact must not be lost sight of. 
This is but a start. It is not the final 
answer to broadcasting research. * * * 

MORS 

Adieeptisers' aSE 

Kea 
THAN ANY OTHER 

RADIO STATION 

IN 

OMAHA & 
Council Bluffs 
BASIC ABC 5000 WATTS 

Represented By 
EDWARD PETRY CO., INC. 

P 
produces 

C 

In March, 1913, the _Arrow Store -reputed 
to be the largest purveyor of Arrow 
merchandise in meriea, based on square 
footage Of floor .pace -began sponsorship 
of "The lrrow News , 8 :1: to 8 :30 
\londai through Saturda. 
It is estimated that the \rrow Store has 
quadrupled the .tore .pace in the past ftvy 
years . . . fige y ears in which "'l'he trrow 
News has been the Big Gun.' of the 
store's radio advertising, and one of the 
biggest of all its advertising weapons. 

WIP 
Philadelphia 
Basic Mutual 

Represented Nationally 
by 

EDWARD l'>F:Tfttl' l'l/. 
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Based upon the number of programs and an- 
nouncements placed by sponsors with stations 
and indexed by Rorabaugh Report on Spot 
Radio Advertising. Spots reported for month 
of September 1947 are used as a base of 100 

Per cent 
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Continuing the seasonable decline in radio advertising, national spot 
placement in June was off 3.3 from May. Reason why nationwide de- 
cline wasn't as great as expected for this month is the jump in soft -drink 
spot use. While the " Beverages and Confectionery" index didn't hit its 
high of last October, it was up 16.3 from the previous month. Indica- 
tions are that this category will continue high in business placement 
through September. Also bettering their May indices were the "Auto- 
motive" and "Tobacco" categories. End of strike threats in the auto- 
mobile industry is said to be reason why spot business placement in this 
field is continually increasing. Regionally there was a light improve- 
ment in the Pacific -Rocky Mountain and New England areas. 

NOV DEC 
Based upon reports from 435' Sponsors 
>aPI. 1947 > 100% base month 

79.3 

APR MAY 77 
102.7 102.5 77 5 72.9 70.3 73.5 74.6 64.0 61.7 

Trends by Geographical Areas 1947 -1948 
OCT NOV DEC 

2,280,000 radi- families 12111IFF"F1211221 
New England 

60.2 410,17 17.1 11.3 13.3 11.I 15.2 16.5 II.? I1.$ 1S.; 
9,166,000 radio families 
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100 
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jlr.r.,.,r,.r.w ituiddie .Atla!ltic ,. 
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115.5 113.4 ILI 15.4 11.1 12.1 17.3 11.5 71.2 
11,387,000 radio families 

a//riaiian.e;%%%%%: 

/iW¢#erh 
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111.3 111.1 118.1 14.2 111.1 ILl 11.5 18.1 77.1 
6,399,000 radio families 

%/ 

111.1 lit, 12.4 14.5 15.1 77.2 73.3 12.1 77.1 66.5 
4,7601 000 radio families 

Southern 

62.5 

Pacific and 1 Rocky Mountain 

tL7 IOU 111.1.111.1 11.715.5 71.1111. 111.6 71.1 77.1 

For ihis total a sponsor it 'tweed at e angle corporate entity no 
be reported under numbe, of cleuiAcations. 
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Trends by Industry Classifications 1947-1948 
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14 Sponsors Reporting 

51.6 

5 Sponsors Reporting 

61.6s/a X0.4 

59.1 53.4 49.4 433 , 
55.9 50. 4 54. S 

60.1 

Tobacco 

151.2.r1! 
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malter how many diverse divisions it may Include. 

MIscellaneous 

51.6.1 44.4 76. [3®M> 
In the industry reports however, the same sponor may 
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WROLYOUR BEST BUY ... BY FAR IN KNOXVILL 

620 KC 5,000 WATTS 

Greater Coverage 

Greater Audience 

Lower Cost 

7 A.M. -7 P.M. 
Monday thru Friday 

Delivered Radio 
Homes per 

Dollar Cost ** 

WROL 

37.5 

750 

STATION "B" STATION "C" STATION "D" STATION "E" 

30.7 17.9 7.3 6.3 

490 480 225 148 

'Based on the second quarter report of "The Knoxville Radio Research Study" 
sponsored by the radio stations of Knoxville and conducted by Bernice M. O'Connor, 
Supervisor, and Dr. E. E. Garrison, Associate Professor Marketing, School of Business 

Administration, University of Tennessee, covering the months of April, May, and June 
1948 with a total of 43,200 coincidental telephone calls. 

"Cost o( Knoxville listening is approximated by assuming 100 per cent listening 
and 40,000 radio homes in Knox county and using the single time 15 minutes published 
card rate. Relative costs are correct For any percentage of listening. 

WROL RO s i 

Ì 
a 

s KNOXVILLE 

STATION B 

0.5 MV /M DAYTIME 
KNOXVILLE, TENN. 1 16 

Nt49'o 

WROL 
0.5 MV /M DAYTIME 
KNOXVILLE, TENN 

John Blair & Company 
National Advertising Representatives 

Harry Cummings 
Jacksonville, Fla., Southeastern Advertising Rep. 

NBC FOR EAST TENNESSEE 



Everybody's 

itchin' to see 

what Easy does 

on 50,000 
\\ ith an anditwt lintiled largely. to 

Central Indiana. Easy (;'''1111. 
\\ I li( :s platter -and- (tatter man 

/tnr excellence, pulled (i 1.2 12 piece.. 

of email in the past tear. If'oure 
gueaiug 'that ilie count trill he 

''11'11 \\ I U(: goes to atl.(II)I)'tatt, 
and blankets oll of Indiana. 'Odd 
better guess high because, ''lien 

JOHN BLAIR 8 COMPANY 

this luau ' nu wales. 't itli a mi.. 

ero It boile. r' er% hod y and lo is 

brother bends an ear . . . all of 
"(rich su,,,,, that if'ou''c a sell- 

ing jolt to do iu Iloosierland. l::tsy. 

our Ilea bet. 1sk 

John Blair mau about a'ailabilities 
ou \\ I Ii(: -soon to be ludiana's 
fìra and onl' 50,111111 -'tatt station. 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

1070 KC 

50,000 WATTS SOON 

BASIC MUTUAL 

The Indianapolis News Station 

THIS 

IS THE 

A*" 

70 

.vrJG4E1 

Impressions of Alaska gained from school books of even a few years aga don't 
fit the NEW Alaska of today. Theatre -goers almost anywhere in the 48 states 
would fittingly boost of o showplace as madern, as up -ta -date, as the Fourth 
Avenue Theatre in Anchorage...anather symbol of the NEW Alaska America's 
great NEW market of above- average cansumers. \ 

(\N 
KE NI 

e 

, Ita-ts 
1.6'00 w C. 

D IIatGs 5p0 KC 550 

VOICES of the 

',...h NEW ALASKA /c -Anehord Sold scporoiely...or in combinotion 01 20%. discount ¡. - -I - Ib_LIDi`j.SCIlr Ja`j i3J.`1).'.; "S"St`j C.O. 
1 Iv... Aw M,w O Lvwl.d. G. , GILBERT A. WELLINGTON. Nall. Ad',. Mgr. 

aI I+v 

1 R m.o... ++++a Swwl. Ws.`q. 

CUSTOM -BUILT NETS 
(Continued from page 33) 

broadcast? The explanation is manifold. 
First, Spaulding is covering only the 
territories where its distribution justifies 
the advertising expense. Second, it can 
afford to purchase stations with the 
lowest time costs in the linked territories. 
With events like the National Tennis 
Matches, the audience that is interested 
will tune the stations bringing the games 
to the air. It is not necessary to purchase 
a station with a high Hooper. In the case 
of custom -built networks for headline 
sporting events, the saving is not alone 
through being able to buy stations with 
good facilities and low time costs, but 
also in being able to purchase time on a 

block- basis. The Davis Matches, for 
instance, are contracted, station by sta- 
tion, on a full -hour basis. The National 
Tennis Matches cover a time span of two 
hours. If the meets run short, the sponsor 
pays for the time "to the nearest quarter 
hour." The same thing is true on an 
overtime basis, although Boynton states 
"there haven't been any overtime periods 
in tennis broadcasts in many years." 

In the case of football sponsorship, time 
is also purchased on a block basis. Since 

(Please turn to page 80) 

: i i 

I 

; 

_.----- .,, 
, 

"Cowboy Hymns." by 
The Texas Rangers. is the 

first album of its kind! This 
exciting flew album by Bibletonc 

features six outstanding cowboy hymn 
selections. 

Just one more accomplishment of The 
Texas Rangers, America's largest and 
finest group, playing and singing 
Western tunes! They've built a na- 
tional reputation that can be put to 
work for your client. through their 
top quality transcribed tunes. It's ap- 
propriate that The Texas Rangers 
music is transcribed vertically for high 
fidelity ... America's only vertical cut 
transcriptions of-Western music. You'll 
find them ideal for either FM or AM. 
They arc priced right for your market, 
and your station. 

Wire, Write or Phone for 
Complete Details 

THE 

AN 
ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION 

KANSAS CITY a. MO. 

h.._....._. -... 
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REPORT ON 

TELEVISION 

NO. 3 

30,000 SMALL FRY. The vast army of 
young listeners to VABD's Small Fry program 
has a solid core of 30,000 faithful followers 
who have qualified as members of the club. 

ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR promises 
tó repeat on television its great radio success. 
Two successive Hooper Reports have given it 
a whopping rating of 46.8 -tops in television. 

"COURT OF CURRENT ISSUES," 
television's most adult public service program. 
Vital topics of public interest are put "on trial" 
before a picked jury of competent authorities. 

AUGUST 1948 

PROGRAMS FOR EVERY TASTE. This breakdown of a month's programs on 
ßAI1U -key station of the Du Mont Network -shows a well balanced entertainment diet. 

404Pu/flex,' 
For information on any phase of television -advertising, 

starting a broadcasting station. opening a dealership -ask Du Mont. 
Du Mont has pioneered in every phase of television; knows all the 

angles; is interested in anything that promotes television. 

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK 
"The Notion's Window On The World" 

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

WABD -Channel 5 

New York, N. Y. 

L E v I S 

M Dit 
T vv O R 

DU MONT NETWORK STATIONS 

WTTG -Channel 5 

Washington, D. C. 

WDTV -Channel 3 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

WNHC- Channel 6 

New Haven, Conn. 

71 
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Contests and Uffl`l', 
SPONSOR PRODUCT PROGRAM TIME OFFER TERMS 

Listeners fill out cute). blanks obtained at 

OUTLET 

Vi BCC. Aoocncnn 
AMERICAN STORES CO Ch..0 f.,,.l 

stores 
Cookbook & 

American Music 
\1WF 

10:311 10:45 ani 
15 bag of groceries sponsor's stores; guess title of mystery tune 

wben phoned by program 
Ithaca, 
N Y. 

M usical 1T71BY. 
APPLETON CAMERA SUPPLY Photographic Merry- 

Round 
Saturd;n 

1 5 poi 
Carious inerchandise prizes Send fan letter to show Appleton, 

Wisc. 

Various Wives submit photos of their husbands per- 
BORDEN CO Hnrdru 

products 
County 

Fair 
Saturday 
1:30 2 pul 

$50 cash forating daffy stunts. Best photos run in 
Parade magazine 

('BS 

CHRYSLER CORP ('ars Hit the Tuesday ('emulative stockpile of high- priced Listeners called, compete with studio contest- ('BS 
OE SOTO 01V Jackpot 9:30 10 pot merchandise prizes ants in musical quiz 

COIGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Palmolive Kay Kyser Saturday Nylon bath brush Send two black Palmolive bands & sl to sponsor NBC 
Soap 10- 10:30 peu 

EVERSHARP, INC" Pens, razors 
P. LORILLARD CO Old Cold ('igs. Stop the Sunday s I s,000 minimum II00 in various Listeners called, must identify tune played plus ABC 
SMITH BROS CO' Cough drops Music ' -9 pm cash, merchandise prizes "Mystery Melody" 
SPEIOEL CORP Watch bands (15 -min ea.) 

(laines Dog Juvenile Sunday Underwood portable typewriter Send question for discussion by jury to pro- NIBS 
Fool Jury 3:30 -4 pin grant, N. Y. 

GENERAL FOODS SALES 
\ITWTF Booklet. "Coconut Clamor Desserts" Send 10c in cour to sponsor, Battle Creek NRC CORP Baker's When a (lirl 

Coconut Marries 5 -5:15 pm 

WHFB. 
HOUSE OF OAVIO Home-made lee 1,ak- TTS ('ase of HOD jaras asid jellies Listener furthest from station writing in musical Benton 

prerrves wood Show 9:3() 9:45 am request wins weekly I larbror, 
Mich. 

Aunt \ITWTF' CBS 
Jenny 12:15 12:30 ant 

Luc Radio Monday CBS 
Theater 9-10 pin 

LEVER BROS All products 35 -piece model circus set 'promotional Send 25e and 2 boctops to sponsor, N. Y. 
CBS My Friend Monday tie -in with Ringliug Bros) 

Irma 10:30 II pm 

Call the Tuesday NBC 
Police 9:30 -10 put 

So You Want 
LIGGETT & MYERS Chesterfields to lead a Wednesday Various merchandise prizes Listeners called, pick best amateur hand leader NBC 

Band? 7 7:15 pni 

MANHATTAN SOAP CO Sweet heart Katie's \ITWTF Full purchase price of three cakes of Send 3 wrappers and letter telling whether or NBC 
Soap Daughter 11:15 11:30 am soap not product liked. to program. N. Y. 

,I) Weekly word -building contests, based on 
MARS INC Dr. I. Q., 

Mars, 
Snickers 

Dr. I Q. Jr. Saturday 
5-5:30 pm 

I) Various merchandise and cash 
prizes. 2 $50 weekly plus whatever 

studio contestant fails to win 

new product phrase announced each week. 
21 Send biographical sketch with Ping wrapper 

to program 

NBC 

METROPOLITAN LIFE Institutional Erie \ITWTF Ilealth booklets Free on request to program, e o local CBS CBS 
INSURANCE CO Seyareid li 11:15 pm station 

Scud list of 5 questions with P -M package 
PHILIP MORRIS & CO Cigarettes Everybody 

Wins 
Friday 

10 10:30 pen 

$21) $100 iu cash prizes wrapper to program. Cash for use, more if 
contestant misses 

CRS 

NICKLES BAKING CO Toast master Nlekles Tele- \ITWTF Cumulative 110 jackpot Listeners called, give correct answers to mc's WIIBC. 
Bread phone Quiz I.45 -2 pot questions Canton. O. 

PET MILK SALES CO Pet Milk Mary lee 
Taylor 

Saturday 
10:30 Il pot 

Recipe brooklet; baby care booklet Ente on request to program, e o local CBS 
station 

CBS 

PROCTER & GAMBLE I)reft Joyce 
Jordan 

M TWTF 
10:15 I I am 

4- piece '' Lustro Ware" refrigerator set 
of plastic fool containers 

:end 7510 and oued l)reft top to program, (5uei. NBC 

RAGLANO BROS CO Ko1Tec Kup 
Cul.* 

Tell Us 
the lithe 

\ITWTF 
10:45 11 arel 

Poned of coffee Listeners called, identify songs played 
WIIRS, 

Huntsville, 
Ala. 

Lighter to sender of subject used; if 
RONSON ART METAL I.lgtitir. Tweilty Saturday studio contestants stumped, grand Send subject about which 20 Questions may be MRS 

WORMS Qm suons 'u ' 30 por prize of siher table lighter. matching 
cigarette tint, tray 

asked, to program, N. Y. 

Listeners send number tires "bride" men- 
STERLING ORUG 1 are is Bride S Monday $1.000 grand prize, various other cash tioned ou program on certain days. with 25- AI3C 

Groom 2:311 3 pm KIM'S word letter ou program, to program, N Y 

\\ What's the 
WILOROOT CO Name of Wednesday 15 rash prizes Send list of any three songs to program for Dun 

That Song s 9:311 pm program use Lee 

True Awarded weekly if person correctly Identifies 
WILLIAMSON CANOY CO I)e9cri¡\'e' Sunday $114' reward from True' Detective wanted criminal described ou show to FBI. \I Its 

\1 ten, .1 30 5 pul \l agar I hie then contact snag- azilie 

?tart p n er.hip n la, ail, r to 
Marts par.r.hrp pt rr¡I. r 5. 

72 SPONSOR 



HOMES as low as 

28ç a thousand 

Potential radio homes, that is! 

You know how it is with local radio 
advertisers: they can measure, by 
actual sales results, the 
effectiveness of their broadcasting 
on a given station. Well, CFRB's 
local advertisers report pretty solid 
success. You can easily check on 
that. We've published some of 
their statements. 

... And one big reason for any 
advertiser's success on CFRB is 
simply this; you reach more homes 
on CFRB, for every Dollar you spend. 

You can see this for yourself, 
by comparing CFRB's Bureau 
of Broadcast Measurement 

standing, and Elliott- Haynes 
ratings, with those of other 
stations in the Toronto area. 

A breakdown of latest figures 
shows that on CFRB after 7 p.m., 
you buy 1000 potential radio 
homes for Mc. 

You buy 1000 potential homes 
between 6 and 7 p.m. on 
CFRB for 36c. 

At other times on CFRB you 
buy 1000 potential homes for 28c. 

So- invest your radio dollar 
on CFRB. You'll reach more 

homes in Canada's richest market. 
You'll get results! 

Ontario's favourite 
radio station 

CFRB 
TORONTO 

Representatives: United Stales: Adorn J. Young Jr. Incorporated Canada: All- Canada Radio Facilities Limited. 

AUGUST 1948 7' 



CBS is the only network to hold and increase its share of the radio 

audience in the past year, despite the surging competition for listeners 

from some 450 new radio stations. A matter of solid comfort 

for advertisers who want to lift their sales curves. - 

The Columbia Broadcasting S' yst 
ii 
l 
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159 

PROGRAM FIRSTS 

PLACE 

STATION "B" 
86 

PROGRAM FIRSTS 

SHOW 

STATION "C" 
11 

PROGRAM FIRSTS 
(TIES -7) (TIES -2) (TIES-0) 

(Also Ran: -Station D -4 Firsts, 7 Ties; Stations E 8: F -No Firsts, No Ties) 

FIGURES FROM THE WINTER- SPRING HOOPERATINGS 

* WHEC SHARE OF AUDIENCE - APRIL- MAY- 38.2% 
Last report before closing date, -morning, afternoon, evening combined. 

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING:- 

Station B 29.9 
Station C 10.1 
Station D 8.8 
Station E 7.2 
Station F (Daytime only) 
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CUSTOM -BUILT NETS 
(Continued from page 70) 

most college games arc played on Satur- 
day afternoon, and since, with the excep- 
tion of the U. S. Army, there hasn't been 
any sponsorship on the networks of foot- 
ball on Saturdays, most stations are will- 

ing to talk terms for block time purchases 
for the games. As football switches, bit 
by bit, to night games, sponsorship of the 
gaines will be over independent stations. 
The fact that more college games are 
being played On Friday evenings is one 
reason why NBC, this Fall, is out to 
build tip a block of programs with big 

audiences to fight the football stations. 
Professional football, a Sunday after- 

noon sport in most localities, is also grow- 
ing into a custom -built network program 
feature. Unlike baseball, football games 
(college or pro) are played regardless of 
the weather. They do not create the 
problem of gams being cancelled. Tennis, 
like baseball, is not played in the rain. 
It has to be contracted for on the basis 
that the matches will be played on the 
following day, or the day after the follow- 
ing day. That's tough on stations which 
have to prepare substitute programs to 
cover weather contingencies. 

Broadcasts of games that are cancell- 

WISCONSIN'S 
iveued,t add Nr 

MOST 

POWERFUL 

RADIO 

STATION 

80 

AFFILIATED M. B. S. 

1070 01st vtu44 
MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

able are accepted by stations because they 
deliver audiences. In the summer, in 
Boston, independent station WHDH goes 
right to the head of the Hub's broad- 
casters. This is true of many of the sta- 
tions that air sports and are linked with 
custom -built networks for this purpose. 
Many of them therefore make a package 
deal for the season (if a season -long con- 
tract is involved) or for individual games 
if, like football, the games are contracted 
for on a week -to -week basis. The re- 
duced package time -rate more than makes 
up for the cost of the specially ordered 
telephone lines. Another reason for the 
station's willingness to accept a package 
rate is that an advertiser sponsoring a 
special event on a custom -built network 
usually spends considerable money pro- 
moting the broadcast at the point -of -sale. 
Thus, the station's call letters are brought 
to its prospective audience, and that's 
worth a great deal. 

Most agencies do not recommend cus- 
tom- built networks unless the event to be 
aired is an occasion that loses its impact 
unless aired live, and there is no available 
group of stations permanently linked up 
as a regional or special network which 
cover the advertiser's market. This is 
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easy to understand since custom -built 
networks are time- consuming and expen- 
sive to operate from a manpower basis. 
Each station has its own contract, and 
there must be a special contract with the 
telephone company. That's a big job. 

Nevertheless, where the occasion and 
the sponsor's distribution demands, as in 

the case of Spaulding, Atlantic, Goebel, 
Narragansett, and a number of dairies, 
brewers and oil companies, there is only 
one tight effective way to use broadcast- 
ing -the custom -built network. 

Even politics enter the building of these 
per -occasion chains. Most contracts for 

custom -built networks for this fall have 
been signed months ago. That was the 
only way that the agencies could protect 
their sponsors against being cancelled for 
political broadcasts. 

Politics also turns to custom -built net- 
works for its link with the people in a 
single voting area. There are few links 
(regional, or sections of a national net- 
work) that cover an area the way a candi- 
date desires. * . . 

$100 FOR A NAME 
(Continued from page 43) 

states, "I have to explain the term when 
talking to executives who aren't connected 
with radio." 

build profitable 
sa 

WGAL 

WKBO 

WRAW 

WORK 

WEST 
Represented by 

ROBERT MEEKER 
ASSOCIATES 

Established 1922 

WILMINGTON, DEL. 

Established 1922 

LANCASTER, PA. 

Established 1922 
HARRISBURG, PA. 

Established 1922 

READING, PA. 

Established 1932 

YORK, PA. 

Established 1936 

EASTON, PA. 

Chicago 
San Francisco 

AUGUST 1948 

New York 
Los Angeles 

Despite the obvious need, it's logical 
that there is no great driving urge for a 
new name for "spot." Status quo is 

always easier than change. The fact that 
there are many advertisers who should 
use broadcasting but don't, because they 
look upon radio advertising as either net- 
work (too costly) or "spot" announce- 
ments (too insignificant), makes little im- 
pression on many in the agency field and 
on many advertising managers. The 
campaign which will be waged by the 
National Association of Station Repre- 
sentatives to educate agency and adver- 
tising personnel, through a well -docu- 
mented presentation on the value of 

"spot," will reach, for the most part, only 
the advertising segment already in broad- 
casting. The advertiser who hasn't used 
the medium or has used it sparingly must 
be educated on the importance of using 
national broadcast advertising at a local 
level. 

A new name fur "spot" will go a long 
way towards broalening the radio adver- 
tising horizon of organizations that 
haven't used the medium yet. I t could 
shake the broadcast industry out of its 
"spot" inertia. 

Its important that a name be un- 
covered to replace "spot" before TV 
becomes a nationwide factor in broadcast 

For best results in the rich central and western 

sections of Oklahoma tie your message to a 50,000 

watt signal that is heard by OVER 1,370,000 Okla- 

homans who spent OVER 5855,739,000 in retail 

sales during 1947. 

JOE BERNARD 
GENERAL MANAGER 

AVERY -KNODEL, Inc. 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

8 



Oh, I say, Sir Walter, 

How's the penetration 
down WPTf way? 

t 

Here are your figures, 
Mr. BMB. More proof 
that WPTF is the No. 

01 Salesman in North 
Carolina, the South's 
No. 10 State. 

WPTF's BMB 
AUDIENCE 

457,840 FAMILIES 
<< BMB 

Penetration 
90 -100% 

Day -time Audience 
Families 
180,280 

80- 100% 288,830 
70- 100% 303.080 
60- 100% 319,030 
50 -100% 368.510 
40 -100% 398.030 
30 -100% 411,850 
20- 100% 442,390 
10 -100% 457,840 

* WPTF's Audience Reprint con- 
taining Complete BMB audience in- 
format;on by Counties and measured 
Ct es available upon request. 

WPTF 
680 WATTS 

KC NBC ' ArrtuArt 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

FREE & PETERS 
Nabonal 
RPpresent]Gses 

advertising. That's because TV will de- 
liver nationwide visual air advertising on 
an individual market level long before 
TV will be available on a telephone or 
microwave (automatic relay) network 
basis. To burden this new segment of 
broadcast advertising with the dual - 
meaning and generally misunderstood (at 
a sponsor executive level) "spot" nomen- 
clature is unfair to television, just as it is 

unfair to the new facets of FM, "store - 
casting," and "transitradio." 

At a timebuyer level (see "Quotes, ") 
men and women like Jack Laemmar 
(Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago), 
Florence A. Neighbors (Goodkind, Joice 

& Morgan, Chicago), William D. Smith 
(Buchanan, N. Y.), Frank Daniels (Len- 
non & Mitchell, N. Y.), Torn McDermott 
(N. W. Ayer, N. Y.), Tom Lynch (Newell - 
Emmett, N. Y.), Helen Wilbur (Doherty, 
Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y.), David Hal- 
pern (Owen & Chappell, N. Y.), Stewart 
Brown (Neff- Rogow, N. Y.), and McLean 
Chandler (Leo Burnett, Chicago), feel 
that the name "spot" is an industry 
obstacle. Others, almost as numerous, 
feel that the word "spot" is adequate, part 
of the radio language, and here to stay. 

SPONSOR has been checking the men 
who pay the bills for broadcast advertis- 
ing for over six months. Generally these 

r- 

On WSBT, every 

CBS show has -4 
a Hooper that's 

higher. 
to 202 

V 
Cj; 23 

PAUL H. 

0 

%ht9her! 

CBS 960 KC 5000 WATTS 

WSBT Ilooperatings on all CBS shows are higher than 

the national ratings. Not just a little higher, but much 

higher -23 to 202 per cent!' And no other station, either 

local or out-of-town. even comes close in Share of Audi- 
ence. It is WSBT -and only \VSB'l' -that gives you blan- 

ket coverage of the South Bend market. 

Hooper Report, FaII.W1nter 1947.48 

R A Y M E R C O M P A N Y N A T I O N A L R E P R E S E N T A T I V E 
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men state they have little desire to change 
the word "spot." At the saine time they 
are confused by the name. They think of 
the field of "spot" as being short an- 
nouncements, jingles, and one called it 
"irritant" advertising. 

When a multi- million dollar advertising 
form is so misunderstood and under- 
estimated something should be done to 
find a word that doesn't misdescribe it. 

That's why SPONSOR is asking adver- 
tisers, advertising agency men, station 
representatives, station executives -in 
fact everyone in the advertising business 
-to suggest a new name for "spot." 

There's $100 waiting the sender of the 
name regarded best by the 15 -man indus- 
try committee. Contestants won't be re- 
quired to pay postage on their entries. A 

postage -paid card between pages 42 and 
43 is yours to fill in and mail. In case of 
duplicate entries, the first to be mailed, as 
indicated by the postmark on the card, 
will be judged the winner. 

As usual in most competitions, the de- 
cision of the judges must be final. No 
entries will be returned by SPONSOR. No 
employees of Sponsor Publications Inc. 
are eligible. All entries must be mailed 
before midnight, 30 August. The compe- 
tition's official starting hour is midnight, 
8 August. (Please turn to page 86) 

94 
_ 

30 Min. 
Transcribed Shows 

WITH BIG -NAME 
TALENT 

Dec. '47 - Apr. '48 
HOOPER 

WOW - OMAHA 

KCMB - Kansas City 13.5 
WMBO - Peoria 15.1 
WHO - Des Moines 14.1 

NUF SED! - 

HARRY S. GOODMAN 
Radio Productions 

19 E. 53rd St., N. Y. C. 

AUGUST 1948 

Th ERE IS AN AREA served by WGY of 
which the Capital District of New York 

State is the hub. In this area, WGY is the 
station most people listen to most. But this 
is only one reason advertisers prefer WG Y. 

No other single station can duplicate 
WGY's coverage, and no group of stations 
can do so at a price that is at all competi- 
tive. Figured on a cost -per -listener basis. 
popular, pioneer Station WGY is the 
economical btly. 

At \KTRGB, the General Electric Tele- 
vision Station, a reputation for economical 
programming is in the making. Ask jour 
nearest NBC Spot Sales office about `° -11. 

Practical Television Programs" now avail- 
able for sponsorship. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES ... NBC SPOT SALES 

WGFM 
FREQUENCY 

MODULATION WGY 
50,000 WATTS 

SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

WRGB 
TELEVISION 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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New Agency Appointments (Continued fron) ptig'e 18) 

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY 

Power's Bakery, Des \I s 
(Quinn I'nl)lishing Co. Kingston N. 1. 
Revolt Inc. N. Y. . 

Santa Fe Vintage Cu. L. A. 
Shedd-Bart tsh Foods Inc. Detroit 
Speldel Corp. N. 1. 
Tetrad Mfg Corp. Mt. Ve N. 1. 
l'wln City Shellac Co Inc. N. Y. 
Nachusett Shirt Co. L instr %lass. 
N heat eon Corp. Rahway N. J. 
%Pilsen & Co Inc, Chi. 

Sponsor Personnel Changes 

Bakery 
I land i-Books 
Thoreus lighters 
wine 
Grocery. products 
Watch bracelets 
Phonograph needles 
%indo -Wax. thou wax 
Whitney shirts 
Cereal 
Meats 

Meneough. Martin & tieynd( ur, Des \Itin e 
Butler. N. Y. 
Norman I). 1Vaters, N. Y. 
Erwin- N'usey, 1 ... A. 
Clark & Rickerd. Detroit 
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.. radio only 
tieymour Kamen)'. N. Y. 
Devine, N. Y. 
Jantes Thomas Chirurg. Boston 
Brisacher, Van Nordcn & Staff. N. Y. 
Davis. L. A., for Pac adv 

NAME FORMER AFFILIATIONS NEW AFFILLIATIONS 

.1. L. Atwood 
Lester .1. Aue 
E. C. Boris 
V. John Bon 
Donald Dickson 
E. Lloyd Dosed[ 
Russell E. Ebersole 
Budd Core 
Il. T. Hamilton Jr 
Stanley C. (lope 
D. N. Huse 
'l'ad Jeffery 
Rudolph \I. Kant 
Calvin M. Kendig 
11. I \lact(ae Jr 
Sydney .1. Mass 
D'aller \layer 
Frederick J. Motte 
Iktwsun Newton 
L. W. Nolte 
George B. Park 
II r Replogle 
J. P. Richardson 
Robert .1. Roth 
Kenneth D. Sickinger 
Luisis Sobolof 
George F. Surgtz Jr 
Papal II. \lattis 

Drackett Cu. (:inci., asst adv mgr 

American Tobacco Co. N. l'., adv dept 
Harry E. Foster. Toronto 
American Ilome Foods. N. Y.. mdsg mgr 

11. & S. Pogue & Co. (arcs. 
Bristol -\dyers Co. N. 1... asst adv mgr 

Packard. acct exec 

James Hanley Co. Pruv., asst sis mgr 
Roark() Corp. \lia mi. adv mgr 

.American Ilome Foods. N. Y.. gen sis mgr 
Hotels Stoller Co. N. Y. 
Byer-Rolnick Co. Garland Tex.. radio. prom dir 
Stewart-Warner Corp. (:hi.. adv mgr radio div 

United Air Lines, p ode mgr 

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes 

North Amer Aviation Inc, L.: A.. pres 
Same. adv mgr 
Bcndix Aviation Corp (Rendit Radio die). Balte., gen sis mgr 
Sanie. asst adv mgr 
Bullas Dept Stores, Kitchener Ontario. adv. mgr 
Sterne. vp 
Westinghouse Elec Corp (Lamp die). Pitch.. gen sis mgr 
Marshall Field & Co. ('hi.. adv mg. 
Snow Crop Marketers Inc. N. Y., adv. sls prom mgr 
Esse Standard Oil Co. N. Y.. exec vp 
Corna Co. L. A., adv mgr Albers Cereal & Friskies div 
Lever Bros Co (l'epsodent div), Chi.. asst adv mgr 
Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster. pres 
Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster. bd chain 
General Foods Corp (Iiireley's div). \\'wood.. sis mgr 
National Pressure Cooker Co. Eau Claire. adv. sis prom dir 
(:orna[' Co. L. A.. adv mgr fresh milk & ice cream div 
Sane, gen ils mgr 
Florida Citrus C mission. Lakeland. adv mgr 
Carnation Co. L. A.. tidy mgr evaporated milk div 
General Elee Co. Bridgeport. adv mgr appliance dept 
Sanie, vp 
Same, adv mgr 
Sane. adv. sis prom mgr 
Zenith Radio Corp. Chi.. asst adv mgr 
June Dairy Prods Co. N. Y.. adv mgr 
Pan American -Grace .Airways. N. Y.. adv mgr 
Carnation Co. L. A., gen adv mgr 

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION 

lurk %dams 
Freda Bartels 
(craldine IIuldridg 
led Ilust 
Nicholas Aeescly 
Scutt? lac(.regur 
Seymour I.trris 
I.. t:. Pori man 
Ilill) Sanders 
Dun saw. 
Alfred J Seal pone 
D. N. Scutt 

John K. She.hau 
Ldgar %.Shuaff 
Ray simile. 
(.forge \. Slater 
I. Bryce Spruill 
Charles 1 % out ourhis 
( harles h 1% a Men 
Henry J %%cil 

il 4111 %% i.e 

%I (.1 S'l'. 19 l 

Compton. N. Y. 

Free lance radio. T1 producer 
Mils. N. Y.. prog sls mgr 
(:its-'r1, N. 1. 

%lilt-hell- Faust. ( :hi.. vp in chge radio 
Radio. stage actor 
bung & 1(u Inca nl. II'wtool., prods mgr 
Bendiv -Nest ingluuse Automotive Broke Co. adv. 

pub red dir 
l . S. State Dept (bdcstg div). \ l head 
Dar Assets .Ad mi nist ru Hon. adv die chief 
Kenyon & Eckhardt. N. V. I nano. NInllay & Nichols. (:oluntivos I). 
Burton[ Brow ne, Chi.. vp 
11111/& 0, Cleveland, acct exec 

1.111s. Buffalo. acct .uc \I. C. I.ttdg.. S. F. 

Barnard L. Sackett. Phila.. TA script ed 
Federal. N. Y.. radio copywriter 
Ad Fried. Oakland. timebuyer 
McGann- Erickson. N. l ., 'IT dir 
Lcunen & Mitchell. radio dept mgr 
Yorker, N. l'., TV dept head 
N. 11'..% cr. Detroit. vp 
Lunkv- Port nian & Associates (new). ti. F., partner 
Dan li. \liner. L. A., radio.' 1i dir 
Ad Fried. Oakland. TV dir 
Niel( nn- Erickson, N. Y.. radio prodn tugs 
Norman \lodere, Akron. acct exec 

Buchanan. N. 1.. radio.' FY dir 
.1. \I. Strauss. L. A.. vp. gen mgr 
Erwin. Nasey, N. Y.. timcluycr 
Same. %p 
N. A. Winter. Des \I ' s, vp 
l'aller & Smith & Ross. Cleveland. met exec 
li . Siigg.'l'evis & holden. S. F.. partner 
11. J. Neil (new). Buffalo, partner 
Lung. S. F., ace( exec 



did 
in Cincinnati, ONE station i- --d-o- it 

-' O,ited 

re 
'1R ri 

States 

Tires qt *4+ ' 
I It- t 

In 1922, John and Ferd Hengehold opened a tiny tire anc. 

battery shop on historic Mohawk Place in Cincinnati. a 

semi -suburban location far from the city's heavy shopping 

traffic. Over the years, their store became known as the 

Mohawk Furniture and Appliance Mart. Their new lines 

demanded more traffic than the location would normally 

produce. In 1937, they inaugurated a modest 15- minute 

Sunday afternoon show, "CANAL DAYS" over WSAI. 

Since then, they have used no 

other' medium . . . no other 
radio station . . . no other 
program. Now a half hour, this 

show began its 12TH YEAR in 

March. Today, the Mohawk 
store draws patronage from all 

of the city's sprawling trading 
zone ... has 10,000 square feet 

of selling space ... inventories 

1400 items. 1N CINCIN- 
NATI, ONE STATION 
CAN DO IT... if it's WSAI! 

AI 
CINCINNATI 

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL 
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and PEORIAREA 
is growing 

like a mushroom 

HOMES FOR 10,000 people will 
ultimately be erected in Marquette 
Heights, brand new community rising 
just south of Peoria. By fall, 2500 will 
be moved in. 
NEW CUSTOMERS will shop for 
nationally advertised products in the 
planned commercial center. 
TREMENDOUS INDUSTRIAL EX- 
PANSION is making Peoriarea larger 
and more prosperous than ever before. 

WMBO alone 
keeps pace 

Soon to be announced: new power . . . 
new transmitter ...new theatre studios. 

The only Peoriarea station with FM. 
Now operating FM full time simul- 
taneously with AM. 

The first Peoriarea station to 
apply for television. 

PEORIA 
CBS Affiliate S000 Watts 
Free Ii Palen, Inc., Nl'I. Rep. 
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$100 FOR A NAME 
(Continued from page 83) 

Among the strong proponents of a new 
name have been Paul H. Raymer, station 
representative of the firm of the same 
name, and H. Preston Peters, of Free and 
Peters. Mr. Raymer has advocated 
"selective" as the ideal term for nationa- 
broadcast advertising on a market -byl 
market basis. Mr. Peters has used the 
name "bulls -eye broadcasting" to char- 
acterize "spot" advertising as he sees it. 
Both Mr. Rayner and Mr. Peters, despite 
their use of other names, have joined the 
15 -man industry committee of judges. 

SPONSOR, through this competition, is 
acting as a representative of the entire 
broadcast advertising industry. Its ac- 
tion, in initiating this campaign for an 
adequate name that will be acceptable to 
the entire industry, is taken at this time 
because little has yet been done, but much 
is in the wind, to place "spot" on a com- 
petitive basis with all other advertising 
media. 

National radio advertising placed on a 
market -by- market basis is a full -fledged 
part of broadcast advertising that needs 
ride on no one's coat tail. * * 

1947 -1948 Contest Report 

Very Mlle new 
during la.I 1`I1.1111 

Radio's best -tested contest formulas 
were the most successful during the 
1947 -48 season. This was true despite 
the fact that a new type of radio "con- 
test" -the telephone quiz with a 

charity tie -in, brought to its peak by 
Ralph Edwards' Truth or Consequences 

-- gained tremendous popularity with 
listeners and advertisers. The basic 
reasons for the success of a straight con- 
test promotion are still unchanged. 

The big -time contest promoters, Proc- 
ter & Gamble, Lever Brothers, General 
Foods, General Mills, Borden, etc., used 
the standard jingle contests, 25 -word 
letter testimonials, name .selecting, and 
essay- writing, plus mild variations of 
these. The main trend was in the prizes. 
The housing shortage brought contests 
that offered listeners new homes, lots. 
and complete furnishings. The fact that 
cars are still hard -to -get resulted in con- 
tests offering new Chevrolets, Fords. and 
Kaiser -Frazers. Money prizes were on 

the upgrade too. The top money prize 
of the 1937 38 radio season was a P. & 

411,1_11-AZ' 

Zanesville, Ohio 

A NEW 

MAJOR MARKET 

with 

123,400 
urban population 

FOUR CITIES in the WHIZ primary 
area (all within 25 air miles of 
Zanesville) have 123,400 Total 
Urban Population. 

City Population 
Zanesville 44,500 
Newark 41,400 
Cambridge 21,900 
Coshocton 15,600 

Total Urban Population 123,400 

ZANESVILLE is the Ninth Largest 
Trading Area in the State of Ohio with 
a total population of 272,000 and retail 
sales in excess of $182,000,000. 

AND WHIZ dominates in this rich 
industrial -agricultural trading area with 
a 60 per cent share of audience. (Con - 
lan- November, 1947). 

NBC AFFILIATE 

Joñn E. Pearson Co. 

SPONSOR 



C.-Camay letter -writing contest that 
totalled $103,000. In 1947 -48 the top 
total was the $203,725 given away by 
Pepsi -Cola in its not -tco- successful 
"Family Sweepstakes" contest, promoted 
largely through newspapers, magazines 
and, to a limited extent, spot radio. 

It is hard to say whether any single 
contest was the most successful of the 
season. Contests are designed to do 
various jobs -build listening, create con- 
sumer demand for the product, sample 
products, or create general good -will. 
That's why successful contests must be 
tailored to the specific task that the 
advertiser wants done. Returns alone 
do not always indicate the measure of a 
successful contest promotion. 

From a sales standpoint, outstanding 
was Kaiser -Frazer's Newscope letter - 
writing promotion. The prizes included 
the usual merchandise and cash list 
(there were 1,360 in all) but also featured 
new Kaiser cars and big cash prizes. 
(Total value of the prize list was $135,- 
000.) Kaiser -Frazer ad -men decided that 
the contest had to be designed to build 
interest in the cars themselves, and bring 
prospective customers into showrooms. 
The problem was solved through dealer - 
obtained entry blanks, without which 
listeners to the thrice -weekly Newscope 

Life 

WNJR 
is able to create attention for 

your product in the rich North 

Jersey market of 1,000,000 

homes. 

5000 WATTS 

the radio station of the 

N1?mark Nput9 

program could not enter. Dealers re- 
ported, when the contest promotion was 
over, that 3,000,000 people had cone 
to the auto firm's showrooms for the 
blanks. Most of them also looked over 
the new models, and listened to a sales 
talk. Kaiser -Frazer. one of the few auto 
firms not gversold, paid for the contest 
several times over in car sales. 

Last year's top contest was the Lever - 
Pepsodent My Favorite Brunette pro - 
motion. It proved to Lever president 
Charles Luckman that the jingle contest 
formula had the edge on other contest 

forms from both a sales and contest 
return standpoint. This season Lever 
again applied the jingle treatment to 
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts on behalf 
of the Lever subsidiary, Thomas H. 
Lipton Company. The cash prizes 
totaled $15,000, with $10,000 as first 
prize. Listeners had to complete the last 
line of a product limerick, and send it 
along with a carton top. Though the 
prizes were not outstanding, the contest 
pulled more than a million entries. At 
least 30 -50Y e were from new users of 
Lipton's Noodle Soup, and recent check- 

4IERE'S THE 
PROFITS AROM 
fIELD 7, LAM!" 

$ANKING 
-HOURS 

12AM- 12PM 

t6i p. 

Maybe'ou think that illustra- 
tion is a gag. If so, you ought 
to come out and see our hac- 
seeds drag in the slough! 
In WDA'I's Red River Valley. 
the average family has an Effec- 
tive lining Income of $1-191 

(19.17). The average in "boom - 
ing" California is $3771. In 
Indiana its $3699! In the parts 
of North Dakota not serves) by 
U-DAY. it's 53810! 
11 DAY is one of the feu stations 
even heard throughout the Red 
Riser Valley. In Fargo. oar 
share of the audience was 3 -1/2 

tines that of Station B. In our 
primary area. our share of the 
audience 'sas 5 times that of 
Fargo Station B. (Conlon. May). 
Dont you think our story de- 
serves your consideration? 

O 
A 
Y 

FARGO, N. D. 

NBC 970 KILOCYCLES 

5000 WATTS 

4EFREE & PETERS, he. 
.d..i.e Na.1...I Pre.nuoe 
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SAVE A CHILD-SAVE THE FUTURE 

You can help you must help! 
YOUR GIFT TO THE CRUSADE FOR CHIL- 
DREN WILL BE PART OF A UNITED EFFORT TO 

Raise $60,000,000 for relief 

AS you read this, millions of 
children are starving. Dozens 

will die before you finish. 
To keep as many as possible alive 

and to help them to normal growth 
and normal thought, members of 
the United Nations are making a 
unified appeal for your help. Every 
country is doing what it can. 

In the U. S. A. this appeal is 
called the Crusade for Children and 

twenty -six established relief agen- 
cies are represented. These agencies 
are making a single request for aid, 
and they will share your contribu- 
tion. 

Sixty million dollars are needed - now. There is no time to lose. 
When you save a child, you save 

the future. So give what you can, 
and give note! 

CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN 
AMERICAN OVERSEAS AID UNITED NATIONS APPEAL [OR CHILDREN 

Photo by Roman l'ishniac 

National Headquarters 

88 

39 Broadway Now York 6, N. Y. 
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ups at point -of -sale show that repeat 
sales are holding up well. 

Procter & Gamble, perhaps the leading 
user of radio contests, stuck pretty close 
to the 25- words -or -less formula that it has 
employed through the years as a part 
of the continuous sampling of P. & C. 
products. To tie -in with housewives 
spring cleaning sessions, a $50,000 Treasure 
Hunt promotion was conducted on four 
P. & G. afternoon NBC soap operas, and 
on ABC's Breakfast in Hollywood. The 
prize money was hidden in a well -known 
city, and listeners had to identify the 
location through clues given on the pro- 
grams. Dealers came in for their share, 
too. Contestants were asked to give 
names and addresses of dealers who had 
helped them fill out their official entries. 
Thus, the dealers featured the special 
"spring cleaning" displays of P. & C. 
products and contestants submitted the 
usual P. & G. product sentence: "I use 
Procter .& Gamble products for house- 
cleaning because . . ." The promotion 
was over -all -the complete line of P. & G. 
housecleaning products (Spic & Span, 
Duz, Dreft, etc.) were featured in point - 
of -sale displays, and in the supporting 
advertising in newspapers and Sunday 
supplements. Boxtops from any three 
different products in the group had to 

AIM 

ANY WAY 

YOU LOOK AT IT ... 

KNOXVILLE'S BEST BET 

is 

WIIIK 
Represented by Donald Cooke, Inc. 

AUGUST 1948 

accompany each entry. The timing of 
the contest promotion was ideal. Total 
returns were estimated at 1,500,000. 
Sales of P. & G. housecleaning products 
during the annual spring cleanup jumped 
10% to 35% in groceries and chain 
stores. Other P. & G. contest promotions 
(the soap firm runs about 8 to 10 a year) 
ran the gamut from the Camay $25,000 
"Name-the-girl-on-the- Camay - wrapper" 
contest to the Ivory 5 -week "Cutest 
Baby" contest. All featured the 25 -word 
letter. 

Listener contests promoted by the 
networks were productive last season. 
The largest of these was the ABC Memory 
Tune contest on the Paul Whiteman 
Record Club. ABC promoted $22,650 

worth of merchandise prizes for the hour- 
long, multiple- sponsor network disk show. 
Four weekly contests, tied -in with a 
fund raising drive for the American 
Council on Rheumatic Fever, gave away 
everything from a Kimball grand piano 
to a Philco television set. The show's 
rating, during the run of the proportional 
campaign (an ad in Life, local ads by 
ABC stations, courtesy spots, etc.) was 
raised nearly 33 %. Some $65,000 was 
raised for ACRF. That the show did 
not maintain its boosted rating once the 
promotion was over was not the fault 
of the contest. Network disk jockeys just 
don't compete well with the local variety. 

Other successful air contests in the 
1947 -48 season were geared to program 
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Retail sales in WDBJ's daytime coverage area 

exceeded $850,000,000 in 1947, nearly double 
1946. In the part of this rich market where WDBJ's 
listenership is 50- 100<<, retail sales exceeded 
$500,000,000. You can cover this fast growing 
market of Roanoke and most of Southwest Virginia 
with WDBJ alone, and the cost is surprisingly low. 

Ask- Free & l'eiIIrS: 

WDBJ 
CBS 5000 WATTS 960 KC 

Owned and Operated by the 
TIMES -WORLD CORPORATION 

R O A N O K E, VA. 
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives 
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 SELL 
No. l Market 

IN THE 

South's 
No. 1 State 

WINSTON -SALEM 

GREENSBORO 

HIGH POINT 

//WITHIN OUR 

PRIMARY + AREA 

210,200 PERSONS 

$179,469,000 
IN RETAIL SALES 

$283,685,000 
IN BUYING INCOME 

We Lead Day and Night 
in this Rich Tri -City Market 

WRITE FOR OUR BMB DATA FOLDER 

WSJ S 
CD WINSTON -SALEM 

THE JOURNAL -SENTINEL STATIONS 

NBC 
AFFIUAT[ 

ReKimintsd by 
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY 
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and product. Cudahy Packing Company 
introduced their post -war Old Dutch 
Cleanser on Nick Carter with a jingle 
contest that gave away 20 new Fords, 
and $2,500 in cash. Borden pulled more 
than a million returns on a radio -pro- 
moted contest to naine the new baby of 
their "Elsie the Cow" trademark. Gen- 
eral Foods built consumer acceptance for 
Birdseye frozen peaches with a $10,000 
letter- writing contest, and reversed a 

slump in the frozen foods sales. There 
were many others. 

Not all radio contests click. A lot 
of advance testing and planning is 

needed to insure success. For radio 
advertisers, however, a well- promoted, 
well -conducted contest can be productive 
of both sales and increased listening. 

Who Owns What? 

l'::1:: : `I.oWs 
111ucr41 .Iwo 

Independently owned package shows 
being sponsored on coast -to -coast net- 
works are on the increase. Fifty -one and 
a half per cent of the commercial shows on 
the air in June were bought by either 
client or agency complete and ready for 
airing. This compares with 41.6% when 
SPONSOR checked last December. 

This trend was at the expense of 
agency -built vehicles, which has dropped 
from 30.5- to 20.8% since last year. In 
a certain sense, the swing toward buying 
independent packages is also at the ex- 
pense of network -built packages. In 
spite of the efforts of web program depart- 
ments during the last year to come up 
with new ideas and talent, the percentage 
of sponsored chain -built shows remains 
virtually unchanged. It's 16.2 as 

against 16.3(7, at the end of last year. 
The percentage of station and client - 

owned programs hasn't changed percep- 
tibly during the year. Stations now have 
1.2c of web commercial shows as against 
a former t.S %. Sponsors now own 10.6 

as against 9.8(7r last year. 
There are gcod reasons for the trend 

away from agency -built and controlled 
shows. Independent packagers are in a 

better position to produce and sell to the 
networks shows on a sustaining basis. 

This provides the valuable opportunity' 
(shared also by chain -built programs) to 
build acceptance while awaiting the 
hoped -for sale. An agency can buy such a 

package and at the sanie time act in a 

supervisory capacity. It may virtually 
control the show from story' line to cast 
without the cost or responsibility of a 

complete production staff. s.. 
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MINNESOTA'S TRIPLE MARKET 
* 350,000 INTERNATIONAL visitors 
* 34,000 NIFTROPOLITAN residents 
* 87,200 RURAL consumers in the primary 

coverage area. 

KROC NB` 
EVERYONE Minn. Network 
DIMS TO N. W. Network 

Southern Minnesota's Oldest Radio Station 
Established 1935 

IN ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA 
r'euonetly re.rzsented by the John E. Pearson Co. 
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BILLION 
DOLLAR MARKET 

spread over two states 

Take our BM B Audience Cover- 
age Map, match it with the 
latest Sales Management "buying 
power" figures, and you'll see 
that KWFT reaches a billion and 
a half dollar market that spreads 
over two great states. A letter 
to us or our "reps" will bring 
you all the facts, as well as cur- 
rent avallabilities. Write today. 

l KWFT 
THE TEXAS -OKLAHOMA STATION 
Wichta Falls í,O00 Wtt -620 KC-CBS 

Represented by Paul H. Raymer 
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower 

Petroleum Bldg., Dallas 
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FM POINT OF SALE 
(Continued from page 31) 

The turning on of the receivers in the 
stores can also be controlled by a pulse. 
Thus, a nonstorecasting sponsor may be 
permitted to buy time on an FM- store- 
cast station during the period normally 
devoted to storecast commercials, the re- 
ceivers in the stores being turned off so 
that only the FM homes will be able to 
dial the program. During the storecast 
hours, the FM stations will be a dual 
operation. The sponsor will buy the spot 
commercial from the station for home re- 
ception and will purchase separately the 
facilities of the point -of -sale advertising 
operator so that these commercials may 
be heard in the supermarkets. The point - 
of -sale broadcast advertising operator will 
own the equipment in each store, will 
merchandise the storecasting, and will 
service the stores. 

Retail food merchandising through 
supermarkets has to operate without 
active salesmen. It is automatic merchan- 
dising, almost as autcmatic as a vending 
machine. Storecasting has proved that 
it can overcome the lack of live on -the- 
spot selling. Individual manufacturers 
like Swift have special case history 
studies of what in -store broadcasting has 

been able to do for them. Sales of Swift's 
Meats for Babies were increased in First 
National Stores in New England (Hart- 
ford, New Haven, and Bridgeport areas) 
over 100%. The average increase in 
sales for a storecast advertiser, during the 
latter year of the two -year test, has been 
65<<. The stores themselves increase 
their volume 5 %, with music. How 
much 57, can be is best indicated by the 
fact that the Norwalk, Connecticut, 
First National supermarket grosses over 
$3,000,000 a year. 

This First National giant is equipped 
in the manner that all future Stoiecast 
Corporation -served markets will be. The 
speakers are hidden underneath bins. 
They are angled so that the sound hits the 
shelves opposite the bins. It bounces off 
these shelves to ear height. The speakers 
are located at intervals so frequent that 
there are no spots in the store where the 
airing is too loud or too soft. 

Surveys have been made by First 
National to determine consumer reaction 
to music in its giant markets. Not every- 
body liked it-6% preferred shopping 
without it, 7% were indifferent to it. The 
rest, 87 %, indicated that if they had to 
choose between shopping with or without 
music, they'd go to the market that had 
it. There weren't as many who admitted 

WA 
We have a HOT HOOPER 

in CHATTANOOGA! 
MORE Chattanoogans will tune in for 
new sparkling summer programs this 
month and the summer months to come. 
It's good listening, and good SELLING 

day and nice on 

WAPO 
Affiliated with 

National Broadcasting Company 
Represented b 

HEADLEY -REED COMPANY 
AUGUST 1948 

The 40th retail market 

D A V E N P O R T 

ROCK ISLAND 
M O L I N E 

EAST MOLINE; 

"FIRST to broadcast 
to 'shut -ins'.'' 

WOC WOC.FM 
5,000 Watts, 1420 Kt. 

BASIC NBC Affiliate 
Col. B. J. Palmer, Pres. 

B.ryl Lcttridge, Mgr 

DAVENPORT, IOWA 
National Representatives: 

FREE & PETERS, Inc. 
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Wild Indians 

couldd't keep 'em 

from listening to 

WMT 
in Tama WA 

... not that they'd try, for even the 

Indians haven't any reservations about 

\ \'MT's solid programming. (To tell 

the truth. the Sacs and Foxes who in- 

habit the nearby Mesquakie Reservation 

are really tama than they are wild). 

When you want to reach Tama's 
solid citizens - and the 1058 other 

prosperous farm and industrial com- 

munities within \ \' \Ii "s 2.5 \I \' line, 

whoop it up on Ea -tern Iowa's only 

CBS outlet. Ask the Katz man about 
\\ \I'I 's 33.(130.000 acre 11 \111 coverage 

in one of the richest markets in 

the world. 
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WMT 
CEDAR RAPIDS 
5000 Watts 600 K.C. 

BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK 

liking the commercials but 66rß stated 
that they found them useful. The re- 
searchers making the study annotated 
this figure with the remark that it was 
evident that the women generally did not 
want to indicate that they' were influenced 
by advertising in making their selections. 

Indicative of the effectiveness of store - 
cast commercials is the fact that often 
women leave their valuable place in a 
check -out line to add something about 
which they have just heard, to their pur- 
chases. (Losing a place in line at peak 
shopping hours may mean a loss of from 
20 to 30 minutes.) 

Employees and employee relations are 
important to chain store operations -vote 
99M in favor of music in stores. Clerks 
and check -out girls in chains some of 
whose stores receive storecasts frequently 
ask if there is music in the store to which 
they are being transferred and have been 
known to resign rather than accept a 

transfer to a "silent" market. Realizing 
that the advertisers make the service 
possible, store managers and clerks are 
apt to give better locations and better 
servicing to the products sold on store - 
casting. 

The best- integrated storecast operation 
doesn't depend upon store personnel 
good -will for the posting of panel signs 

and stocking of store shelves. Storecast- 
ing would fail if product distribution 
wasn't adequate, if the products were 
hidden in inaccessible corners of stores. 
Operations like Storecast Corporation 
maintain a field staff to make certain that 
the products advertised are in good sup- 
ply, well displayed, and have effective 
panel signs. in some areas a regular 
Nielsen -type audit is maintained so that 
the movement of the product from ware- 
house to supermarket is regulated by the 
movement of the product off the store 
shelves. 

During the past two test years, Storecast 
maintained a control set of stores so that 
sales in a store served by music could be 
checked against a similar store not so 
serviced. It is not planned to use this 
"control" operation in new areas, nor to 
continue it in present areas when the shift 
is made from telephone wire service to 
FM. This shift is scheduled for l October 
in New England and l January in Phila- 
delphia. in Philadelphia the Baltimore 
Markets (33) and the American Stores 
supermarkets (103) are serviced. In 
New England 63 First National giant 
markets are Storecast -equipped and an 
additional 57 receive Storecast merchan- 
dising service. These latter 57 will no 
doubt also have Storecast programing 

W 1 l S-0 N 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Alien E. Wannamak er. Mgr. 

WEED 8 CO., National Representatives 
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W MIN SELLS 
MINNESOTA'S BETTER 

HALF 

AT COST! 

Do you want fancy talk or results? There's 

only one answer. That's why we're sure 

you'll want to ask a Farjae man to make 

good on the statement above. And make 

goad he can' Because WMIN does deliver 
listeners at lowest cost in the Metropolitan 
Minneapolis -Saint Paul Market where 
nearly half Minnesota's retail sales are 
made. And WMIN gives you high -power 
FM at na extra cost. Ask Farjae about 
WMIN. 

WMIN 
ST. PAUL MINNEAPOLIS 
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE i COMPANY 

You can SPOT 

more SPOTS 

that are 

HOT SPOTS 

on JOHN BLAIR 

STATIONS! - JOHN --^- 
BLAIR . V\>; COMPANY 

REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS 

Offices In Chicago New York Detroit 

St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 
l 

AUGUST 1948 

when the shift is made to FM. The prob- 
lem of telephone lines cost made their 
servicing uneconomical up to now, but 
they were merchandised in order to give 
the Joseloff operation something big 
enough* to interest national advertisers. 

With FM, storecasting can be nation- 
wide as quickly as stores are equipped to 
receive the programs and stations con- 
tract to program foi stores. The change- 
over from normal FM station programing 
won't be very difficult because most suc- 

cessful independent station operation is 

based upon block -programed music. 
Storecast scheduling is a particular type 
of block programing. Stations when they 
contract with Storecasting are guaranteed 
a minimum amount of revenue per year. 
Besides, they reach a new audience for 
themselves, since every half hour the call 
letters of the station are heard in the 
stoles. If the store customers like what 
they hear, they are more than likely to 
want it at home also. 

Storecasting isn't being permitted, like 
Topsy, to just grow. In New England a 
program, Mr. an i Mrs. Storecast, was 
broadcast daily over WNAB, Bridgeport. 
Not only did it sell the idea of shopping to 
music but it carried participating adver- 
tising by the advertisers using the Store - 
cast service. It's no longer needed up 
Yankee way but its likely to be pre- 
sented in each new territory Storecast 
Corporation enters. 

Storecast Corporation is not without 
competition. In Chicago, Consumers' 
Aid serves 100 markets in the Jewel Tea 
chain. 

The trial and error point -of -sale broad- 
casting period has been paid for by Store - 
cast Corporation. They've proved the 
medium. Others will take up from here. 
There's a great deal of know -how in 

storecasting, and the top of the savvy 
best expressed by George Hennessy, ex- 

ecutive vp, who says, "Food merchandis- 
ing isn't learned overnight. Storecasting 
is food merchandising at its most exacting 
point. We have made errors during the 
first two years and corrected them, but 
don't get the notion that we feel that 
we've licked every problem. There'll be 

a new one tomorrow that no one has even 
thought of today. 

"What do we do when the world series 

is on? 

"We give them the games." 

The ultimate in good merchandising, is 

never reached -in or out of FM store - 
casting. 

*Since the cost of reaching the 57 stores by telephone line 
would be prohibitive, they were merchandised only to 
keep the slorecast merchandising package large enough 
to interest national advertisers. 

He who 
pays the 

piper... 

...calls the tune 

and on WATV it's the merry 

jingle of cash registers when 

your product reaches the thou- 

sands of 31,ihior ira 1 Ç tele- 

vision fans who daily at five 

line up to follow Uncle Hal's 

film funnies and cartoons. 

WATV a 
Channel V 

TELEVISION CENTER, NEWARK 1, N. J. 
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SPEAKS 
Spotlight on "Spot" 

Early in radio's advertising career a 
new word was born. 

The word "spot" was created by adver- 
tising agency man Stanley Boynton of 
Detroit to designate broadcast advertising 
placed on an individual market basis. He 
used it in an ad prepared for Scott Howe 
Bowen, dean of station representatives. 

There was nothing wrong with the term. 
As a matter of fact, there were brevity and 
simplicity to commend it. But somewhere 
along the line it took on a double meaning. 
It became not only a designation for an 
important segment of broadcast advertis- 

ing, but it began also to mean "announce- 
ments," "chain breaks," "jingles," and all 
the short subjects that appeared on the 
sponsored scene. 

Unfortunately, the narrower concept 
caught on most widely with the buying 
end of the advertising fraternity; the 
broader definition was largely overlooked. 
The fact that "spot" meant all of broad- 
cast advertising on an individual market 
basis, whether programs or chain breaks, 
didn't quite register. 

Several years ago some men in the sell- 
ing end of broadcast advertising sensed 
the confusion and misunderstanding oc- 
casioned by the term and urged a change. 
They proposed a contest för a new name 
to be conducted by the NAB, but it 
never got rolling. 

Last fall station representative Paul 
Raymer took further action. He can- 
vassed broadcast advertising buyers for 
their understanding of the word "spot." 
When the response showed that the vast 
majority understood it to mean only the 
"announcement" phase of what he had to 
sell, he decided that the time had come for 
action. He proposed a change to the word 
"selective," and carried through a forceful 
promotion campaign to plant the idea. 

He put across his basic premise. Among 
others, SPONSOR quickly realized the wis- 
dom of finding a new term for "spot" in its 
broader aspect. Editorials were carried in 

several issues advocating a new name. 
After many months, and much factfind- 

ing, SPONSOR has decided that the best 
way to get a new name is to invite the in- 
dustry at large to participate in a compe- 

SOAP SETS A DIFFERENT PATTERN 

The fault that advertisers find with broadcast advertising is 

the manner in which they use it rather than the medium it- 
self. Several great corporations are cutting their radio bud- 
gets. Their announced reason is that the medium is not 
flexible. Other corporations, sometimes in the very same fields 
in which competitors are making drastic broadcast advertising 
budget cuts. are expanding their use of the medium. The firms 
that are reducing their expenditures think of broadcasting as a 
medium that can't measure up under selling pressure. Factu- 
ally its the manner in which they have employed the medium 
that is inflexible that doesn't deliver sales. It's sPONsoR's 
belief that broadcasting is as flexible as an advertiser is willing 
to make it. 

This fall there will he a number of sponsors who will change 
their use of the medium drastically. They'll prove that broad- 
casting is flexible. Lover Brothers has a big stake in a number 
of important programs. I t was rumored that it wasn't going to 
renew Bob Hope for Pepsodent. He's high- priced talent. The 
sale of toothpaste is tapering off from its 1947 high, so Pepso- 
dent no doubt wondered if it could afford Hope. What Lever 
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tition to select it. A notable group of 
fifteen people were asked to serve as 
judges; all fifteen have accepted. Among 
them is Paul Raymer, who has unselfishly 
buried his interest in the word "selective" 
to help in the quest for the best name to be 
found. Another is H. Preston Peters, head 
of the station representative firm of Free 
& Peters, who has been just as industry - 
minded in putting aside the term "bulls - 
eye radio" he has publicly advocated. 

International Broadcasting 

For some years before World War II the 
senior networks (NBC and CBS) regarded 
international broadcasting as a logical 
phase of their expansion. Both chains 
spent large sums of money developing net- 
works of the Americas with the thought of 
eventually transmitting commercial pro- 
grams from Mexico to Cape Horn. 

Now that is all over. CBS has dis- 
banded its international division and 
there is no desire at NBC to even talk 
about it, due to recent governmental dis- 
closures. This is tragic. Nowhere in the 
world does the United States free enter- 
prise system need selling more than in 
South America. American business is los- 
ing its opportunity to present its story. 

The networks will not of themselves re- 
vitalize their international operations. It's 
up to American business to say it with 
dollars -to the chains; to tell them that 
they're willing, ready and able to sponsor 
broadcasts not only to South America but 
to the world. 

Brothers (Pepsodent's parent company) did, is what many in- 
telligent users of broadcast advertising can do. They continue 
to hold both Hope and the time period for which he has de- 
veloped high listening, meanwhile shifting the selling on the 
program to another product. Lever Brothers will be fighting 
harder than ever to keep itself a leader in the soap, cosmetic, 
and food fields. It will put more "sell" into its advertising 
copy. It will use broadcasting with all its flexibility (pages 
25 -27). 

The soap industry, with the exception of Colgate- Palmolive- 
Peet, will do very little drastic radio budget cutting this fall. 
Even Procter & Gamble, which less than a year ago warned 
the broadcasting industry that it was becoming a costly 
medium, will only rearrange, not materially cut, its budget. 
P &G will be investing a sizable sum in films for telecasting, 
with plans to get into TV extensi:ely early in 1949. 

Broadcasting is still the most productive medium through 
which soap can be sold. Soap merchandisers generally know 
and acknowledge this. What's true of soap can be true of 
most products that are sold to mass audiences. 

SPONSOR 



Buying radio programs on the basis of percentages alone 
is closely akin to "buying a pig in a poke ". Markets are 
people, not percentages. Ratings have meaning only in 
terms of homes reached, and ratings are projectable only 
to the segment of the population represented in the sample. 

That's why WLW -with its 4 -state Merchandise -Able 
Area almost evenly divided between rural and urban lis- 
teners- adopted the Nielsen Radio Index. And that's bow 
advertisers know exactly what they are getting for their 
advertising dollar on WLW. 

The NRI is an accurate cross section of all the nearly 
31,4 million radio homes within WLW -Land. It provides 
a scientifically accurate picture of all listening, minute -by- 
minute. Thus an advertiser knows the total listening audi- 
ence, his share of the audience, and the total number of 
homes reached per broadcast. 

But that isn't all. Nielsen also reveals the Cumulative 
Audience -the number of different homes reached by one 
or more programs in a series of broadcasts. It is not the 
same people who listen to successive broadcasts - the 
audience is fluid. 'With each successive broadcast the 
advertiser reaches new listeners, as well as many of the 
same listeners. That is the manner in which radio is 
bought and sold, and the manner in which people listen 
to it. 

That's why the Cumulative Audience is of extreme im- 
portance to the advertiser. It enables him to know the 
total number of home impressions made by this advertis- 

ing in a series of broadcasts ... and the cost per home 
impression. 

For example: a morning newscast on WLW had an 
average per broadcast audience of 229,000 homes, Monday 
through Saturday, during four measured weeks of listening 
in February -March, 1948. But in the course of a week 
(6 broadcasts) this program reached . 8,000 different 
radio homes. The average home reached heard 3.1 of the 
six broadcasts -accounting for 1,388,800 home impressions 
at a cost of only $1.25 per thousand home impressions. 

For further details, contact your nearest WLW Sales 
Office in Cincinnati, New York or Chicago. On the 'X'est 
Coast, see the Keenan & Eickelherg representative in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco or Portland, Ore. 

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE -ABLE STATION 



...A COMBINATION THAT COPPED 

for Cleveland's Chief Station 
The combination of WJW's potent programming and its 
scene -of- action broadcasts of the Indians ball games ... 
at home and away ... has made it the favorite station in 
the great Cleveland market. All through the week, Sun- 
day through Saturday, according to latest ratings, WJW 
takes top spot across the board! 

For your share of these audiences ... phone or se 
Headley -Reed. 

W 

Broadcasts of 

Indian Games 

make it most 

listened to station 

in Cleveland! X111 
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